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. PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION

This manual is intended for,.use as- a- training..publication__and..as a _guide....for,_Lnye.st_igators
working wage compliance cases.

The manual is divided' into ten sections. They contain a comprehensive review of the Pay
Board Regulations which remain in effect' for those industries under mandatory control and
serve as guidelines'for the voluntary sector.

To completely develop cases, you must have a thorough understanding of.the computAtions
prescribed by the Pay Board Regulations and the criteria for exceptions. Computations are

--discussed-in-Chapter-LII.--Exceptions-and-exemptions_are_discuased_tn Chapter I. The manual
also contains sections discussing Phase IV Regulations, the November 1971 recodification,
Forms S-82 and S-102, and a sample case file and problems.

Where appropriate, references are made throughout the text to the Regulations and various
forms.

II. ROLE OF THE INVESTIGATOR

The role of the Investigator in Phase III has been expanded from that of Phase II. in

addition to conducting investigations to determine compliance in the mandatory sector, you .

will conduct fact-finding investigations in the voluntary sector. Such investigations will
be conducted at the request of the Cost of Living Council.

In these fact-finding investigations, you will determine how increases granted by firms
relate to the General Standard. You willalso determine if increases granted by the firm in
excess of 5.5% would have been permitted under any of the statutory exceptions or if the
increases can be justified on the basis of gross inequity or severe hardship.

Include these determinations in your report with a recommendation of action, if any,
which the Cost Of Living Council should take with respect to the increases granted.



ChaPter I

1.1 INTRODUCTION

GENERAL PAY STANDARD AND EXCEPTIONS

Subpart B of the Pay Board Regulations sets forth the maximum permissible annual aggregate
increase with respect to an appropriate employee unit.-,The General Pay Standard for such in-
creases is established as 5.57..

Certain statutory exceptions to the Standard permit increases of up to 7%. Other excep-
tions (tandem qualified' benefits and governmental wage determinations) are provided which
allow increases in excess of the Standard (without the 7% limitation)_if:certain criteria are
met. Also, exceptions were granted by the Pay Board on a case-by-case basis td prevent severe
hardships or gross inequities.

1.2 SMALL BUSINESS EXEMPTION

The Economic Stabilization Act provided that exemptions for small businesses be allowed
as may be feasible without impending the accomplishment of the purposes of -the Stabilization
Program.

1.21 General Rule.

The Pay adjustments of any firm with an average of 60 or'fewer employees_atspecific
calendar quarters, are exempt from wage controls after May 2, 1972. The exceptions to this
are firms involved in construction, health services, certain master contracts, state mandates,
price categories I and II, and certain aspects of the food industry.

1.22 Definitions

Firm (as opposed to employee unit) any partnership, corporation, association, etc., and
any entity directly or indirectly controlled by that corporation, association, partnership, or
proprietorship.

Employee - includes officers of corporations, common-law status as' employee, agent-
driver, sales, --,casual, or full time. Volunteer and non-paid (except for nominal work-
related expenses) people are not employees.

1.23 Computation

1.231 Firms in existence December 31, 1971 -

Average number of employees for pay periods including 6-30-71, 9-30-71, 12-31-71,
3-31-72. The average is the number of employees in these pay periods-4 (or the number of
pay periods the firm was in existence if less than 4). If 60 employees or'fewer, the firm is
exempt.

1.232 New firms (after 12-31771)

If fewer than 60 employees in the last pay period of the second quarter, average employees
in that pay period with first quarter figure. And so on until an average for 4 quarters is
established. Thereafter, the exemption is fixed.

If the firm is initially exempt, but becomes non-exempt, the pay period determining non-
exempt status will also determine which control year the unit must begin filing exceptions
when it exceeds 5.5% or becomes non-exempt, whichever happens latest.

1.233 Changes in size of firm after exemption is established:

1. Firm expands or contracts number of employees - no effect.

2. Firm acquires or is acquired by another firm. If both are exempt, the new entity is

exempt. If either is non-exempt, the new entity is non-exempt.



.1.234 Changes in Un-exempt" status:

L. If- firm was -non-exempt- on the- effective- date- of -the- regulations-involved y---it- cannot -

'subsequently qualify even if it is no longer in one of the non-exempt classifications.

2. If firm was exempt and sUbSeqUently falls into one of the non-exempt situations, the
firm does not lose exemption unless a master contract is negotiated.

No retroactivity - Exempt units cannot renogotiate adjustments, place adjustments
into effect, or pay retroactive wages agreed to after August 15, 1971, which exceed 5.51
for perinds prior to the effective date of the firm's exemption.

1.24 Applicability

Units in some industries, are not exempt even if they meet the criteria, and units in
others have special rules.

1.241 Not exempt:

1. engaged in construction

2. provides health services' - Institutional or noninstitutional

3. had annual sales or revenues in FY ending 5-2-72 of $50 million or more (price
categories I and II).

4. if pay adjustments for any firm in which 507 or more of the employees of the firm
were set before 5-3-72 by a master contract covering 60 or more employees, or by a jointly
negotiated association, 'industry, area-wide, or group basis covering 60 or more employees.
(Either entire .K or wage rates.)

5.. for those pay adjustments in an exempt firm that are now, or are hereafter set by
master or jointly negotiated contract covering 60 or more employees.

1.242 Special Rules (See Chapter IV for details.)

Food industry (and red meat dealers) firm only exempt if:

1. manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer or Service organization who has less than 207
of sales or revenues from sales of food and less than $50 million of annual sales or revenues
from sales of food; or

2. employees are members of a unit in which less.than 507 of employees are engaged on
a regular and continuing. basis in food operations, and who are members of 1 unit in which
less than 60 of such employees are engaged in food operations.



1.3 Exceptions

In conside-latibb-df-the
objective of reducing inflation, the Pay Board established the General Wage and Salary
Standard. The establishmentStandard provided the opportunity,in certain cases for wage and
salary increases to be paid without prior.approval and. minimized the necessity for a large
administrative agency.

However, an absolute percentage standard may not reflect the variety of compensation
practienes or allow the flexibility necessary for an equitable transition from an uncontrolled
economy to an economy subject to wage and price controls.

The Pay Board established several exceptions to the general wage and salary standard to
recognize certain general classes of inequities, including those inequities caused by a transi-
tion to a controlled economy. Generally, these exceptions are limited to an additional 1.5%
or a maximum control year increase of 77.. The exceptions contained in Subpart B are not
intended to be an exhaustive list of equity considerations which may warrant an exception to.
the general wage and salary standard. The ex^ptions reflect equity considerations which are
broadly applicable to tho economy and which may be easily stated as a general rule.

Section 201.30 was established to provide flexibility in recognizing inequitable
situations which were not susceptible to a general rule (e.g., wage comparability 3r produc-
tivity), situations which did not meet the technical requirements of the specific exceptions,
or situations which necessitated increases in excess of 7 percent in order to correct the
inequity. The exceptions we'll consider are:

I. Tandem Wage Relationship (201.12)

2. Tandem Qualified Benefits (201.13)

3. Essential Employees (201.14)

4. Catch up (201.15)

5. Intra-Unit Inequities (201.18)

6. Case-by-Case Determinations (201.30)

7. governmental Wage Determinations (201.17)

8. Cost of Living Allowance (201.64(a))

Form S-102 is an investigative tool for wage investigations. The complete form is dis-
cussed in Chapter II. Most exceptions have a separate worksheet. These are discussed in
this chapter, and are found following the applicable section.

1.31 Tandem Relationship - General
(Sections 201.12, 201.13, 201.30)

Tandem relationship refers to a leader-follower relationship usually applied in an
"industry" concept. That is, steelworkers' wages tend to follow other steelworkers' wages
very closely in a rather mechanical pattern.

Tandem may exist with respect to every item of compensation, to one item only (i.e.
.straight-time, number of holidays), or any combination (i.e. the value of a straight-time
increase in the lead unit may be divided between a straight-time increase and an extra holiday
in the follower unit).

Tandem may exist between disparate units that are subject to the same economic circum-
stances (i.e. non-union supervisors to union rank and file on longshoremen unloading boats
onto a deck and teamsters loading the goodi onto a truck from the same dock).

Tandem may exist only within certain clasSifications of a unit.



1.32 Tandem Wage and Salary Relationship (201.12)

......Tandem-must.. exist-. between-units-of-the-same- employer-or-between-employee-units. --
within a commonly recognized industry or local market area, BLS and SIC codes recommended.
(See Question 1, Tandem Worksheet - Form S-102.)

2. Tandem must have existed for the prior five consecutive years (Pay Practice) or two
preceding contracts (collective bargaining). If not two full contracts then five years are
acceptable. (See Question 5, Tandem Worksheet.)

3. Amount and nature of increases in the leader and follower unit must have been
"generally equal in value" for the required time period. This has been strict in terms of
inter-company and less strict for intra-company units. (See Questions 3 and 6, Tandem
Worksheet.)

4. The timing of increases in the follower unit must have been directly related for
the required time period to those of the leader unit. An identifiable consistent pattern
should be followed. (See Questions 4 and 6, Tandem Worksheet.)

5. The proposed increase must be effective no later than six months after the effective
date of the tandem increase for the leader unit. Within reason, the six month rule is not
historical. (See Question 4, Tandem Worksheet.)

6. Maintaining the tandem because of a lawful increase by the leader unit must result
in an increase above the standard for the follower. Leader need not exceed standard: (See
Question 2, Tandem Worksheet.)

1.321 Special Notes

A. Adding increases for required time period is not "generally equal." Relationship
must he between adjustments.

B. The PB-3'shows the average increase for a unit both in terms of cents per hour and
percentage. Since the "job mix" will vary from one unit to another, tandem cannot usually be
establishes on the bias of the PB-3 alone. A showing of tandem will usually require a careful
analysis of increases in each job classification, unless there has been a straight "across
the board" increase.

C. Tandem may be percent or cents per hour.

D. "Nature of increase" refers to straight time, included benefit, and qualified bene
fit, tandem can exist between a unit with merit and one without. (See Question 2, Tandem .

-Worksher:t.)

1.322 Limitation: the maximum increase permitted under 201.12 is the lesser of:

A. the increase necessary to maintain the historical pattern; or

B. 7%

1.33 Tandem Qualified Benefits (201.13)

This exception is intended to parallel the exception for tandem wages and salaries-based
upon levels of qualified benefits rather than employer cost.

1.331 Requirements

1. same employer, industry, or labor market area. (See Question 1, QB Tandem Worksheet.)

2. tandem established for five prior years (Pay °Practice) or two prior contracts
(collective bargaining). (See Question 5, QB Tandem Worksheet.)

3. nature and levels of QB's in follower unit generally equal or closely comparable
to nature and levels of QB's in leader unit. (See Question 5, QB Tandem Worksheet.)



4. timing of changes in QB of follower unit have been directly related. to timing of
:Chances in QB of leader unit. (See' Questions'3 and 5, QB Tandem Worksheet.)

, 1

5. because of increase in QB of leader unit, maintenance of the tandem will result in
an increase in follower QB in excess of the Standard. (See Questions 3 and 5, QB Tandem
WOrksheet.)

6. effective date of increase in leader unit is not more than twelve months prior to
the proposed effective date of the follower unit. (See Questions 6 and 7, QB Tandem Worksheet.)

1.332 Limitation

The lessor of

1. difference between cost of increased QB of the follower and that of the leader; or

2. the amount of increase in chargeable QB/N.

. The standard of "generally equal" is more liberal by virtue of the words, "or closely
comparable" than the standard of wage and salary tandem.

If the QB's are within the standard of Section,201.59., no exception should be granted,
even if the unit qualifies. .



Tandem. Wage Relationship Worksheet Section 201.12

IRS Control Number

Date

If a tandem relationship is claimed with more than one unit, provide the data requested below for all such units.

If this sheet is being used for wage comparability under Section 201,30, check boa. [1

1. Identify the leader unit to whic'tis76 are claiming a tandem relationship.

Name Of Company

Location of Unit Industry

Name 5 Type of Employees

National and Ince Union with which employer negotiated (if any)

Do not
know Yes No

2. Nes the leader's adjustment been approved by the Internal Revenue Service, the Pay Board or COLC Cl C]

Is there a pending case? C]

If yes', provide case number

3. What was the wage rate increase of the leader unit for the control year? cents per hour to

4, (a) Give the effective date for the increase of the leader unit

(b) Give the effective date for the increase of thy follower unit

(c) (3)d the wage and salary increase of the leader unit become effective not more than six months before the
Proposed effective date of the wage and salary increase here requested

tl Cl C]

5. (a) If based on pay practices, has the tandem relationship been established for the prior five
consecutive years?

(b) If based on employment contracts, has the tandem relationship been established in the immediately
preceding two consecutive bargaining agreements?

Cl El

(c) If noexplain why the tandem relationship has not existed for the prior five consecutive years or the preceding two
consecutive bargaining agreements? p El

List the effective dates a...d the amounts (in cents per hour) of all wage and salary increases for both the applicant unit and the leader unit
during the two prior contract periods or during the prior five consecutive yearsof pay practices. If the increases were based on contracts,
also indicate the effective dates of the contracts.

If these are differential increases by job category, attach an additional sheet showing the increases for each category.

Applicant Unit Leader Unit
Effective dates Cents per hour y Effective dates Cents per hour y

7. If claiming tandem or wane comoarahility, supply the current and two prior contracts for both the leader and follower unit.

V If the contract or pay practice provided for wage increases specified in percentages, give the percentages specified and indicate what was
used as the base.

Foos S-102A Test 11731
Department of the TIO11.7. Interval Revenue Service.



Tandem Qualified Benefit Relationship Worksheet Rection 201.13',
.... ....

Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

TO-THE EXTENT THAT THE LEADER UNIT HAS OFFSET ITS CHARGEABLE QUALIFIED BENEFIT COST AGAINST THE
GENERAL WAGE AND SALARY STANDARD, THE COST OF

LIVING COUNCIL OR ITS DELEGATE MAY REQUIRE THE FOLLOdER UNIT TO DO THE SAME.

If a tandem relationship is claimed with more than one unit, provide the data requested below for all such units.

1. Identify the leader unit to which A tandem relationshio is claimed.

Name of Company

Location of Unit Industry

Umbel" i Type of Employees

National and Local Union with which employer negotiated contract (if any)

Do not
know Yes No

2. Has the leader's adjustment been approved by the Internal Revenue Service. the Pay Board or COLC, E] 1) El

a) Is there a pending case?

IC yes, provide use number.

3. (a) tr.ective date(s) of the improvement in qualified benefits of the leader unit

(b) Proposed effective date(s) of the increase of Qualified benefits for the applicant unit

(t) Is the proposed effective date(s) of the increase for the applicant unit within 12 months of the effective date(s)
of the increase given the leader unit?

El El

4. Provide a copy of the full teat of both the present and the proposed new qualified benefit plans for the applicant unit
and the unit to which a tandem relationship is claimed.

5. List the effective dates and the type and level of qualified benefit increases received by both the leader unit and the applicant unit during'
the two immediately preceding contract periods or the prior five consecutive years of pay Practices.

Applicant Unit Leader Unit
Effective dates Type 1 level of benefit Effective dates Type I level of benefit

6. Show the percentage, if any, of increased qualified benefit of the leader unit which was charged against the General Wage Ind Salary

Standard.

7. Shaw the total chargeable adjustment of the leader unit.

Form S,10213 Test 11731
Department of the Treasury Internal Revenue Service



1.34 Essential Employees (201.14)

This exception is designed for tight labor market situations.

1.341 Requirements

Applicants must show:

1. Rates below level of comparable firms that have same skill levels in the same
industry or geographic area wage comparability. (See Questions 7 and 8, Essential Employee
Worksheet.)

2: Employees are essential - must describe business, functions of employees involved,
and describe relationship of employee loss to (a) lower profits, (b) declining services,
(c) inability to meet contractual obligatidns-,--(d)lower productivity. (See Questions 1, 2,
and 9, Essential Employee Worksheet.)

3. Significant portion of vacancies - no specific proportion, but must be higher than
other firms in the industy or same labor market, and higher than their historical experience.
(See Questions 3 and 4, Essential Employee Worksheet.)

4. Recruiting for at least three months; newspaper ads, contacts or contracts with
employment agencies, etc. (See-Question 5, Essential Employee Worksheet.)

5. No significant deterioration in conditions of employment - parties must give
assurance, for example, that air conditioning or restroom facilities have not broken down,
crime has not increased in the area, or previous services such as car fare, have not been
discontinued. (See Question 6, Essential Employee Worksheet.)

6. A seven percent increase will solve the problem. Parties should make a convincing
agreement that higher wages alone will solve the problem. (See Question 9, Essential Employee
Worksheet.)

7. Limitation - 7% (1.5% added to 5.5%)



Essential Employees Worksheet section 201.14

Employer's or ASSOciation'S Legal Name COLC Control Nueter

IRS Control Number

if this worksheet is being used to supoort totalized shortages of labor under Section 201.30, check box.

1. Identify the job classificetIonist which 'ere considerenescenttal.

a) Title and function.

b) How many jobs (filled and vacant) existed

c) Now many of these jobs are now vacant?

d) Have funds been allocated or budgeted to Day for these positions for the year under consideration?

If no, explain.

2, Why were these employees essential to you?

Date

(]

in the essential employees category(leS) at the time(%) of the wage rate adjustments?

rem No

C;

3. Indicate the number of vacancies in the essential employees classification(s) as a proportion of the jobs in that (those) classtfication(s);

a) At the time of the wage rate adjustments % d) Three months earlier %

A) One month earlier 10. One year earlier

c) Two months earlier f) At other tines, if relevant: Date

4, Whet were the turnover rates per 100 employees in the entire appropriate emillodee

a) At the time of the wage rage adjustments

01 One month earlier

.c) Too months earlier

d) Three months earlier

et One year earlier

f) At Ls er COM, if relevant: Date

S. Indicate efforts during the three months prior to the wage rate adjustment to recruit these essential employees.
Yes No

a) Were advertisements placed in newspapers or trade journals? (1

If yes, attach COD11.1 if available,

(b) Were the services of the State Employment Service utilized?
I)

c) Were trade and vocational schools contacted?
(1

d) If yes to any of the above. were qualified workers attracted or referred as a result?
(1 (1

Were any of them hired? (1

If no, explain why not.

ir.) Other recruiting efforts (describe in detail)

6. Were there any significant changes (during the past three months or so) in other conditions of employment

related to the jobs that formed the basis for this exception?

If yes, describe the changes.

7. (a) What was the average straight-time. hourly wage rate paid workers in the essential employees classifications)

during the base payroll period? S

(b) What was the avarane straight-time hourly increase put into effect for these workers (in cents per hour)?

(c) What was the average straight-time hourly increase put into effect for other workers in the appropriate eeployee unit

(in cents per hour?) S

8. Werethe wage rates paid by other employers for the jab classifIcatIon(s) for which you are claiming exception
higher than your wage rates?

a) If yes, whitlow, their rates?

b) What was the source of their wage rate data?

9. Explain why the requested Increasewes necessary to attract or retain employees In the essential category(ies).

10. Why ..,wyou unable to grant the increases needed to retain your essential employees out of the increase allowable
to your unit under the general wage and salary standard?

El t)

C]

Fe. S-102C Test 19731
Deo Meant ei lee Naar/ - Imiereel Nevem Wince



1.35 CATCH UP (201.15)

This exception is designed for employee units that have not kept up with economic pace.

1.351 Requirements - Eligibility

1. All cases - only for a control year beginning on or before 11-13-72.

2. $3.00 Rule - A unit's straight-time rate (at expiration of prior contract or pay
practice) exceeds $3.00 per hour, catch-up allowed only if new contract succeeds a contract
expiring before 7-1-72, or if the new pay practice is established before 7-1-72.

3. State and local government rule - Where the unit was prevented by law from raising
wages for a period of time, the exception applies to that period of time. Where the period

jextends into Control years beginning after 11-13-72, it is allowed.

1.352 Requirement - Calculation

1. "Catch-up year" 12 month period roughly equivalent to base year, and the necessary
124Ronth period preceding.

2. "Catch-up,computation rate" average straight-time hourly rate plus average hourly
rate on day beforeeffective date of adjustment and day before each catch-up year. Different
from Base Compensation Rate as qualified benefits are not included.

3. Computations are "ice cube" i.e., not to reflect variations in work force composition.
Promotions, longevity, and other factors described in Section 201.60, are'excludible.

h. Determine straight-time and included benefit increases over catch-up year. Remember
roll-up eats up catch-up.

5. Multiply 7% X each catch-up year.'

6. Subtract total of catch-up years expressed as a percentage from total of each catch-
up year times 7%.

1.353 Requirement - Limitation

7% (i.e. 5.5% + up to 1.5%) maximum.



1.36 Intra-Unit Inequities

A continuing process of personnel and salary administration is to develop rational and
systematic rate relationships between jobs, giving weight to skill, responsibility, effort,
working conditions and other factors based on job content. As a result of both external
and internal pressures, distortions occur in the structure of relationships among job rates
within an appropriate employee unit. The causes of the distortions may result from one or
more of the following circumstances:

1. significant change in the content of jobs within the appropriate employee unit
resulting from a technological change in equipment, production methods, or materials,

2. a series of cents-per-hour increases causing a compression in the historical percen-
tage wage differentials (which may cause a decline in motivation to acquire new skills), or

3. the existence of random rate structures or the deterioration of a job classification
system over a prolonged period of time.--

Unless the structure of job rates had been neglected over a prolonged period of time,
the latter two situations.would normally require only incremental increases (spread over the
entire unit) to maintain a rational relationship 'among lob rates. These minor adjustments
represent a continuing salary administration process and are treated as any wage or salary
increase subject to the 5.5 percent' standard. The introduction of new technology usually
represents instant, dramatic changes in job content and the relationship between job rates.
These changes in job content may require significant increases for certain job rates in the
appropriate employee unit in order to represent relative skill factors and competitiveness
in particular labor markets.

In consideration of the various causes of distortions in the structure of job rates, it
was decided that distortion caused by the introduction of new technology presented a situation
in which the effects of the stabilization program were most direct and acute. In this
particular situation a general exception to the standard was provided subject to a 7 percent
limitation.

1.361 Definition

An intra unit inequity is established where the relationship between the monetary
value assigned to an individual job and the monetary value assigned to other jobs in the unit
becomes disrupted by changes in the content of one or more jobs as a result of the intro-
duction of new or different technology.

For purposes of this exception, the employer must demonstrate the existence of this
inequity and that this inequity was caused by the introduction of new technology.

New technology in the context of this exception refers to a change in equipment, pro-
e duction methods, materials, or processes. The technology may be new to the plant but need
not necessarily be new to the industry or firm. If new machinery-has been installed as a
pilot project affecting a relatively few number of employees in the unit, the institution of
the new machinery on a plant-wide or company-wide basis would constitute the introduction of
new or changed technology.

1.362 Eligibility Requirements

In order to qualify for an exception, the employer must demonstrate (1) that an intra-
unit inequity exists which resulted from "comprehensive" technological changes in equipment,
methods, materials, or processes, (2) that a comprehensive plan (as defined in §201.18(a)
has been developed which will correct the alleged inequity, and (3) that wage and salary
increases in excess of the standard are necessary to correct the inequity in the manner
prescribed by the comprehensive plan.

1.363 Comprehensive Technological Change

In order to distinguish between the modification of equipment or processes-concomitant -
with the normal product cycle, a !ccomprehensive" change in the production methods and
techniques is required. For purposes of this.exception, a comprehensive,change is determined



to be.a technological change in processes, methods, or materials which affects the job con-
tent of not less than 10 percent of the job classifications and not less than 25 percent of
the employees in the appropriate employee unit.

The plan,-in addition to being comprehensive in terms of coverage of employees and job
classifications, must also include the following criteria:

1. Job descriptions--with sufficient detail to identify differences in content based
on relative value of the factors by which they are to be measured (skill, physical strain,
responsibility).

2. The realignment of wage rates must follow a systematic and orderly method of
classifying, ranking or rating all of the jobs in the unit, giving effect to skill, effort,
responsibility, working conditions and other factors which are reflected in the job content.

3. Rate relationships shall be established in accordance with accepted methods for
job classification, historical practice in an industry, or through some other demonstrable
guide in general use for classification purposes, including an explanation of the derivation
of factor weighting on which the system is based.

4.. Rate relationships shall reflect the different levels of skills as measured by grad-
ing selected jobs from the lowest to'the highest level, on each of which a significant number
of employees are grouped.

'5. A computation of the percentage increase in jou rates ofthe unit involved (exclud-
'ing the effect of "red circle" rates). (For method, see 1.365.)

1.364 Increases in Excess of the Standard

The employer must demonstrate that increases in excess of the standard are necessary
to correct the intra-unit inequities.

Example: A normal operation of the pay practice employer generates a 5 percent in-
crease for all employees in the unit. As a result of the introduction of new equipment,
certain intra-unit inequities are created affecting 20 percent of the job classifications and
30 percent of the employees in the unit. Three-quarters of the job classifications affected,
or 15 percent of total job classifications, require an upward revision in the job rate. The
cost of this upward revision averages 1.5 percent of the entire unit's base compensation rate.
The total increase for the control year would he 6.5 percent.

1.365Computation

The comprehensive plan should include the computation of the net increase in job rates
excluding the effect of "red circle" rates in the following manner:

1. For single job rates: The percentage difference between the weighted average of
current job rates and the weighted average of the proposed job rates.

2. For the reclassification of jobs without change in the existing rate ranges: The
percentage difference between the weighted average of the rates actually paid within the
range for each classification prior to reclassification and the weighted average of the rates
to be paid after such reclassification.

3. For revised rate range structures: The percentage differences between the weighted
average of the mid-points of the current job classifications and the weighted average of the
id-points of the proposed job classifications.

The computational method contained in §201.18(d) is not intended to reflect the per-
entage or cents per hour increase in the base compensation rate. It will not, in most cases,
e comparable to the Pay Board computational methods contained in Subpart E due to the exclusion
f "red circle" rates and the measurement of job rates rather than total hourly compensation.
e computation of increases in job rates or rateranges will yield a weighted_average_in_cents_____

-er-hodr-(dr-pdrtent) "ol-thiheffriCieiseinjObrates.



1.366 Limitations

The exception is limited to the percentage increase necessary to correct the inequity

up to a maximum of 7 percent. Any amounts in excess of 1.5 percent which are necessary for

the correction of intra-unit inequities must be charged to the general wage and salary

standard unless approval for increases in excess of 7 percent has been granted by the Pay

Board pursuant to Section 201.30.

Once this exception has been claimed and allowed with respect to an appropriate

employee unit f6r a control year, it may not be claimed in any succeeding control year by the

same unit.



Intro-Unit inequities Worksheet Section 201.18
Pot the Control Year 'mind In Part 11.1

Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

Yea No

1. (a) Had the Inequitable pay situation which you seek to correct resulted from the ir'roduction of changed
technology in equipment, methods, materials, or processes? 0

(b) Did this change affect not less than 10 percent of the job classifications and not less than 25 percent

of the employees in the appropriate employee unit in which the technological chanoes had been made or introduced?---- 0
2. Did the program describe job classifications with sufficient detail to identify differences in job content

based on relative value of the factors by which classifications are measured (including e.g., skill, physical
strain, and responsibility)? El (]

3. Did the program provide for a realignment of wage rates that followed a systematic and orderly method for classifying,
ranking or rating of all the job classifications in the unit, giving effect to skill, effort, responsibility,
working conditions and other factors reflected in the classification content? 0 0

4. Did the program establish rate relationships (expressed in dollars and cents) that.were established in accordance
with accepted methods for job classifications, historical practice in an industry, or througn some other
demonstrable guide in general use for classification purposes, including an-explanation of the derivation of
factor weightings on which system is based? El

5. Did the program establish rate relationships (expressed in dollars and cents) that reflected the different levels
of skills as measured by grading selected jobs from the'lowest to the highest level, on each of which a significant
number of employees are grouped? El El

6. Kee the percentage increase in wage rates or rate ranges been computed in the manner indicated below for each job
classification in the unit, excluding the effect of "red circle" rates, i.e., personal rates for individuals?

(a) For single job classification wage rates, show the percentage difference between the weighted average of the
proposed job rates and the weighted average of current job rates.

(b) For the classification of jobs without change in the existing rate ranges, show the irrcentage difference between
the weighted average of the rates to be paid for each job classification after reclassification and the weighted
average of the rates actually paid within the range before reclassification.

(c) For revised rate range structures, show the percentage difference between the weighted average of the midpoint of
each job classification in the revised structure and the weighted average of the midpoint of each job
classification in the existing structure.

ELIGIBILITY UNDER THIS EXCEPTION IS ESTABLISHED ONLY IF ALL OF THE ABOVE CAN BE ANSWERED "YES".

its Mo

7. Did this unit receive an Intra-unit exception during the previous control year? 0 El

(a) What percent of the base compensation rate In addition to the general wage and salary standard is needed
to correct this intra-unit inequity?

(b) What is the total adjustment above the standard that you are requesting for this control year for this exception? - - --

Remarks

ATTACH A STATEMENT DESCRIBING THE APPLICANT'S CCMPREMENSIVE PROGRAM (AS DEFINED IN THE REGULATIONS), THE CAUSE OR NATURE OF THE INEQUITIES,AND THE
MANNER IN WHICH IT IS PROPOSED TO CORRECT THEM.

8-1020 Test 13-73) Clepeeent of elta Immure - InMenal Romeo Semi.



1.37 Case-by-Case Determination (§ 201.30)

Section 201.30 "Exceptions on a Case by Case Determination," is similar to Section
130.12 of the Cost of Living Council Regulations. Both establish an exception to the General
Pay Standard "to prevent gross inequities, serious market disruptions, or localized shortages
of labor." The difference between the two, of course, is that during Phase II, the exception
could only be granted by the Pay Board, while now, employers in the voluntary sector may apply
the exception without approval. Those in the mandatory sector must still receive Cost of
Living Council approval for 201.30 exceptions.

It is important for you to have a working knowledge of some of the principles applied
by the Pay Board in granting or denying 201.30 exceptions, because you will undoubtedly find
that some employers who have granted pay increases in excess of the standard will offer 201.30
arguments for justifying those increases. You must be able to document these claims and show
how 201.30 applies or does not apply. Even when no such claims are put forth by the employer,
if you have determined that no other exception applies, 201.30 will have to be explored to some
extent in order for COLC to determine if a roll-back is in order.

The following is a list of some of the considerations which will aid the Cos1-, of
Living Council in making such determinations. Also included are some examples of typical Pay
Board rulings on common 201.30 issues, which will help you in preparing your recommendations.
The examples are by no means exhaustive, and should not be considered hard and fast rules, as
201.30 was designed to allow the Pay Board flexibility in dealing with individual cases. The
examples illustrate basic principles, which the Cost of Living Council could depart from if
circumstances in a given case call for different treatment.

Considerations which the parties might bring to the attention of the Cost of Living
Council if the increases were challenged:

(Tandem (Worksheets S-102A, Part 1, S-102E))
201.30 Considerations in many cases grow out of the statutory exceptions. The
first of these to be discussed are claims of tandem or comparability which do
not meet the requirements of Section 201.12. The following questions should
be explored:

Is this unit a "leader" or "follower" with respect to the wage patterns (i.e.,
do these negotiated increases follow other increases which have been negotiated
for the same employer, same union, same plant, or same labor market area)?

...If so, were these other increases approved by the Pay Board or the Internal'
Revenue Service?
...What were the effective dates of these other increases? If possible,'compare
the increases of this contract with those of the leader contracts (i.e., are
these greater, less, or the same).
...How dO these increases follow those of other units (same cents per hours,
same percentage, same total costs over the tcrri of the contract)?
...Is it possible to determine which units have histOrically been leaders and
which followers? If this increase goes into effect, how many other contracts
(involving how many other workers) might attempt to institute similar. increases?
What are these units and where are they located?
...If wage increases affect supervisory Of salaried personnel, .do these _in-
creases maintain the historical differential-between'this unit and other em-
ployees within the same plant?

1.371 Historical Comparability

During Phase. II, the Pay Board developed a body of case law which was used to decide

exception requests above the guidelines. In brief, what the Board attempted to do was to main-
tain hietorical wage and salary differentials as they existed at the beginning of Phase II.
Thus, if Company-A, which produced the_same product as Company-B and employed the same types Of
employees and had historically paid wage rates lower than those being paid by Company-B, the

-Pay-Board-would-not-aIlow-Company.:A-to-go-up to-Company's-wage-rates77----



It may not now be unreasonably inconsistent for Company-A to pay Company-B's wage
rates. Parties are to make their own determinations as to whether or not they fall within list
of 201.30 exceptions. The emphasis is on "leader" contracts which could have an impact within
the industry, local labor. market area, or the company. The fact that a company decides to pay
the going rate for its employees even though historically it has paid lower rates, may not in
itself be sufficient to cause the Cost of Living Council to challenge the increase. However,
where a contract may have an impact on other contracts, a challenge and roll back may result.

. An example of Pay Board reasoning in a case with potential inflationary impact was a
case involving employees of a brewery.

In the brewing industry there are highly automated plants that require about half as
many employees as the older style. Rates for brewers and bottlers at these plants have a "give
a nickel here, take a nickel there tandem" even among large companies.

In a case where a new plant was joining two others in tandem, the first contract that
wplaced the new automated plant in tandem with the other two was sufficient evidence.to allow it

to rise to their rate.

However, the three combined units had then negotiated a new contract that placed
them in tandem with other highly automated units around the country. If allowed in full, all
automated plants in the country would have been equal.

The past history was "give a nickel here, take a nickel there, tandem." In the Pay
Board's view, bringing all units into line would have set the stage for a big increase in May,
1973.

In consideration of all this, the Pay Board allowed 32 cents of the 85 cents straight-
time requested - 10% rather than 16.9%, giving them 'something to work on in May.

This was an unusual case. Normally, when the parties could demonstrate tandem, the
Pay Board would allow the entire increase, unless, as in the case above, it appeared that
allowance in full would generate pressure for further increases in the industry as a whole.

201.30 tandem was also considered difficult to allow when the contract was "back-load-
ed." A back-loaded contract is a contract with larger increases at the end of the contract
period than at the beginning. Such contracts generate the most "catch-up" pressure.

201.30 tandem was allowed when a 1-17 unit or new follower unit could not meet the
201.12 six month time requirement or the two previous contract requirements, but could un-
mistakeably show the intent to become and stay a follower of the leader unit. However, the
201.12 requirements could not be stretched beyond reason and still receive 201.30 relief. In

one case, for example, a perfect tandem with an 18 month time lag between leader and follower
was rejected.

Tandem (201.30) was allowable when the follower took less than the leader unit (e.g.;
one Seattle unit with a history of perfect tandem to a larger unit negotiated a 7% increase in
their first control year rather than the 10% negotiated by the leader. The 7% was allowed).
In subsequent years, however, tandem would become progressively more difficult to allow, since
the pattern had been broken.

"Package tandem" had two allowable 201.30 aspects. The first was when a follower unit
received the same total increase over the life of one or more collective bargaining agreements
as the lead unit, but the individual year by year increases did not match up. The second was
where the increases among the leader and follower units did match up year by year but they
crossed pay adjustment categories. That is, a 45 cents increase in straight time in the leader
unit was matched in the follower unit by a 30 cent increase in straight time and a 15 cent in-
crease in included benefits.

Both situations were allowable under 201.30 depending on how close the tandem alleged
really-was..--The-actual-Apackage-tandee-cases_were_usually_quite_clear;_that_is.,_tandem_was____
either perfect or quite far off. (Item 4 S-102-E Worksheet) f



The Pay Board allowed 201.30 relief when tandem was claimed between supervisors and
plant personnel. A weaker standard of tandem was used, but relationships must still be clearly
related and very close. The Pay Board used a historic differential test like that outlined in
the classroom exhibit on governmental wage' determinations. (See Item 3, S-102E Worksheet)

The standard is weaker because the supervisors are usually given the percentage the
union people get_ However, this percentage is not 'always clear. For example, supervisors may
get the same straight time percentage as union members but no included or qualified benefits.
This did not destroy the tandem relationship if the practice was customary. The best check of
the tandem is to confirm the calculations and historical validity of whatever method the firm
used.

Remember - the key to any tandem is a showing that the leader unit actually paid a
lawful increase (in or beyond the standard), which forces this unit above the standard to meet
it.

1.372 Newly Established Comparability

A. New Comparability - (Item 2; S-102E Worksheet)

Do these increases involve employees working in a new job, new employee unit, plant
or establishment? If such is the case, will the increases bring the wage rates above or below
wages for comparable jobs within the industry or labor market area?

In many cases, a unit may be attempting to "catch-up" to area rates for comparable
jobs. If this is the case, is it possible to determine what these other area rates are? How
many are below? Why has the unit waited till now to catch up?

Doctors who incorporated were a major problem during Phase II, and remained one of our
most difficult Compliance problems in Phase III. The Pay Board formulated an in-house rule,
known as the "Ashland Clinic" rule for dealing with these situations.

The Board took the position that a doctor who incorporated should set his base com-
pensation rate, including all fringes, at a level equal to his 1040 income from the partnership
or individual proprietorship, this being a more appropriate measure of his base rate than com-
parability studies with other doctors.

If this rate included a qualified pension plan, and the doctor considered himself to
be a single appropriate employee unit, (and secretaries, nurses, etc. another unit), the

. required pension contributions for the other employees necessary to match the doctor's level of
contribution would often exceed the allowance 5.5% for these employees. Under Section 201.30,
if the doctor and other employees would consider themselves one appropriate employee unit, the
Board would allow the pension contributions, provided this did not increase the entire unit
over the standard. In other words, the Board would allow, on exception, the doctor to use his
own base to increase benefits for his employees, provided the standard was not exceeded-.

B. Certification: (Item 5 and/or.Item 9; S-102E)

Another situation which received special treatment was the newly certified colleditive
bargaining unit. When a formerly non-union unit is organized, or when a unit changes unions,
or when union units wish to combine, the change in the status must be voted on by:the employees,
and then the union must be certified by the National Labor Relations Board as the representative
of the employees.

Under the National Labor Relations Act, it is an unfair labor practice for an employer
to grant increases when certification is coming up. _This distorts normal wage increase patterns
since certification often involves a lengthy dispute. "The Pay Board allowed increases back to
a date prior to certification when it was clear that a pattern had been broken.

Similarly,.in new plant situations, a common practice is to set starting rates
deliberately low when unionization is expected. After certification, this rate is increased to
union scale. 201.30 was used to permit these increases when scale and the intent to move to it
were clear. Movements to less than scale were also permitted wh-dii-gd-did-Iiifeisit-TeTE-761:6-6F
and it was the practice of the union to sign for less than scale on the first agreement, or for



other good reasons.

C. Essential Employees (Item 7, S-102E and S-102C):

If the parties state that these wage increases are required to retain essential
employees, the Cost of Living Council would like to know the the following:

Have employees actually left employment because of insufficient wages?
How many?
What percentage of:the work force?
Has the percentage increased over the past few years?
Is the recent rate of turnover consistent with the industry and/or labor market area
experience?
Is the company presently actively engaged in recruiting efforts?
What results have been achieved?

201.30 was allowed only when there was a relatively certain comparability chart. In
these instances relief above 7% was allowed. Note that the chart suggests District verification
that the units, described as "comparable" are a fair sample.

D. Changes in Control Years (Item 9, s-102E):

. If increases are claimed to be within the standard because of a change in control
year, what would be the percentage of the increase using the control years prescribed under Pay'
Board regulations? What is the justification for changing the control year?

The Pay Board normally allowed control year changes only in the first control year.
3eneral Council's Office indicated uncertainty about the power to change control years in the
second and future years even under Section 201.30. Such changes should be viewed with extreme.
skepticism, and the justification closely scrutinized.

E. Catch Up (Item 9, S-102E): Attach catch up computation if claimed.

If the parties state that increases above 5.5% were granted because of catch-up, what
is the three (3) year or prior contract history prior to the first control year? What was
granted in the first.control year?

The Pay Board allowed 201.30 relief in second control years when a unit was low-paid,
and it was clear that it did not take advantage of the statutory catch up exception (201.15)
luring the first control year (that is, they took 5.5% or less). Where the unit had availed
itself of the 201.15 exception, the Board felt that the 7% was generous and sufficient, and 2nd
rear catch up was not allowed.

F. Low Wage Employees: (Item 9, S-]_02)

It is not yet clear how CLC will treat the i;:ongressionai n1Lcia
exemption no lower than $3.50 per hour. If-the cOmputational rules n 2C1.19 are
laintained it should be noted that th'e Pay Board granted 201.19 exceptions in cases where a
ciod faith attemptwas made to use these'computational rules, but errors or misinterpretations
:aused increasec above those actually allowed by Section 201.19.

G. Qualified Merit Plans

If the parties base their increases on a qualified merit plan, is there any other
xception that might apply?

The Pay Board considered the qualified merit exception to be very generous on its
erms. Relief under Section 201.30, either to allow increases above 7% or to extend the-ex-
iration of the exception, was almost unknown.

__H-__Cost_of_Livin _ _ _

If the unit has granted a cost of living:increase greater than that prescribed under
ection 2.01.64 is there some special problem that this unit has that differs. from those of other
nits in the industry or local labor market area?'



The Pay Board rarely allowed 201.30 relief for units whose increases were solely
due to cost-of-living escalator clause.

I. Phase I Retroactive Pay

While it seems unlikely that Phase I retroactively will become an issue, the question
of inclusion in the base of Phase I retro pay (granted under'Section 201.34) may arise. If it
was included in the base, was the contract agreed to within six (6) months of the effective
date of the contract? If so, the Pay Board usually allowed inclusion in the base.

J. Qualified Benefits

In cases where there was no improvement in benefits, the Pay Board in some cases
allowed as an "offset", increases in employer contributions where the employer was picking up
all or part of the employees contribution. There was no clear rule on this but all circum-
stances should be verified in such cases.

Where qualified benefit increases exceed the qualified benefit standard how much of
this increase is due tc "roll-up". because of increases in wages and salaries? When the Q. B.
standard was exceeded solely because of an otherwise allowable increase in wages and salaries,
the Pay Board usually allowed the "roll-up" increase under Section 201.30.

K. Work Rules (Item 6, S -102E)

Would the parties justify increases on the basis of specific work rule changes which
would make the plant more efficient? (A classic example of a work rules change that saved the
employer enormous sums of money was the agreement by Railroad Workers to allow trains to run
without a fireman aboard. Firemen had become essentially obsolete with the introduction of
diesel engines, and the contractual requirement that one be aboard every train kept labor costs
high for the railroads). Where work rules are changed, CLC would like the following informa-
tion:

Were these the result of new contract language?
What rules were changed and when are they effective?
What percentage of the work force is affected by the changes?
Can the parties calculate the anticipated cost savings?
If so, have them include calculations. What does this translate to in cents/hour
or percentage terms?
How does this cost savings, relate to the increases negotiated?
Are there intangibles either given or taken away that should be considered? (e.g. -

Is there a job security clause or a clause requiring improvements in working condi-
tions in the contract)?

Unless a cost savings was clearly stated and proven and at least matched the increase
given, the Pay Board rarely allowed 201.30 relief above 7%.

L. Productivity Increases: (Item 9, S-102E)

When the firm claims that increased productivity justifies wage increases the follow-
-ing issues should be developed:

a) Does the firm or union have calculations showing the productivity increase? If
so obtain a copy.

b) Can the parties demonstrate that productivity,increases are not due to changed !
methods or procedures or to new machinery? If such variables are present, how ha
the firm removed them from its calculations?

.Since it was so difficult to qualify for a productivity incentive plan (Section
201.61), the Pay Board allowed credits above the standard for increases in productivity. How-
ever, it should be remembered that the 5.5% general standard has a productivity factor built
into it. For-this reason, the.Board required cases based on productivity to start from "groun

_____zera!!-__If_the_parties_could_only_demonstratea 2% increase in productivity, this was not
sufficient to allow increases above the standard., unless productivity coadb-ecom-iii.nenictii7
other considerations, such as catch-up. Further, the Board required a demonstration that pro-
ductivity increases were due to increased worker productivity and not to improved niethods or



machinery.

Productivity is such a complex issue, that'it will in most cases require a detailed
study by labor economists at CLC.

However, as a rule of thumb, when exploring this issue, it is normally possible to
predict that where the decrease in unit labor cost was less than the portion of the pay increase
attributed to productivity, productivity gains were not the sole reason for the size of the pay
increase, and the other reasons should be discovered, and compared to other possible exceptions.

On the other hand, where the decrease in unit labor cost far exceeds the negotiated
pay increase, it is probable that the productivity calculations are speculative or based on
faulty assumptions. In such cases these calculations should be closely scrutinized.

M. Small Business Exemption

The Pay Board asked CLC for guidance about when exceptions should be allowed for
"near misses" on the Small Business Exemption. CLC is supposed to have replied "never". We
are not aware of any exceptions to the definitions of small business ever being granted for
reasons of hardship, inequity, or any other reason.

Thus, if any employer claims to be "almost exempt" becAuse he has 61 employees, five
of whom are part-time, or has sold a plant and now has only 23 employees, although he formerly
had 65, this is not grounds for exception.

1.38 Governmental Wage Determination

This exception was designed to prevent disruption of historical relationship's between
employees ia Lhe same unit, when some of the employees in the unit are granted increases per-
mitted under Section'201.60(f), which are required by state or federal laws requiring certain
wage rates for work performed under contract with the government.

These wage rates are set by the Department of Labor under various laws. The most
common of these are the Davis-Bacon Act (for construction work), the Walsh Healey Public Con-
tracts Act (for suppliers of goods), the Service Contract Act (for suppliers of services). In
addition, forty states have provisions similar to these acts.

Most governmental wage determinations are based on prevailing rates in the area in
which the work is to be done.

1.381 Procedure

When a state or federal contract is awarded, the contracting agency is required to
send the wage determination to the firm, usually as an attachment to the contract. If this
exception is claimed, a copy of the determination should be available for inspection.

1.382 Limitation

The exception may only be used to bring employees not covered by the determination up
to levels sufficient to maintain their historical differential with those covered by the deter-
mination.

In addition:

a) All of. the 5.5% available to the unit must be used before the exception comes into
play.

b) The employees must be employed at the same plant, job site, or location as the
other employees in.the unit.

c) The employees must be employees of the contractor, not of the state government..
d) The historic differential must be computed.



Case-by-Case Determination of Exceptions Worksheet Section 201.30

Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

1. HISTORICAL COMPARABILITY (In straight time rates):

(a) Did increase, negotiated or put into effect, follow other increases in the same employer, industry, union, or
local labor market area?

(b) Has there historically been a comparable relatio4shio between'these general rates and those prevailing in the
general area, industry, or other plants within tar sane Industry?

(c) If so, were those other related increases apor,red by the IRS, Pay Board, or.COLC?
(If pre-freeze agreements, please specify, note effective dates, and whether challenges have been filed.)

(d) How many contracts (involving how many workers) are paying these rates? Number of contracts

Total number of.workers

(e) What is the type of relationship claimed: same employer, sane union, sane plant, sere labor market area, same
industry, etc.?

(f) Provide a listing of other Appropriate Employee Units with wage and/or benefit structures comparable to those of
this AEU: Provide also the name(s) of the employer(s); the number(s) and name(s) of the local union(s); the
location(s) of the AEU(s): and the number of employees in each AEU.
...,.....

,....,..

MOTE: Be sure to provide both the present and past two contracts for both the requested and related increases.

If "Tandem" or wage comparability is claimed, also complete the chart in Worksheet - Tandem Exception, Form S-102A. Also
show the avnrage straight-time wage for both units.

2. NEWLY ESTABLISHED WMPARABILITY (In straight time rates)

Are these increases intended to bring the subject rates up to those currently being paid for comparable jobs
in the area, employer, industry or union?

If "Yes," obtain the rates for the jobs in this unit and the comparable jobs for the last five years or two full
contract periods, whichever.is greater. Identify source(s) of data.

B. If applicable, was the adjustment for supervisory or salaried personnel necessary to maintain the historical differential
between this unit and other employees within the same plant (who are being paid pursuant to existing, non-challenged or
approved contracts)?

If "Yes" show in an attached schedule the historical five-year pattern of the straight time differentials both In
Percentage and cents per-hour terms, and the average for the entire five-year period, or any other method that
shows provision for equitable treatment,,between the two employee units. If amount requested is more than the
five-year average, attach additional justification for the additional amount.

4. Is this considered a "package tandem" case?

NOTE: "Package Tandem" - often in negotiating contracts, various employee units will negotiate varying increases:
Fa-diver, over the period of the contract, the total contract cost will be the sane in the cents-per-hour increases.
While this is not tandem according to regulations, it is something that the COLC may want to consider In
reviewing the wage increase.

If "Yes," complete and attach a schedule showing all wage and benefit increases for the last five years or two
full contract periods, whichever is greater, with an explanation or Justification of why the differing amount,
and/or timing of the increases was negotiated and the dollar amount of the contract settlement (broken down
into wages and qualified benefits).

Did the case involve a "new plant" ;Ituatio where:

(a) "Tandem" cannot be demonstrated for the require) period of time,or

(b) Initial rates were established lower than those for comparable jobs in order to allow the firm to establish
itself (this should be fully documented), or company set low rates initially and then the employees were
unionized, or

(c) Are these rates above or below rates for comparable jobs within the industry or labor market area?

If "Yes," explain and document.

6. Did parties claim exception on the basis of changes in work-rules? If so, provide the following information at
necessary.

(a) The results of new contract language?

(b) Whith rules were-changed and when are (were) they effective?

(c) Any new or revised "job security" clauses in the contract?

(0) The percentage of the work force.affected by the changes?

(e) Can the parties calculate the anticipated cost savings? What does this translate to in cents/hour or
Percentage terms ? Show these calculations.

YES NO

C] CI

[1.

E] El

El I]

El I]

Cl I]
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7. Old the parties claim exception on the basis that wage Increases were necessary to retain essential employees? --

If so, provide the InformotIon In Worksheet 5-102C.

8. Were the economic terms of the contract agreed to at a different date from the date of the signing of the contract?

If "Yes," attach a copy of the memorandum of understanding or other evidence of earlier agreement
of the economic terms of the contract.

9. Are there any otrver special circumstances or enultable considerations that would tend to either support or not support
the increase in question: Include such considerations as cost of living, changes in Productivity, certification
Proceedings, gross inequities and hardships not otnerwise enumerated.

If "Yes," attach supporting schedule and explain.

Font 5.102E (3-73)



1.39 Cost of Living Allowance (S-102H)

This is really a special computation method tied to a determination of "generally
accepted escalator formula". (See discussion in Chapter III)

1.391 "Generally Accepted Escalator Formula"

(PB Ruling 1973-1)

This should be shown as:

(1) used by a major industry before 1972; and

(2) calculated by the same method; or

(3) low-probably no more than 10 cents

Adjustment possible during year under any known circumstances.



Cost of Living Allowance Worksheet Section 201.64(a)
Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

...

IRS Control Number

Data

1. Provide a copy of the cost of living formula in effect during the control year listed in Part II with this submission.

2. List the'cost of living allowances during the control year.

Effective date
of adjustment

(a)

Number of months during
the control year that the
adjustment will be in
effect

lb)

Col. (b) diiiided
by 12 (rounded
to 1 decimal
place)

(c)

Amount of
adjustment

(d)

Adjusted amount
of increases
(Col. lc) times
Col. (d))

(a)

Enter adjusted amounts from Column (e) onto line 20 of Form PB-3 or line 22 of Form PB-3A.

Form S-102H Test 13-731 Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service



1.4 DEFERRED. INCREASES § 201.35)

1.41 Introduction

(1) The announcement of the 90-day wage, price, and rent freeze on August 15, 1971,,
interrupted scheduled increases provided for in contracts or pay practices. Where a contract-
ual commitment existed to pay wage or salary increase, the employees, in anticipation of the
scheduled increases may have incurred financial obligations. A parallel, though less clearly
defined commitment, exists for dertain'increases scheduled pursuant to pay practices.

(2) Definitions

"Deferred increases" increases effective after November 13, 1971, for which a
commitment was made prior to November 14, 1971.

"Existing contract" - commitment was contained in a collective bargaining agreement ,

effective before November 14, 1971.
"Pay practice sreviously set forth" - commitment was established before November 14,

1971, to pay increases after November 13, 1971, pursuant to a pay practice.

Existing contracts and pay practices previously set forth are allowed to operate
'-according to their terms subject to certain challenge, review and reporting prccedures.

(3) Effect on Wage and Salary Standard

Deferred increases may be paid without regard to the general wage and salary standard
unless "unreasonably inconsistent" with the criteria set forth in section 203(b) of the Act and
the standards and exceptions established by the Pay Board.

Pay practices previously set forth and existing contracts may operate without regard
to general wage and salary standard until the commitment which was established prior to Novem-
ber 14, 1971, is modified or terminated. The commitment _contained in an existing contract will
usually be terminated when the contract expires. A pay practice previously set forth "termi-
nates" when the commitment is modified, either by increasing the amount or by changing the
administration of the pay practice from that whiCh existed when the commitment was made. In-
creases paid pursuant to. pay practices previously set forth may receive treatment as "deferred
increases" only for control year beginning prior to November 14, 1972.

Existing_Contracts

(1) General

An employment contract in existence prior to November 14, 1971 is identified by a
written instrument including all terms and conditions of employment negotiated and signed by
both employer and union (or employee) prior to November 14, 1971. .If the negotiations on non-
economic terms (working conditions) have not been concluded, but economic terms were signed
prior to November 14, 1971, the contract is still considered complete.

(2) Arbitration

Where a dispute has been handed over to an arbitrator for a decision, the arbitrator's
decision must have been handed down before November 13, 1971, in order for the decision to
stand as part of an existing contract.

(3) Wage and Benefit Reopeners

Increases negotiated after November 14, 1971, pursuant to certain wage and fringe
benefit re- opening provisions are deemed to be pursuant to a contract which existed prior to
November 14, 1971, if the following criteria are met.

a) re-opening provision was specifically agreed to or incorporated in a contract prior .
to August 15, 1971.

b) re-opening provision established a given date for re-opening.
c) such contract provided for specified termination other than by operation of the re-

opening.provision.-



(4) Merit Plans in Contracts in Effect Prior to November 14, 1971

Merit plans contained in employment contracts which were in effect prior tp,November
14, 1971, are allowed to operate according to their terms subject to possible challenge and
review. The merit plan must either be contained in the contract or included by reference for,
the duration of the contract. The merit plan must be sufficiently defined, to provide docu-
mentation that subsequent increases are being made in accordance with the terms of the merit
plan.

1.43 Pay Practi.len.Previously Sot Forth.

1. Introduction

A pay practice is considered to be previously set forth'only if it can be documentated
that prior to November 14, 1971, an adjustment to wages and salaries, or in.the case of the
merit plan, the aggregate amount to be expended was:

(a) decided finally and formally in accordance with established procedures and

(b) communicated to the management personnel responsible for implementing the pay
adjustment or to the employees affected.

Although the pay practice does not have to be reduced to writing the amount of the
wage and salary increases must be documentated. It must be demonstrated that the employer
committed himself prior to November 14, 1971, to an amount of money to be spent on increases
and that the employer did not retain significant discretion to vary the amount. The regula-.
tions do not require that the employer grant increases equal to his total commitment, but he
may not increase or exceed this commitment without having the "pay practice previously set

.

forth" expire,

2. Expiration of a Pay Practice Previously Set Forth

Merit plans which were pay practices previously set forth, as well as other pay prac-
tices previously set forth, are subject to the general wage and salary standard for all control
years beginning'after November 13, 1972. Merit plans which qualify as pay practices previously
set.forth are deemed to expire on the day before the effective date of any changes in the merit
plan, including:

(a) Any increase or changes in the rate or rate ranges from those in effect on Novem-
ber 13,.1971.

(b) An increase in the aggregate amount to be expended for merit increases above the
aggregate amount determined nrior to November 14, 1971.

(c) A change in the job classifications to which the rates or rate ranges apply.

(d) A change in the terms or conditions of the plan with respect to any job classifi-
cation to which it applies or a change in the policy for determining the size and
frequency of merit pay adjustments or a change in the administrative controls.

1.44 Expiration of Deferred Treatment

If a pay practice previously set forth terminates, or an existing contract expires
during a control year, the appropriate employee unit may receive for the remaining of the con-
trol year only the excess, if any between, .(a). the increase that would otherwise be permissible
under the 5.5% standard or applicable exceptions, and (b) the amount of increases paid during .
the control year pursuant to the existing contract or pay practice previously set forth.

1.5 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT (SUBPART H)

In general, pay adjustments affecting employees of state and local governments are
subject to the same regulations which apply to pay adjustments of'private sector employees. In

recognition of certain unique compensation practices in the public sector, the Committee on
State and Local Government Cooperation submitted recommendations to the Pay Board concerning
clarification and modification of the regulations. After consideration of these recommendations



the Pay Board adopted regualtions (set forth in Subpart H) concerning compensation practices
unique to the public sector.

The regulations establish guidelines and procedures for pay adjustments affecting
employees of local governments which are mandated by a State, pay adjustments affecting certain
public officials, and a modification of the definition of a "qualified" pension or retirement,
plan for purposes of the qualified benefits standard.



.1.51 Exception for Frozen Employees (0 201.94)

A common practice of state and local governments is to legislate prohibitions against
.salary increases for public officials while they hold office, or against increases except at
certain specified intervals such as every two years or four years, etc. The Pay Board, recog-
nizing the fact that such laws often hold salaries at unreasonably low levels, permitted in-
creases in excess of 5,5% under certain conditions.

1.511 'Requirements (Eligibility)

(a) The employee must be an elected or appointed official.
(b) He must not be included in an employee unit which contains employees whose sala-

rips are not frozen.
(c) The law of the jurisdiction must have prohibited the increase for more than 12

months.
(d) The law must be a specific prohibition which establishes an ascertainable period

of time for the prohibition. The fact that pay adjustments must be approved by
a legislature and the legislature has not acted for several years is not suffi-
cient.

(e) Wages and salaries for these employees (other than fringe benefits) must not have
been increased during the prohibition period.

1.512 Requirementg,(Computation)

(a) Base compensation is determined-in accordance with the unit's customary practice -
in terms of weekly,'monthly and annual salary, etc., (not necessarily hourly),
but must include all the elements of the BCR as defined in the computation regu-
lations.

(b) The base compensation rate determined above is multiplied X 5.5% for each year. of
the prohibited period (uncompounded)., or portion thereof, less fringe benefit
increases. The result is the dollar increase allowed in the control year.

1.513 'Qualified Public Employee Benefit Plans.- designed to allow 201.59 treatment for public
pension plans.

1. Requirements (Eligibility).

(a) law must require a trust, or
(b) require money be used as premiums or invested for employee retirement plans

or bonds, or
(c) require funds be otherwise permanently set aside for deferred compensation.
(d) A third patty fiduciary is not required.
(e) Funds must remain identifiable, and be subject to accounting procedures.
(f) A plan does riot qualify if paid to a general fund for later disbursement to

beneficiaries.

2. Requirements - Computation.

This is done in the same manner as in Section 201.59.

1.514 State Mandated Pay Adjustment

This is designed to permit policy body consideration when state and federal interests
conflict by classification,of these adjustments as Category I.

(a) Definition: a pay adjustment 'mandated (ordered) by a legislative or administrative,
body of state government, or by the action of an agency of a state government. It must cover
local government employees, not state employees.

(b) Requirements: a) The Pay Board required these pay adjustments to be prenotified.
This requirement did not apply in Phase III. However, where the mandated adjustment applies
to or affects 5,000 employees or more, it must be reported to COLC.



(c) Computation: For reporting purposes the increase may be computed by subtracting

the previously mandated rate from the mandated rate that will be in effect when the adjustment

is implemented (the fact that the real wages of employees affected may be higher is not re=

quired to be included in the computation). The increase may be stated in terms of annual or

monthly rates, etc., in accordance with the State's customary practice.



Chapter II

WAGE & SALARY INVESTIGATION WORKSHEET S-102

LL .1 INTRODUCTION

To accomplish our mission of encouraging and achieving the highest possible degree of
voluntary compliance, emphasis will be placed on ql.zality and in-depth examina-
tions of all types of firms to insure compliance with the Economic Stabilization Program.
In order to establish and maintain an effective and balanced compliance prOgram, we have
developed a nationwide wage and pay compliance monitoring program. The program will be
designed to determine compliance during Phase II and to gather intelligence data on the
willingness of firm to comply with the voluntary aspects of controls during Phase III &
IV. This will be an on going program and will require a significant effort.

The objectives of the Wage and Salary Compliance Monitoring Program will be to:

1. Examine as many firms as possible within manpower constraints in order to maintain
a high degree of voluntary compliance.

2. Establish an effective and balanced nationwide compliance program in the wage and
salary area.

3. Lather intelligence data on known or probable areas of non-compliance.

2.12 Where are the Cases Coming From?

Initially a sample of approximately 200 firms will be selected for intensive examina-
tions. The sample will be selected by the Office of Compliance and Enforcement, Cost of
Living Council from various data bases. From this initial survey we expect to develop
'areas of known or probably non-compliance for which our "sticks in the closet" can be direc-
ted. We also feel the examinations will provide the public with greater visibility of our
program which in itself will foster voluntary compliance.

The sample selection involves the use of Pay Board Phase II files for one group of
firms to be investigated, and the News Front Data Base for the second group to provide
diversity and randomness to the total list.

2.2 THE ASSIGNMENT

'Stabilization Compliance Investigations (SCI's) are full compliance.contacts to deter-
mine whether there have been any violations of the Pay Stabilization Regulations. The Form
S771 will indicate a specified assignment to be investigated.

Become-familiar with the inforMation furnished in the assignment. The specific
instructions included with the investigation request and the Regulations involved should also
be reviewed.

Contact a responsible officer of the firm and identify yourself, Make it clear that
-you are investigating the firm's compliance with the Economic Stabilization Program'and
that this examination of the firm's books and records is not related to an audit of the
firm's Federal tax liability. This is important because IRC 7605(b) provides that ordinarily
a taxpayer's books'and records can only be inspected once each tax year for matters relating
to tax compliance.

If your authority is questioned, refer to the Economic-Stabilization Act of 1970 (P.L.
-91=379; 84 Stat. 799), as amended, Executive Order 11627 dated October 15, 1972, and
Executive Order 11695, dated January 11, 1973, as your authority. Personal conduct should
be the same as during a tax investigation. Remember, you-are a fact-finder and cannot commit
the Government to any particular legal action when dealing with an alleged violator. Never
express any opinion indicating prejudice or preconception. If you are uncertain as to the
. interpretation of a particular_ Regulation, seek the advice of knowledgeable technical
personnel. Answer question only when you are sure you are correct.



2.21 The Initial Contact

When the firm is first contacted, determine whether it is subject to the Stabilization
Regulations. If the firm is now exempt and the investigation involves periods after the
firm was exempted from the Program, close the investigation with a statement to this
effect.

Initially, determine if the firm is currently in or about to enter labor negotiations.
If so, the investigation is to be close out and a report on.the status of negotiations indicat-

' ing the probably completion date is to be submitted. You should in no way interfere with
the collective bargaining process.

Under Phase II regulations, companies were required to submit requests for exceptions
for increases in excess of the general wage and salary standard and to await the decision
and order of the Pay Board prior to putting any excesses into effect. In certain instances,
some of these requests for exception were denied even though there was strong representa-
tions on the part of the company and the appropriate employee unit (or union) identifying
reasons why some percent higher than the general wage and salary standard should be given.
Often the difference's between the percentage requested and the percentage granted were
excessively large, thus possibly creating great pressures on the part of both the company
and the appropriate employee unit to perhaps make these payments at the end of Phase II
and the beginning of Phase III. Therefore, it is proposed to utilize the Pay Board's computer
data base and initially identify those companies wherein the percentage requested and the
percentage granted is in excess of 10 percent. In these companies it is believed that there
may have been great upward pressure on the part of either the company or the appropriate
employee unit to either make an additional payment or grant some other kind of increase
during the transition period following Phase II. Also, it is believed there may be an
inclination on the part of some of these companies to give excessively large increases under'
the voluntary compliance activities of Phase III. Hence, these companies would appear to
represent a good "first cut" target for this compliance activity.

To make sure that we are not overly .aggressive with respect to companies that have
voluntarily submitted Forms PB 1, 2 or 3 under Phase II, we propose to access the News Front.
computer data base of 25,000 companies and select additional companies of approximately the
same size, in the same business, and in the same geographical location as'.the companies being

--selected-from-the-Pay-Board' s-data -basa.- This additional selection of companies will provide
a further cross check of similar sized companies to again determine their compliance under
Phase II regulations and under the Phase III voluntary wage and price guidelines.

2.22 Who will make the examinations?

To ensure proper execution bf an efficient Wage and Salary Compliance Monitoring Pro-
gram, it is important that all examining personnel have a knowledge of the Economic
Stabilization regulations. In this respect, pay specialists skilled in wage investigations
and with specialized training in the technical aspects of the Pay Board regulations will
examine the larger firms and those containing controversial or compleX issues and assist
nonspecialists in wage investigations where such assistance is requested. When nonspecialists
are used it is important that these individuals are aware that pay specialists are available
for assistance during the investigation.

2.3 INTRODUCTION TO THE S-102

2.31 General

(a) As a means of standardizing the investigative methods and to insure that the
body of data gathered in each case is adequate for a firm determination of compliance or
lack of compliance, Form S-14 Compliance Investigation Summary - Wage and Salary will be
'Used as the main audit tool of the investigation. This Summary, together with its schedules,
will be used with the PB-3 or PB-3A form to determine the amount of wage and salary increase
given, and if the increase is over the general wage and salary standard, the reason or
reasons for the exception.



(b) A complete and thorough investigation is required. Many of the firms that will
be investigated are very knowledgeable of the Regulations and some may have developed
sophisticated systems to cope with the Regulations.

2.32 Conduct of Investigation

(a) Control Year

Investigations should be confined to the current control year for the appropriate
employee unit under section 201.53 of the regulations.

(b) Decision and Orders

Determine if the company has received determination, interpretation or decision and
order covering the current control year from IRS or Pay Board and if the company is in
compliance with the decision. If the company is in compliance with the decision, the survey
should be terminated. Parts I, II and III 7a and 7b of Form S-102 should be completed and
a FB-3 or PB-3A whicheve-r-is appropriate included in the case file.

If the company is not in compliance with the decision Parts I, II and III 8a and 8b
of Form S-102 should be completed and a PB-3 included in the case file. In such cases,
indicate the reasons for noncompliance and make a recommendation pertaining to the propriety
'"of a challenge under Subpart J Part 130 of the Cost of Living Council regulations.

(c) No Outstanding Decision

By use of a PB-3 or PB-3A whichever is appropriate, determine if the company is in
compliance with the Wage and Salary guidelines.

If the company is within the wage and salary guidelines, the investigation should be
terminated. Parts I, II and III 7a and 7b of Form S-102 should be completed and a copy
of the PB-3 or PB-Ikincluded in the case file.

If it is determined that the company is not in compliance with the wage and salary
guideline, all parts of the S-102 should be completed and a PB-3 included in the case file.

In such cases, indicate the reason for non-compliance and make a recommendation pertain-
ing to the property of a challenge under Subpart J Part 130 of the Cost of Living Council
regulations.



Economic Stabilization Pionarn

Compliance Investigation Summary-Wages and Salaries
COLC Control No,

IRS Control No.

Part 1 - Identification Mandatory Sector Or Self Administered Sector a

1

Employer or
Association

a. Legal and trade none (If any) b. Employer Identification Number (IRS)

c, Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

d. Individual In company or association to be contacted for further Information Telephone (area code and number)

2

Parent Company

a. Name

3

Union

a, Name, local number and national affiliation

b. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

c. Individual in union to be contacted for further information
d. Telephone (area code and number)

4

Contract Data

a. Date contract was signed b Duration of contract:
From: To:

c. Control Year From:
1 2 3 4 To:

d. Date of first adjustment provided for
under the contract.

e.. Were the economic terms agreed to at a different time from the date
of the signing of the contract? Yes L.:7 No 0

(If yes attach memorandum of understanding or other evidence or earlier
agreement of economic terms.)

f. Note: Be sure to attach a copy of the current and two prior contract agreements.

Part II -.Employee Unit Involved

5

Appropriate
Employee Unit

a. Appropriate Employee Unit
(Specify Type)

b. Industry
Code

c. Principal service
product or activity

d. Category o. No. of Employees
im Unit

f. Has the appropriate employee unit involved been changed since the last filing or w thin the past twelve months or does the I.R.S.
dispute the determination of the appropriate employee unit? (If yes, explain)? Yes C7 No L:7

6

Previous
Filing

During the lest 12 months, has a form covering any of the employees covered by this rroort been filed with the Internal
Revenue Service, the Pay Board or COLC7

a. Yes L:7 b. No 'ET c. IRS control number from previous case

d. Pay Board or COLC case number from previous case

e. Has a decision and order been issued? Yes ET (Attach copy)

Part III - Findings and Recommendations

7

?oat
Adjustment

a. Total Control Year Adjustment Chargeable Against Wage Standard
(Line 39 on P8-3 or Line 29 on PR-3A)

b. Source of date 11-3 P8-34 (Enclose copy)

a

Worksheet
Selection

If lino) a is in excess of 5.5% check the appropriate column and complete
the applicable worksheets.

Claimed Qual fled
TIS IIS 110

Worksheet
Form.

Number

5-102A

5-1028

5-102C

5-1020

S.102E

S-102F

S-102G

S-102H

S-1021

Subject

Tandem Wage eeiationsitp

Regulations
Section

201.12

Tandem Qualified Benefit Relationship 201.13

Essential Employees 201.14

antra -Unit Inequities 201.18

Case-by-Case Determination of Exceptions 201.30

Wage Reopener Provisions 201.35(c)

Qualified Benefits Standard 201.59

Cost of Living Allowance 101.64(1)

State and Local Governments Subpart 4

Other [Specify)

Other (Specify)

Fon., 11-102 Test 13-731

Deperrome el the Theory Internal Nevares Service



9

Executive and
Vcrlable

Compensation

Does the employer's compensation practice Include any provisions for incentive cavensation (bonus
plans, stock options, etc.) or any other variable compensation (tales plans, commissions, or
production incentive programs)?

(If Appropriate, complete Form 5412, Compliance Investigation Worksheet Exte.,tive and Variable
Compensation, and Include with case file.)

Yes

10

Remarks

castigator'snr comments (Refer to aonlicable Item number, Pirrapproprfate. If more space is needed,
continue below or attach additional sheets.)

Pert IV Closing Information

a. 'Wane of Investigator (Please Print) 12. a. Name of Reviewer

b. Tine required to complete investigation (Hours) b. Date

C. Telephone Number d. Date

RIM 5-1112 Test (3-11I



Tandem Wage Relationship Worksheet Section 201.12

Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

If a tandem relationship Is claimed with inn than one unit, provide the data requested below for all such units.

If this sheet is being used for wage comparability under Section 201.30, check box.

1. Identify the leader unit to which you are claiming a tandem relationshio.

Name of Company

C]

Location of Unit Industry

Name 6 Type of Employees

National and Local Union with which employer negotiated (if any)

Do not
know Yes No

2. Has the leader's adjustment been approved by the Internal Revenue Service, the Pay Board or COLC () Cl

Is there a pending case? C] C] (]

If yes, provide case number

3. What was the wage rate increase of the leader unit for the control year? cents per hour 1
4. le)' Give the effective date for the increase of the leader unit

(b) ,Give the effective date for the increase of the follower unit

(c) Did the wage and salary increase of the leader unit become effective not more than six months before the
Proposed effective date of the wage and salary increase here requested (] 0

5. (a) If basedcn pay practices, has the tandem relationship been established for the prior five
consecutive years?

(b) If based on employment contracts, has the tandem relationship been established in the immediately
preceding two consecutive bargaining agreements?

C]

C] C]

(c) If no, explain why the tandem relotiOship has not existed for the prior five consecutive years or the preceding two
Consecutive bargaining agreements? C] C]

6. List the effective dates and the amounts (in cents per hour) of all wage and salary increases for both the applicant unit and the leader unit
during the two prior contract periods or.nuring the prior five consecutive yearsof pay practices. If the increases were based on contracts,
also indicate the effective dates of the contracts.

If these are differential increases by job category. attach an additional sheet showing the increases for each category.
.

Applicant Unit Leader Unit
EfWM.Wdates Cents per hour V Effective dates Cents per hour L./

7. If claiming tandem or wage comparability, supply the current and two prior contracts for both the leader and follower unit.

If the contract or pay practice provided for wage increases specified In percentages, give the percentages specified and indicate what was
used as the base.

Form S-102A Test (3-7a
Department of the Treasury - Internal Novenae Service



Tandem Qualified Benefit Relationship Worksheet Section 201.13

Employer's or Association's Legal Name COLE Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

TO THE EXTENT THAT THE LEADER UNIT HAS OFFSET ITS CHARGEABLE QUALIFIED BENEFIT COST AGAINST THE GENERAL WAGE AND SALARY STANDARD, THE COST OF

LIVING COUNCIL OR ITS DELEGATE MAY REQUIRE THE FOLLOWER UNIT TO TO IA SAME.

If a tandem relationship is claimed with more than one unit, provide the data requested below for all such units,

1. Identify the leader unit to which tandem relationship is claimed.

Name of Company

Location of .,fit

Number 6 Type of Employees

Industry

National and Local Union with which employer negotiated contract (if Any)

Do not
know Yes No

2. Has the leader's adjustment been approved by the Internal Revenue Service, the Pay Board or cm? I)

a) Is there a pending' case? El

If yes, provide case number,

3. (a) Effective date(s) of the improvement in qualified benefits of the leader unit

(b) Proposed effective date(s) of the Increase of qualified benefits for the apolicant unit

)0 Is the proposed effective date's) of the increase for the applicant unit within 12 months of the effective date(s)
of the increase given the leader unit?

C]
4. Provide a copy of the full text of both the present and the proposed new qualified benefit Plans for the applicant unit

and the unit to which a tandem relationship is claimed.

5. List the effective dates and the type and level of qualified benefit increases received by both the leader unit and the applicant unit during
the two immediately preceding contract periods or the prior five consecutive years of pay practices.

Applicant Unit Leader Unit
Effective dates Type h level ofbenefit IrTalve dates Tyce S level of benefit

6. Show the percentage, if any, of increased qualified benefit of the leader unit which was charged against the General Wage and Salary
Standard.

7. Snow the total chargeable adjustment of the leader unit.

fen; S-102B Test 1173 DePaitment at the Pia Internal Revenue Service



Essential Employees Worksheet Section 201.14
'Foe tho Control Year lasted in Pap 11.1

Employer's or Association's Legal Here COIC Control Number
Date

IRS Control Humber

If this worksheet is being used to support localized shortages of labor under Section 201,30. check box. ()

I. Identify the Job classifiCation(s) which were considered essential.

a) Title and function,

b) How any Jobs (filled and vacant) existed in the essential employees CategOry(i0S) at the tiee(s) of the wage rate

ca capel How many of these jobs Cr. now vacant?

d) Have fund: been Allocated or budgeted to bey for these positions for the year under consideration? 0 (3

If no, explain,

2. Who .nr. these emolmees essential to you?

3. Indicate the number of vacancies in the essential employees classificatIon(s) as a proportion of the Jobs in that (those)clastifiCation(i):

a) At the time of the wage rate adjustments t d) Three months earlier .11

b) One month earlier t el One year earlier

c) Two months earlier . t f) At other times, if relevant: Date

4. What were the turnover rates per 100 employees in the entire appropriate employee unit:

a) At the time of the wage rage adjustments t d) Three months earlier

b) rOne month earlier e) One year earlier

c) Two month: earlier t f) At other tires, if relevant: Date

S. Indicate efforts during the three months prior to the wage rate adjusivent to recruit these essential employees.

a) Were advertisements placed In newspapers or trade Journals?

tr ,us. attach copies if available.

(b) Were the services of the State Employment Service utilized?

c) Wen trade and vocational schools, contected?

d) If yes to any of the above, were qualified workers attracted or referred as a result?

Were any of them hired?

If no, explain why not,

e) Other recruiting efforts (describe in detail)

4. Were then ley significant changes (during the past three months or so) in other conditions of emOlosment

related to the jobs that formed t..: t:41: f:- %hit

Or yes, describe the changes.

7, (a) What're, the average straight-tire hourly meg@ rate paid workers in the essential employees classification(s)
during the base payroll period? $

(b) wit can the average straight-time hourly Increase put into effect for these workers (in cents per hour)? $

(c) what was the /verso. straight-throe hourly inirease put into effect for other workers in the appropriate employee unit
(in cents per hour?) $

8, Werethe wig* rites paid by other employers for the job classification(s) for which you an claiming exception
higher than your wage rates?

a) If yes. Mat wen their rates?

b) what was the source of their wage rete data?

8. Esolein why the requested inc eeeeeeee necessary to attract or retain employees in the essential category(1m).

ID. 10/1 wirers, unable to grant the increases needed to retain your essential employees out of the increase allowable

to your unit under the general wage and salary standard?

Yes No

0 0

0 0

0 0

El El'

(3 (3

(3 El

El

Rem 111-102C Test ivni Deeemeemi el Me Name Memel Meormero Males,



1'N

Intro -Unit Inequities Worksheet Section 201.18
For the Control Year listed in Part

Employer's or Association's legal Name Celt Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

Yes

1. (a) Had the inequitable pay situation which you seek to correct resulted from the introduction of changed
technology in equipment, vethods, materials. or processes?

(b) Did this change affect not less than 10 percent of the.job classifications and not less than 25 percent

of the employees in the appropriate employee unit In which the technological chanties had been made or introduced). 0
2. 'Did the program describe job classifications with sufficient detail to identify differences in job content

based on relative value of the factors by which classifications are measured (including e.g., skill, physical
strain, and responsibility)? 0 0

3. Did the program provide for a realigtment of wage rates that followed& systematic and orderly method for classifying,
ranking or rating of all the job classifications in the unit, giving effect to skill; effort, responsibility,
working conditions and other factors reflected in the classification content?

4. Did the program establish rate relationships (expressed in dollars and cents) that were established in accordance
with accepted methods for job classifications, historical practice in an industry, or througn some other
demonstrable guide in general use for classification purposes, including an explanation of the derivation of
factor weightings on which system is based?

S. Did the program establish rate relationships (expressed in dollars'and cents) that reflected the different levels
of skills as measured by grading selected jobs from the lowest to the highest level, on each of which 4 significant
number of employees are grouped?

6. Had the percentage increase in wage rates or rate ranges been'computed in the manner indicated below for each Job
classification in the unit, excluding the effect of 'red circle" rates, i.e., personal rates for individuals? . C]

(a) For single job classification wage rates, show the percentage difference between the weighted average of the
proposed yob rates and the weighted average of current Job rates.

(b) For the classification Of jobs without change in the existing rate ranges, show the percentage difference between
the weighted average of the rates to be paid for each job classification after reclassificetion and the weighted
average of the rates actually paid within the range before reclassification.

(c) For revised rate range structures, show the percentage difference between the weighted average of the midpoint of
each job classification in the revised structure and the weighted average of.the midpoint of each job
classification in the existing structers.

ELIGIBILITY UNDER THIS EXCEPTION IS ESTABLISHED OILY IF ALL OF THE ABOVE CM BE ANSWERED "YES'.
Yes lie

7. Did this unit receive en intra-unit exception during the previous control year7.71- El Cl

S. (a) What percent of the base compensation rate in addition to the general wagein0 salary standard is needed
to correct this intro -unit inequity? 1

(b) What is the total adjustment above the standard that you are requesting for the; control year for this exception?----

ATTACH A STATMENT DESCRIBING YNE APPLICANT'S cistrosmsur PROGRAM (AS DEFINED IN THE REGULATIONS), THE CAUSE OR NATURE i THE INEQUITIES, AI THE
MANNER TR MICH IT IS PROPOSED TO CORRECT THEM.

Foe S-1028 Teen 13711
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Case -by -Case Determination of Exceptions Worksheet Section 201.30

Employer's or Assoclatldn's Legal Name COLL Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

1. HISTORICAL COMPARABILITY (In straight tine rates):

(a) Did increase, negotiated or out into effect, follow other increases in the same employer, industry, union, or
local labor market area?

(b) Has there historically been a comparable relationship between these general rates and those prevailing in the
general area, industry, or other plants within tne same industry?

(c) if so, were those other related increases aonroved by the IRS, Pay Board, or COLC?
(If pre-freeze agreements, please specify, note effective dates, and whether challenges have been filed.)

How many contracts (involving how many workers) are paving these rates? Number of contracts

Total number of workers

(e) What is the type of relationship claimed: sane employer, same union, sane plant, same labor market area, sane
Industry, etc.?

(f) Provide a listing of other Appropriate Employee Units with wage and/or benefit structures comparable to those of
this AEU: Provide also the name(s) of the employer(s); the number(s) and name(s) of the local union(s); the
location(s) of the AEU(s); and the number of employees in each AEU.

NOTE: Be sure to,provide both the present and past two contracts for both the requested and related increases.

(d)

If "Tandem" or wage comparability is claimed, also complete the chart in Worksheet - Tandem Exception, Form 5-102A. Also
show the average straight-time wage for both units.

2. NEWLY ESTABLISHED COMPARABILITY (In straight time rates)

An these increases intended to bring the subject rates up to those currently being paid for comparable jobs
in the area, employer, industry or union?

If "Yes," obtain the rates for the jobs in this unit and the comparable jobs for the last five years or two full
contract periods, whichever is greater. Identify source(s) of data.

3. If applicable, was the adjustment for supervisory or salaried personnel necessary to maintain the historical differential
between this unit and other employees within the same Plant (whoere being paid pursuant to existing, non-challenged or
approved contracts)?

If "Yes" show in an attached schedule the historical five-year pattern of the straight tine differentials both in
.

percentage and cents per-hour terms, and the average for the entire five-year period, or any other method that
shows provision for equitable treatment, between the two employee units. If amount requested is more than the
five-year average, attach additional justification for the additional amount.

4. Is this considered a "package tandem" case?

NOTE: 'Package Tandem" - often in negotiating contracts, various employee units will negotiate varying increases;
fiver, over the period of the contract, the total contract cost will be the same in the cents-per-hour increases.
While this is not tandem according to regulations, it is something that the COLL may want to consider in
reviewing the wage increase.

If 'Yes," complete and attach a schedule showing all wage and benefit increases for the lest five years or two
full contract periods, whichever is greater, with an explanation or justification of why the differing amount
and/or timing of the increases was negotiated and the dollar amount of the contract settlement (broken down
into wages and qualified benefits).

S. Did theTcase involve a 'new plant" situation, where:

(a) "Tandem" cannot be demonstrated for the required period of time,or

(b) Initial rates were established lower than those for comparable jobs in order to allow the fire to establish
itself (this should be fully documented), or company set low rates initially and then the employees were
unionized, or

(c) Are these rates above or below rates for comparable jobs within the industry or labor market area?

If "Yes," explain and document.

6. Did parties claim exception on the basis of changes in work-rules? If so, provide the following information as
necessary.

(a) The results of new contract language?

(b) Which rules were changed and '.iher, are (were) they effective?

(c) Any new or revised "job security" clauses in the contract?

(d) she percentage of the work force affected by the changes?

(e) Can the parties calculate the anticipated cost savings? What does this translate to in cents/hour or
percentage terms? Show these calculations.

YES NO

Cl El

E] El

El El

El El

El El

El El
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Wage Reopen*, Provisions Worksheet Section 201.35(c)

Employer's or Association's legal Name ICOLC cnntrol Number

IRS Control Number

Date

This schedule should be used to report increases under Section 201.35(c). Eligioility for this exception Is not established unless all

of the following questions can be answered yes.

1. Was a wage eecorrer provision incorporated in a collective bargaining agreement that existed before August 15, 1971?

2. Did the contract set a specific date for reopening wage and/or fringe benefits negotiations?

a) If yes. give date

b) Date wage renegotiations were in fact reopened

3. Did the contract provide for specific termination other than by the reopener provision?

Yes No

Remarks

r. S-102F That 13-re
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Qualified Benefits Standards Worksheet Section 201.59

Employer's or Association's Legal Name

Part I. Catch-up calculations

COLD Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

1. Give the ending date of the unit's first control year.

2. For the control year listed In Part II, listjhe date and hourly cost of adjustments (from new or Improved benefit plans, from secondary effects
of increases in straight-time rates, or from increases in employer contributions attributable to decreases in employee contributions) during the
period from November 14, 1968 to november 13, 1971, and give the base compensation rate in effect during the payroll period immediately prior to
each of the adjustments. Determine the percentage increase for each of the adjustments by dividing the hourly cost by the appropriate base com-
pensation ,rate.1/

( a )

Effective date

(b)

Cost of the adjustment per man-hour worked
during period immediately following the
qualified benefit adjustment

(c)
Base compensation rite in effect during the
payroll period immediately prior to each of
the qualified benefit adjustments. 1/

(d)

Percent Col.(b)
divided by
Col. (c))

3. Sum of the percentage increases during the three-year period as calculated in column "d" above. 1

4. Subtract the total on line 3 from 1.5%. 1

To the extent that some part of the possible 1.5% catch-up was not used during the first control year of a new contract or pay practice,the
excess may be used in the second control year but not thormaftmr.

1/ Calculated in accordance with the methodology shown on Form PP.-3 at Part IV, A.

Part II. Eligibility for 5.0% rule on Form PB-3A ONLY:

5. Employer cost of qualified benefits in the base year as calculated by the method of Form P8-3. line 23(6)(a).

6. Total man-hours worked during the baseyear. (Use either (a) exact man-hours worked. (b) a reasonable estimate.
or (c) the product of the man-hours reported on line 17 of Funs PB-3A multiplied by the punter of pay periods per
year multiplied by 0.931.)

7. Employer cost of qualified benefits per man-hour worked (line 5 divided by line 6).

B. Average straight-time hourly rate (from line 19 of foto P8-3A) multiplied by the IA benefit factor.

9. Base period qualified benefits as a percent of calculated base coemensation rate (line 7 divided by line B).

_hours

Part III. Qualified benefits summary

10. Carryover from prior conrol year (percent available but not used). 1.1

e. Catch-up allowance.

b. 0.7% Standard.

11. Standard for this year (either: (a) 0,7%, or (b) the smaller of 5.0% or the difference between the percentage

of qualified benefits in the base year (from line 9 above) and 10%j. Do not enter en amount greater than the total qualified

benefit percentage adjustment requested.

1/
12. Total available for this year (sue of lines 10a, 10b, and II).

I/ Attach a copy of Form PS-3 or PB-3A for the first control year showing qualified benefit calculations and adjustments.

1/ NOTE: If 11(b) is used, the total contribution to qualified benefits may not exceed 10% after the adjustments have been made.

Fete S-1020 Test 1331
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Cost of Living Allowance Worksheet Section 201.64(a)
Employers or Association's Legal Name COLC Control Number

IRS Control Number

Date

1. Provide a copy of the cost of living formula in affect during the control year listed in Part II with this submission.

j2. List the cost of living allowances during the con rol year.

,

Effective date
of adjustment

la)

Number of months during
the control year that the
adjustment will be in
effect

(b)

Col. (b) divided
bY'12 (rounded
to tdecimal
place)

(c)

Amount of
adjustment

(d)

Adjusted amount
of increases
(Col. )c) times
Col. (d))

(e)

Enter adjusted amounts from Column (e) onto line 20 of Form Pe -3 or line 22 of Fonn P8-3A.

Form S-10214 Test (3-73) Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service



Governmental Unit

State and Local Governmcnt Worksheet -- Subpart H

COLC Control Number

IRS Control'Number

Date

Part 1. Scope -- 201.91

Pay adjustments affecting State and local government employees generally are subject to the same.
regulations which apply to private sector emnlovees. However, Subpart H modifies the regulations to
take into account certain uninue cc-:nzation pacticnc in the public sector. These svecial rules v'ply

to: certlficaticn oo:edure (201.93), :ublic officials whose salaries are vrohibited by law from being
increased during a term of office (201.:4), Qualified public emolcvae benefit plans (201.95), and State
mandated nay adjustments (201.95). ;;hen nrovisions of SuAlai't H apply to an adjustment under investi-
gation, use the appropriate Part(s) of this Worksheet in addition to other aoplicable S-102 worksheets.

Part II. Certification of Pay Adjustrents -- 201.93

List all certifications submitted by the governmental unit to the Pay Board pertaining to the pay.
-adjustrtnt being investigated:

Date AEU(s) Control
Submitted Covered Year

1.

2.

Attach a copy of each certification, if available.

f Part III. llultiole Standard for Certain Public Officials -- Section 201.94

ELIGIBILITY UNDER THIS SECTION IS ESTAMSHED ONLY IF ALL OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE MET:

Conditions Nett
Yes No

1. The emnleyee is an elected or agpcinted government official. /7

2. The employing authority has elected not to include the official in any other AEU. ---- L27

3. The increase is nota State mandated pay adjustment within the meaning of 201.96. 0 ,

4. The official was prohibited by law (constitution,ert.at'ute.a charter.3-157) from receiving
an increase in salary (other than an ir:rease in frinoe benefits) fosr a veriod of core
than 12 months imediately preccedina the effective date of an increase pursuant to
this section. E 7 C

5. The salary oaid to the official (other than fringe benefits) has not been increased
during the prohibition period.

If eligibility has been established, calculate the increase permissible under

this Secticin as follows:

6. Prohibition period (expressed in years and fractions thereof). years.

7. Applicable "multiple (line 6 multiplied by 5.5)

8 Base period compensation (ccrper.saticn paid to official during first pay period
followina the beginning of the prohibition period; include all items considered in
ITeTalculation of "base compensation rate").

9. Line 8 multiplied by line 7.

10. Increase in fringe benefits put into effect during prohibition period.

11. Line 9 minus line 10.

12. Additional increase permissible under "qualified benefits standard"

13. Total increase nermissible.00xiar.4iiisootief (line 11 plus line 12)

14. Total increase which. has been put into effect.

If the amount in lipc 14 is creator thin the amount in line 13, check for applicability
of Section 201.30 (Case-bv Case Determination of Exceptions) and complete Worksheet
S-102E, as well as other. worksneets used for Wane comparability under Section 201.30,

e.g. Tandem Wage Pelationship,,Essential Employees. etc.



Part IV. Qualified Public Employee Cenefit Plans -- SectiOn 201.95

A qualified public employee benefit plan is. not reeuired to meet the technical reouirements for

qualification under section 401(A), section 401(h), or section 404(a) of the Internal Revenue Code.
However, such plan rust have been established by a government for the exclusive benefit of its
employees and their beneficiaries, and employer contribution- must be: (1) ride to a. trust, (2) used
as premiums to purchase annuity or retirement insurance contracts or used to purchase retirement
bonds, or (3) otherNise Permanently set aside for deferred compensation in any manner other than
funding on a pay-as7vou-go basis. A plan will net be considered as Qualified if eroloyer contri-
butions are oaid to the jurisdiction's general fund for later disbursement to the beneficiaries.

Use Form S-1020 (Oualified Benefits'Standards Workshnnt -- Section 201.59) to determine the extent
to which employer contributions to a oualified public employee benefit plan may be treated as
excluded contribUticins.

Part V. State Mandated Pay Adjustments Section 201.96

'Section 201.96 ?tootles only to pay adjustments which are legally required by action of a State
government applicable to officials or employees of local eovernments. This section is not applicable
to pay adjustments of officials or employees of a State government.

If Section 201.96 is apolicable, provide the information requested below. If various pay levels_
are invo]ved, provide separate computations for, each level:

,f1,1 "
1. Level of Statermarida4ed wage, salary, or benefit

I\
implementedm

2..'Level'of wage, salary, or benefit in effect on base date (the day before thC pay
adjustment was implemented)

3. Item llett"item 2

4. Percent increase (item 3 divided by item 2)

Attach copies 'of relevant State legislative acts or State aOinistrative orders which provide for
the present and previous mandated levels.



Roll-up - for computational purposes, the following formula may be used for computing
roll-up (where there is a direct relationship between wage increases and benefit roll-up).

Base year cost for item which rolls up .increase in average straight.
Base year average straight time hour by rate time hourly rate.

3.23 Theory of Calculations (Sum-of-the-percentages):

Basically, the pay regulations use the sum-of-the-percentages method for calculating
percent increases, except for cost-of-living escalator clauses.

General

Under this method, base hourly compensation is established for the base period prior
to the control year during which the requested increases are to be effective. Such compensation
includes wages and salaries, includable fringe benefits, and qualified fringe benefits. It does
not include legally required payments, such as, workmen's compensation and certian other types
of payments (see Part II - A - Form PB-3). Each applicant costs his increase on an hourly basis
using the distribution of hours reported in the.base payroll period and the base year. Time
weighting is not allowed except for COLA escalator clauses. That is, an applicant may not value
500 per hour payable during the second half of the year as 250. However, increased payments.
needed to fund existing levels or qualified benefits are not included in the computation.
(Example: Increased employer contributions to a hospitalization benefit policy due to rising'
hospital costs for the same benefits are not included).

Example A: Ualt has base year compensation of $4.50 composed of $3.50 in straight-
time wages, 300 in includable fringes, and 200 in qualified benefits. Its control year begins
February 1, 1972. It wishes to increase straight-time wages by 100, increase includable fringes
by'50, and increase new qualified benefits by 150, all on February 1. No other increases are
scheduled during the first. control year. Percentage computation is -

.10 + .05 + .15 _ .15 + .15 (3.8% on wages + includables)
4.00 4.00 ' " (3.7% on qualified benefits)

Moral: The time of increases within a control year does not affect the percentage
calculation.

Rationale: This methodology compares the hourly compensation rate as it exists prior
to the control year during which the requested increases are to be effective and at the very end
of the control year. This best reflects the impact on costs and prices, i.e., it is end-of-
period costs which will contribute to the end-of-period pricing decision.

The alternative of time-weighting would encourage backloading.of first-year increases.
If the Rules permitted time-weighting, a 55% increase effective only after 90% of the year had
passed would count only as 5.5%. Yet the impact would clearly be inflationary on end-of-period
costs, and would inflate the base for the next control year.

3.3 ANALYSIS OF SUBPART E - TITLE 6 CFR (ECONOMIC STABILIZATION) - COMPUTATION RULES

3.31 .Determination of Control Year (§ 201.52) -

The C.Y. in a nonunion situation is generally November 14, 1971--November 13, 1972
(First) and November 14, 1972. - November 13, 1973 (Second). In a union situation, the C.Y. gen-
erally adopts the anniversary date of the contract. This means that a short .C.Y. between No-
vember 14, 1971, and the anniversary date of the contract may be created.' Thus, during the
period November 1971--November 1972, it was possible for a union unit to have two control. years.
This has the effect of raising the permissible increases during the 12-month Nov.-to-Nov. periOd.

Example: After.an agreement expired on May 31, 1971, a two-year contract was nego-
tiated to begin June], 1971. It provided for an 8% increase June], 1971 (prior to the program),
a deferred increase of 5% on January 1, 1972, and a second deferred .increase of 4% on June 1,
1972. The two deferred increases total 9%, but neither will be subject to automatic challenge.
This is because the unit has a short control year of November 14, 1971--May 31, 1972, and a
'second C.Y. of June 1, 1972--May 31, 1973.



Limitations

Once the determination of the first and succeeding control years, as established
under the regulation, is made, the specific base date may not be changed unless approved by
COLC.

3.32 Formula for computing annual aggregate increase in base compensation (§ 201.53) -
....

Where it is necessary to determine the annual aggregate increase in the base compen-
.

sation rate with respect to an appropriate. employee unit for any C.Y., the increase is to be
stated as a % and it is computed as follows:

the total adjustment during the C.Y. in the average straight-time hourly rate (ASTHR)

PLUS

the total adjustment during the C.Y. in the average hourly benefit rate (.AHBR)

DIVIDED BY

the appropriate employee unit's base compensation rate (BCR).

3.33 Base Compensation Rate (B.C.R.) (§ 201.54)

For any C.Y., the rate of base compensation (stated in dollars and cents per hour)
is the average rate of pay which equals the sum of -

the ASTHR of the appropriate employee unit for Base Payroll period

PLUS

the AHBR of the appropriate employee unit for the base year

3.34 Average Straight-time Hourly Rate and Adjustments (§ 201.55)

The ASTHR is determined by dividing:

the total straight-time payroll expenditures

BY

the total man-hours paid for (including all paid leave hours).

Payroll expenditures and man-hours paid for are determined for the base payroll
period. If the base payroll is not representative of the straight-time earnings structure of
the unit, a different payroll period must be chosen.

Part II A (16 and 17) of PB-3 sets forth what items should be included in calculating
payroll expenditures and paid man-hours. For example, include S/T pay for overtime, weekends,
etc., but exclude any premiums or differentials above the S/T rate.

The total adjustments in the ASTHR for an appropriate employee unit the amount of
increase, if any, of the rate in effect during the last payroll period of the C.Y. following
the base date compared to the rate in effect during the base payroll period.

3.35 Computation Method - ASTHR Merit and Other (@ 201.56 and 201.57)

The regulations set forth two methods for calculating adjustments in the average
straight-time hourly rate: the "double snapshot" method and the "ice-cube" method.. These two
methods are mutually exclusive. The determining factor with respect to whether increases paid
to members of an appropriate employee unit are computed according to the "ice-cube" method or
the "double snapshot" method is generally the existence of either a formal or informal merit
plan on November 13, 1971.



3.351 Ice-Cube Method .

.

.

A. The ice-cube method is used in all pay practice or contract situations for the ..
....__

computation of pay adjustments where "merit" is not a factor (e.g. across-the-board increase's).
However, the "ice-cube" method is used where 'an appropriate employee unit not covered by a merit
plan on November 13, 1971, subsequently becomes subject to either a formal or informal merit
practice.

B. The ice-cube method reflects the "sum of the percentages" method of computation
adopted by the Pay Board on December 10, 1971. Computation of adjustments in the average
straight-time hourly rate assume that there is no change in the composition of the workforce
during the control year (i.e., the composition of the workforce is "frozen" as of the base date).

The basic principle of the ice-cube method is that the control year experience is
considered to be.identical to that which existed in the base payroll period (or base year in the
case of benefits). For purposes of adjustments in the average straight-time hourly rate, the
assumption of identical control year and base payroll period experience relates to the following:

rate;
(1) distribution and number of employees in each job classification or at each pay

(2) number of hours paid for and the number of hours worked; and

(3) the distribution and number of employees by years of service.

The control year adjustment in the average straight-time hourly rate for an appropri-
ate employee unit is the amount by which the projected average straight-time hourly rate at the
end of the control year exceeds the average straight-time hourly rate existing during the base
payroll period.

C. The projection is based on the workforce composition, etc., which existed during
the base payroll period. The projected average straight-time hourly rate (ASTHR) at the end of
the control year is the division of the "projected straight-time payroll expenditures" (PSTPE)
for the last payroll period of the control year by the total man-hours paid for (tmhpf) during
the base payroll period:

(PSTPE) end of control year.
Projected (ASTFR) = (tmhpf) base payroll period

3.352 The "Double Snapshot" Method

A. The'double snapshot method applies to pay adjustments pursuant to merit plans'
which --

(1) were in existence on November 13, 1971,

(2) succeed a merit practice or contract provision in existence on November 13, 1971,
or

(3) were established, with respect to a new appropriate employee unit, in a company
plant or other business entity which came into existence on or after November 14, 1971, provided,
however, such method of computation shall not be used in the first control year the new unit
came into existence.

B. Definition of Merit Plan - A merit plan is a system for paying wage and salary
increases which is founded upon a judgement or an evaluation of an individual employee's per-
forMance rather than some other factor (such as increased cost-of-living or the length of ser-
,vice of an employee). A merit plan usually provides that an employee may be granted an increase
which varies in amount depending on the results of the employer's evaluation of employee's per -
formance.



In the absence of formal plans, employers who give individual increases to their
employees as "they deserve them" (rather than a general increase to all employees in a job
category.) do so by way of a "merit plan." These informal "merit plans" are not necessarily
entitled to the narrow qualified merit exception. It is important to categorize such informal
subjective evaluations as "merit plans" because the appropriate computation method, the "double
snapshot," applies to all formal or informal "merit plans," in existence on November 13, 1971.

Were an employer gives general increases, or end-of-year bonuses based on perform -
ances, he does not have a "merit plan" within the context of these regulations; such employers
should calculate general increases according to the "ice-cube" method or should apply the exec-
utive and variable compensation regulations pertaining to the controls on incentive bonuses.
If an employer has any discretion as to the amount of the adjustment once the employee's per-
formance has been judged to be satisfactory, the adjustment is a merit increase rather than a
longevity increase. Even though length of service pay determine when an employee is reviewed,
if the amount of tae increase is discretionary, then it is merit pay rather than longevity.

A portion. of Merit pay may not be factored out and treated as longevity increases.

Any change of terms of a merit plan which was in existence on November 13,.1971, will
not alter the fact that it is subject to the "double snapshot" computation method. If an employ
er changes the amounts of increases, the time intervals for review, the jobs to which the plan
applies or other terms of the plan, the computation of adjustments in the average straight-time
hourly rate is'still made in accordance with the "double snapshot" method.

Example 1: An employer has a plan for making wage and salary increases whic:a gives
an employee a $100 increase each year for satisfactory performance, $125 increase for good per-
formance, or $150 for excellent performance. Such a plan would entail an "affirmative exercise
of employer discretion or subjective evaluation." The $100 increases for satisfactory perform-
ance will not be considered longevity but will be considered merit because of their inclusion
in a plan which distinguishes the size of increase by how well an employee has performed.

Example 2: An employer has a plan for making wage and salary increases which
guarantees each employee at least a 10 cents per hour increase for each additional year of ser-
vice with discretion of the employer to give up to a 25 cents an hour increase for superior
performance. This plan also would entail affirmative exercise of employer-discretion or sub-
jective evaluation. The 10 cent per hour increases will not be considered longevity.

Example 3: An employer has a plan for paying increases which gives each employee n
$20 per week increase for satisfactory performance for each of his first three years of service;
employees during the first three years of service receive no other increases except a cost-of-
living or general increase; after three years of service under the plan employees may receive
from $10 per week to a $4o per week increase resulting from an'annual merit review. The $20
per week increases paid during the first three years of service of an employee will be consid-
ered longevity increases because they are separate and distinct with no affirmative exercise
of discretion or subjective evaluation.

The distinction between merit and longevity plans is an important one because longev-
ity increases may be excluded from computations, while merit increases must be charged against
the 5.5% standard.

Once it has been determined that a merit plan exists, increases are computed as set
forth below.

C. Double-snapshot Method - The ice-cube method "freezes" the composition of the
workforce existing during the base payroll period. The ice-cube method is based on the princi-.
ple of "job rates" and general (i.e. across-the-board) increases.

The double snapshot method is used to calculate aggregate increases in the average
straight-time hourly rate of appropriate employee units covered by formal or informal merit
plans (in existence on November 13, 1971) where the increases are granted at various times
throughout the control year (e.g. anniversary dates of employment) and the amount of the in-
creases vary depending upon a subjective evaluation of an employee's performance. Unlike the
ice-cube method, the double snapshot method does not assume that control year experience will,
be identical to the base payroll period experience.



1

The projections made pursuant to the double snapshot method should reflect any impact
on the aver age straight-time hourly rate which result from changes in the composition of the
workforce. Changes in the composition of the workforce will have two general effects:

The "double, snapshot" is a comparison of the actual average straight-time hourly
rate at the.end of the control year with the base payroll period average straight-time hourly
rate. The amount by which the base payroll period rate (one "snapshot") is exceeded by the
average straight-time hourly rate in existence at the end of the control year (second "snapshot")
represents the control year adjustment, The calculation of the control year adjustment in the,
average straight-time hourly rate by the double snapshot method can be illustraLeas follows:

(ASTHR)
(TSTPE)e
(tm pf)e

less 12L;MI
(tmhpfpo

where

(ASTHR) = adjustment in the average straight-time hourly rate

(TSTPE) = total straight -time payroll expenditures.

(tmhpf) = total man-hours paid for

e = last pay period of the control year
e = base payroll period

The formula illustrated above is the compliance test. The comparison of the actual
ending and beginning average straight-time hourly rate, unlike the ice-cube method, reflects
changes in the composition of the workforce (e.g. new hires, separations, promotions, changes in
average skill levels, etc.).

For purposes of prenotification and reporting, the applicant is required to estimate
the total straight-time payroll expenditures and total man-hours paid for during the last pay-
roll period in the control year.

1. "erosion" or "slippage": the average straight-time hourly rate will tend to de-
crease during the control year due to normal turnover where higher rated employees retire'or
leave are replaced by employees at lower rates. An expansion of the workforce will tend to de-
press. the average straight-time hourly rate since new employees are usually hired at the start-
ing (or minimum) rates for a job..

2. "creep": increases in the average straight-time hourly rate may be due to a
contraction of the workforce where lower rated employees are separated. "Creep" may also occur
due to the .expansion of the workforce at higher rated jobs.

3.353 Average Hourly Benefit Rate (§ 201.58 and 201.59)

For the purpose of determining the base compensation rate, the average hourly benefit
rate of an appropriate employee unit will be an amount (stated in dollars and cents per hour)
determined by dividing --

The total cost of benefits which would have been incurred computed by costing each
benefit item at the rate in effect on the last day of the base year

BY

The total number of man hours actually worked (excluding paid leave hours) during
the base year.

In computing the total cost of benefits count as included benefits those enumerated
at Part III item 22 of the PB-3 and as qualified benefits those enumerated at Part III item 23
of the PB-3. Cost benefits as if those that will be in existence at the end of the control
year had been implemented at the beginning of the year.



Adjustments in benefits, regardless of whether or not there is a merit plan, are
computed on, the "ice cube" basis; that is, benefits in effect at the ed of the control year
are costed assuming no change in the work force composition or years of service. This total
cost is then divided by total number of man-hours worked during the base year. The result is
the control year AHBR.

The total adjustment in the AHBR for an appropriate employee unit is the amount of
increase, if any, above the rate in effect at the end of the base year. Any amounts saved be-
cause of a decrease in the benefit costs or because of an elimination or reduction in benefit
levels may be used to offset other increased costs due to new or improved benefits.

3.354 Qualified Benefit Standard - The qualified benefit standard represents the amount
of increase in the base compensation rate attributable to increased costs of qualified benefit
plans which would not be "unreasonably inconsistent" with the criteria established in the Act.
It was felt that the parameters of the turn "unreasonably inconsistent" could not equitably Or
.administratively be defined with reference to particular benefit levels because of the'substan-
tial variance in employee benefit practices or plans. The Qualified benefit standard was based
on employer cost in order to reflect cost pressures on prices, relative value of qualified bene-
fits which vary directly with employee earnings, and administrative considerations related to
the need for public understanding and processing of applications for increases.

Increased employer costs for qualified benefit plans are excluded from the computa-
tion of chargeable increases to the extent that these increases do not exceed the qualificd
benefit standard.

The standard may vary from one control year to the next depending on the amount that
the cost of qualified benefit plans have increased in prior years,'and depending on the ratio
of the AHQBR to the total base compensation rate. The qualified benefit standard is a percent-
age amount equal to the greater of -

(a) 0.7% of the BCR plus whatever "catch-up" percentage (limited to 1.5%) of the BCR.

OR

(b) 5% of the BCR to the extentthat the resulting average hourly qualified benefit
rate does not exceed 10% of the BCR.

. Additionally, the QB standard includes certain "credits" where the total amount of
the QB standard was not utilized in prior C.Y.'s.

The parties may elect the most favorable alternative (either the 0.7% and maximum
1.5% catchup or the.5% rule) during any control year.

A more detailed outline of the Qualified Benefit Standard is contained in § 201.59(g).
Also, a copy of Form S-102G (test) - QualifiekBenefits Standards Worksheet - is attached. The
worksheet is part of the package (S-102 Test) that has been developed for use in pay investi-
gations. The worksheet is self-explanatory and provides a logical sequence of questions to aid
in determining compliance with Subpart B of the regulations. Before completing the form, the
investigator should be familiar with the QB standard and alternatives outlined above.

3.4 PB-3 AND PB-3A

3.41. Introduction

Form PB-3 - Application for General Wage, Salary, and Benefit Adjustments was issued
in April 1972. It is a revision of Forms PB-1 and 2 and supersedes them and is applicable to
both union and nonunion situations. However, the form is generally not to be used for the con
struction industries, or for executive or variable compensation plans covered by Subpart F of
the Pay Board Regulations.

Form PB-3 was to expire initially on April 30, 1973, however, COLC has received an
extension from the Office of Management and Budget. A comprehensive instruction sheet is avail-
able for assistance in completing a Form PB-3.



In order to minimize the record review, time and cost required to complete the PB-3,
an optional Form PB-3A was developed.

The PB-3A form eliminaLes the nred to examine the payroll and compensation records
for the entire year by only requiring the employer to provide straight-time earnings data for
the most recent payroll period prior to the Control Year.

The ASTHR provided by the employer is then multiplied by 1.07 and the resulting
figure is used as the BCR on which the percentage of wage and included benefit adjustment is
calculated.

In addition, the ASTHR is multiplied by 1.19 to arrive at the BCR from which to
measure the qualified benefit changes.

The instructions for the regular (long form) PB-3 also serves as instructions for
the short form PB-3A.

The following examples illustrate the preparation of Form PB-3 and PB-3A using the
computation rules previously discussed.

3.42 The Special Machine Co.

1. This employer has an appropriate employee unit which consists of 40 equipment
adjusters earning $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 per hour. Benefits to this unit consist of:

(a) a pension plan to which the employer contributes 8 percent of straight-line
earnings;

(b) life insurance which costs the employer $50 per $1,000, and which'is given to
employees based on their hourly earning range as follows: $4.00 per hour or less, $4,000; $4.01
to $5.99, $5,000; $6.00 and over, $6,000;

(c) Blue Cross and Blue Shield which costs the employer $30 per employee;

(d) ten days of annual paid vacation;

(e) five days of annual paid sick leave, and

(f) eight paid holidays.

2. Employees are paid for 2,080 hours per year and actually work 1,896 hours.

3. These employees are not covered by a collective bargaining agreement and have
received general wage increases at varying times in the past.

4. On January 1, 1972, the employer implemented the following changes:

(a) a 5 percent increase in straight time hourly rate;

(b) a benefit improvement in his pension plan which increases the cost of the plan
by 5 percent of the contribution;

(c) in addition, the cost of Blue Cross and Blue Shield increased 10 percent without
any change in benefits.
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Form PB-3

(Revised April 1973)
Pay Board
Washington, D.C.

APPLICATION FOR GENERAL WAGE,
SALARY AND BENEFIT ADJUSTMENTS

(Not to be used for adjustments in executive or variable compensation plans
covered by Subpart D of Pay Board Regulations.)

OMB 172-R0008

Items 1 and 2 are not to be completed by
applicant.

1, IRS Control Number 2. PB Case Number

PART I. General Information
3. Type of adjustment

a. Deferred increase under contract or pay
practice existing on or before November
13, 1971.

b. 5d Other wage or benefit adjustment.

5. Is this form being filed for exception to the General
Wage and Salary Standard?

a. Yes b. ca No
(If yes, complete item 6.)

7. During the last 12 months, has a P8 form covering any
of the employees covered by this application been filed
with the Internal Revenue Service or the Pay Board?
a. Yes b. No
e. IRS control number from previous case

d. Pay Board case number from previous case

e. Is this submission intended to be a substitute
for one previously filed?
(a) Yes (If yes, give reasons in an attachment.)
(b) No

10a. Control Year: From Nov. 14, 1171
To 1\1". 1 3 s l 972

b. Were these dates selected by exercising an option, un
der Pa; Board regulations, to set your first control year?
(a) Yes (b) gl No
(If yes, describe the basis for the dates in an
attachment.)

4. Employees in unit affected by this application
a. Category (place "X" in appropriate box)

I II III

b. Exact number of employees on the payroll in pay period reported
in item 19. 140_

c. Type and location (e.g., salaried employees in Rye, N.Y. plant)

6. Specific exception(s) requested (state exception here, enter percent-
age claimed on line 40, and describe exception(s), showing detailed
calculations, if applicable, supporting the percentage claimed, in an
attachment.)

NONE
8. Industry classification code for employees covered by this application

(see instruction sheet)

9. Principal product, activity or service of employer operation

SPECIAL MACHINE ASSEMBLY

11. In the adjustment being prenotified or reported, will there be a practice
of or a contractual agreement to automatically adjust wage rates for
changes in the cost of living? a. Yes b. No
(If yes, describe the timing and method of adjustment in an attach.
ment.) Nth

12. Have any wage, salary, or benefit adjustments other than those
reported on this form been made during the control year described
at item 10? a. Yes b. (Ej No
(If yes, describe the adjustments and their amount in an attar hment.)

13.

Employer or
Association
Making this
Application

a.

c.

Legal and trade name (if any)

Recialidachine_Co ,
Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

123 First Ave.
tern, Md. 20760._

Individual in company or association to be contacted for further information
P.

b. Employer identification number (IRS)
123-456789

e. Telephone (area code and number)
301-123-14561

14. If the employer cr association described above is' a part of or subsidiary to another employing unit that has a name (legal or
trade) different than shown above, complete the following, otherwise, skip to item 15.

Parent ,
Company

a. Name

NONE

b. Employer identification number (IRS)

15. If the wage, salary, or benefit adjustments described in this application are being made under the provisions of a. collective bar-
gaining agreement, complete the following; otherwise, skip to Part II.

Union

a. Name and affiliatic
N/A

b. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

c. Individual in union to be contacted for further inforrn,ti d. Telephone (area code and number)

e. Date contract was signed f. Duration of contract:
From To



Form PI} -3

(April 1972)
Pay Board
Washington, D.C.

APPLICATION FOR GENERAL WAGE,
SALARY AND BENEFIT ADJUSTMENTS

(Not to be used for adjustments in executive or variable compensation plans
covered by Subpart D of Pay Board Regulations.)

OMB 167.R/0001

Approval expires: 4.30-73

Items 1 and 2 are not to be completed by
applicant.

1. IRS Control Number 2. PB Case NuMber

PART I. General Information
3. Type of adjustment

a.' Deferred increase tinder contract or pay
practice existing on or before November
13, 1971.

b. ..(2:1 Other wage or benefit adjustment,

5. Is this form being filed for exception to the General
Wage and Salary Standard?

a. 0 Yes b. f20 No
(If yes, complete item 6.)

7. During the last 12 months, has a PB form covering any
of the employees covered by this application been filed
with the Internal Revenue Service or the Pay Board?
a. Yes b. . No
c. IRS control number from previous case

.....
d. Pay Board case number from previous case

e. Is this siitiMissioriintended to be a substitute
for one previously filed?.
(a) Yes if yes, give reasons in an attachment.)
(b) 0 No

Control Year: Frc:M.1:1TO1.7T14:1- 1931-

b. Were these dates selected by exercising an option, un-.
der Pay Board regulations, to set your first control year?
(a) Yes (b) NO

(If yes, describe the basis for the dates in an
attachment.)

13.

Employer or
Association
Making this
Application

a. Legal and trade name (if any)

Co,_
c. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

123 First Ave.
Rtc.e_tera4._Md,_ 20760

d. Individual in company or association to be contacted for further information

4. Employees in unit affected by this application
a. Category (place "X" in appropriate box)

I II III IX

b. Exact number of employees on the payroll in pay period reported
in item 19. 40 _

c. Type and location (e.g., salaried employees in Rye, N.Y. plant)

6. Specific exception(s) requested (state exception here, enter percent-
age claimed on line 40, and describe exception(s), showing detailed
calculations, if applicable, supporting the percentage claimed, in an
attachment.)

NONE
8. Industry classification .code for employees covered by this application

(see instruction sheet)

9. Principal product, activity or service of employer operation

Special Machine Assembly

11. In the adjustment being prenotified or reported, will there be a practice
of or a contractual agreement to automatically adjust wage rates for
changes in the cost of living? a. Yes b. No
(If yes, describe the timing and method of adjustment in an attach-
ment.)

12. Have any wage, salary, or benefit adjustments other than those
reported on this form been made during the control year described
at item 10? a. Yes b. DX No
(If yes, describe the adjustments and their amount in an attachment.)

b. Employer identification number (IRS)
.123-456789

Telephone (area code and number)

J_ P. SpeCini 1-1234667_
14. If the employer or association described above is a part of or subsidiary to another employing unit that has a name (legal or

trade) different than shown above, complete the following, otherwise, skip to item 15.

a. Name .b. Employer identification number (IRS)

Parent
Company

NONE

15. If the wage, salary, or benefit adjustments described in this application are being made under. the provisions of a 'collective bar.
gaining agreement, complete the following; otherwise, skip to Part II.

Union

a. Name and affiliation

Not Applicable
b. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP code)

e. Individual in union to be contacted for further information d. Telephone (area code and number)

e. Date contract was signed f. Duiation of contract:
From To



Form P13-3 (4.72) Page 2

PART II. Straight-Time Hourly Rates and Hours

A. Base Payroll Period
16. Total payroll expenditures at straighttime rates during the most recent pay period available prior to the

control year. (Include straighttime pay for overtime, weekend and holiday work and all paid leave hours,
but exclude anv premiums or differentials above the straight-time day shift hourly rates for such time.
Also exclude all payments to worlers, funds, or insurance or other carriers, for nonproduction bonuses,
severance or supplemental unemployment benefits, pay-as-you-go pension plans, life insurance, savings
and thrift plant, other health, welfare, pension or deferred profit-sharing plans; and all legally required
expenditures (e.g., for social security, unemployment insurance, and workmen's compensation).

If the base payroll period for which data are requested is not a representative one, for seasonality or
other reasons, provide data for a representative period and explain in an attachment why data for the
most recent period were not reported

17. Total man-hours paid for (including all paid leave) during this payroll period, Include actual, not boosted,
overtime and other hours equivalent to the straight-time payments noted on line 16. (In the absence
of fixed hours for salaried or other employees, make reasonable estimates of hours paid for during the
payroll period and explain the basis for the estimate in an attachment.)

18. Average straighttime hourly rate (line 16 divided by line 17). (Enter this amount on line 24, Part IV.) ..

19. Pay period used From o Nov. 13. 1971Nov.ov. 7, 1971

s8,000.00

B. Control Year Adjustments in Straight-Time Hourly Rates
20. In columns (b), (c), and (d) below, list amounts of all straighttime hourly rate adjustments (including skill and inequity

adjustments) in cents per man-hour. Show corresponding effective dates in column (a). For merit adjustments made on a
continuing basis throughout the year indicate "various."
If changes are being made in piece or incentive rates, enter the increase in hourly earnings, if any, that the average worker
will receive during the average hour (assuming no change in worker output). Where control year adjustments vary among
employees, indicate overall average increase in cents per hour prorated over all employees in the unit on the basis of man-
hours paid. for during the base payroll period.
Make all adjustment calculations, except for those in column (c), assuming that there will be no change in the composition of
the unit between the base date and the end of the control year or in the composition or structure of hours in the base and
control years.
Pay adjustments made under the 'provisions of merit plans or practices entered into since November 13, 1971, are to be
reported as a general wage and salary adjustment in column (d). For such plans, enter "M" next to the adjustment entry.
Pay adjustments, being made for employees under an employment contfact or practice, based on, or that includes a merit
component, including discretionary changes affecting individual employees on a variable timing basis and changes under
plans instituted prior to November 14, 1971, that do not qualify for treatment as an exception under Pay Board Regulations,
are to be reported in column (c) below as follows: 1) Estimate what the average straighttime hourly rate will be during the
pay period ending on or immediately preceding the last day of the control year. 2) Subtract the average straight-time
hourly rate in the base period from that estimate. 3) Enter the remainder in column (c). Also, complete column (b) on the
basis of the stable work force assumption described above. Certain merit adjustments may qualify for treatment as an ex-
ception under Pay Board regulations. If you claim such treatment,--so indicate in item 6, Part I and provide-details in an
attachment.

See instructions for information about nonchargeable adjustments which should not be reported below.

Effective
Date

(a)

Adjustments undo merit plans (other
than those ftdoptod on or after

Nova Mbe 14, 1971)

General wage and
other adjustments

(including skill and
inequity, and adjust.
ments under merit

plans adopted on or
after November 14,

1971)
(c)

Projected change.
on the basis of
stable work force

(t)

Estimated adjust-
ment taking turnover

aad other factors
into consideration

(e)

11) 5% GPn pra 1 Wag,F, iri r'rea Sr, JR.r..1. 1, 1972

I
I

J
I
I
I

S

I

t

I
I
I

1

I

Of 29.
1

I
(2)

(3)

l
1

t
I
1

1

(4) 1

I

I

1

I
1

I

i

(5)

1

i
1

1

I

I

(61 TOTAL i
1

i

1

:
i

(7) Control Year Adjustment sum of (c) and (d) (Enter this amount on line 29, Pert IV)
29



Form PB3 (4-72) Page 3

PART III. Base Year Man-Hours and Benefit Expenditures in the Base and Control Year

Enter on line 2l the total man -hours worked by the employees in the unit covered by this application. (Exclude paid leave hours and do not boost over.
time or other hours to reflect premium payments.) Report for the 12nonth period ending on the base date prior to the control year in question (as
shown at Item 10(a)).

21. Base Year Man-hours Worked 7.5 8146 Hours

Report In Items 22 and 23 employer payments to or on behalf of workers (including employer payments to trust funds, insurance companies and -other
carriers) for existing benefits, for improvements in existing benefits, for new benefits, and for changes in existing benefits due solely to changes in the
rate of employee compensation. (Do not report payments by trust funds, insurance companies and other carriers to workers. Also exclude expenditures
for those items that are legally required such as social security, workmen's compensation and unemployment insurance. Also exclude all employee
contributions Including those withheld by the employer.)
if exact expenditures (contributions) are not available, report your best estimate, and indicate by marking "EST." Estimate costs of improvements In exist
ing includable benefits by projecting existing cost levels, assuming no change in the composition of .the work force, in the work schedule, and in the
number of hours actually worked. In the case of pension and other benefits, the'funding of which is based on actuarial estimates, provide data for the
control year based on the same assumptions and on the same funding basis as was used in making the base year calculations.
In calculating base year and Control year expenditures, make the calculations on the basis of the benefits existing at the end of each year, Thus, it
benefitS were raiser] during the base year, assume that the cost of trio higher benefits existed throughout the year. Similarity, if benefits in the con
trol year are to be raised at the end of the year, oroiect costs as if trio higher benefit had existed throughout the entire year, In items 22 and 23, do
not report additional control year expenditures or contributions required because of Changes in cost needed to maintain base year benefits, If a wan
is newly ...introduced, make your best estimate.

22. Included Benefits

Optional
Fill-in

Mandatory
Fill-in

Type of benefit

(1) Shift differentials
(2) Overtime; weekend and holiday premiums
(3) Vacations (include bonuses)
(4) Holidays
(5) Sick leave
(6) Other leave (funeral, jury, military, voting, etc.)
(7) Bohuses, other than vacation and those executive or variable

compensation plans or practices described in the instructions
(8) Severance pay and supplemental unemployment benefits
(9) Pay-as-you-go pension plans

(10) Other benefits excluding those reportable in item 23, below, and
those variable compensation plans or practices described in the
instructions. (Specify).... _ _ _ _

, (11) Total, lines (1) through (10)

. Hourly
expenditures
for included
benefits

- - ---
Total expenditures for:

Base year
(a)

707_
-o-

161:5P
1 2 800
&POO

QT

$36,800.

(12) Control year (line (1 lb) above divided by man-hours from line 21,
Part BO

(13) Base year (line (11a) above divided by man-hours from line 21,
Part In (Enter results on line 25, Part IV)

(14) Control year adjustment (line (12) minus tine (13)). (Enter
results on line 30, Part IV)

23. Qualified Benefits

Control year
(b)

$

-0-
-0-

$38,§0.

$

$ 0.485

$ 0.0214

Type of benefits
(Report here data for only those plans which qualify under the provisions of Section
203(g) of the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, as amended. Oata for all other benefits
are to be reported in item 22.)

Optional
Fill-in

Mandatory
Fill-in

.. Employer
Contributions

in the
'Base year

(i)

Control year

Extra cost of base
year benefits as a Extra cost of

result of wage new and improved
changes (shown in benafits

Part II B)
(01 . (c)

(1) Life insurance
(2) Sickness and accident benefits
(35 Other group insurance, health and welfare plans

(4) Annuity or funded pensions (including deferred
profit sharing)

(5)_. Other (specifY)_.
(6) Total, lines (-1) through (5)

(7) Total (line 6) divided (a) Base year (Enter results
by man -hours from line on line 26, Part IV) ..
21, Part 111: (b) Control year

(8) Sum of line (7)(h), columns (b) and (c)

$10,000. $ 5110.0 0-
5,200.

33.280. ,664

!118s $_4747-..

(9) Cost savings in control year (in cents per base year working hour) on base year benefits
attributable to favorable plan experience in the base or prior years or to plan changes.
(If the savings are greater than the amount shown on (8), enter the amount shown on (8)

(10) Increased cost of qualified benefits (line (8) minus line (9)) (Enter results on line 32, Part IV) $0.0 1
GPO 940.039



Form PS-3 (4.72) Page 4

PART IV. Computation of Percent Increase

A. Base Period

24. Average straighttime hourly rate (from line 18, Part II)

25. Average hourly expenditure rate for included benefits (from line 22(13), Part Ill)

,26. Average hourly expenditure rate for qualified benefits (from line 23(7)(a), Part Ill)

27. Base compensation rate (sum of lines 24, 25, and 26)

$ 5.000

$ 0.485

$ 0.639

$ 6.124
B. Calculation of Base Period Qualified Benefit Percentage

28. Base period qualified benefits as a percent of base compensation rate (line 26 divided by line
27, rounded to one decimal place) 10.4 (1/0

C. Control Year Adjustments:

29. Straight-time hourly rate adjustment (from line 20(7), Part II) $ 0.250

30. Included benefit adjustment (from line 22(14), Part III) 3 0.024

31. Hourly rate and included benefit adjustments (sum of lines 29 and 30) $ 0.274

32. Qualified benefit adjustment (from line 23(10), Part III)
,... .. _.

$ 0.051

33. Total adjustments (sum of lines 31 and 32) $ 0.325

D. Adjustments as Percent of Base Compensation (Round to One Decimal Place)

34. Hourly rate and included benefit adjustments (line 31) divided by base compensation rate (line 27)..; 4. 5 %

35. Qualified benefit adjustment (line 32) divided by base compensation rate (line 27) 0 . 8 %

36. Total percent adjustment (sum of lines 34 and 35) 5 . 3 %

E. Calculation of Chargeable Control Year Adjustments and Offsetting Exceptions, if any (Round to One Decimal Place)

37. Percent offset against qualified benefit adjustment:
a. Basis(es) for claim (place "X" in appropriate box(es)).

(1) 0.7 percent rule, (2) 5 percent rule, (3) catch-up (not more than 1.5 percent),
(4) Other

If you checked (3) or (4), describe the basis(es) for your claim in an attachment containing
(as appropriate) detailed supporting calculations and an explanation of the method used in
calculating.

b. Percent claimed (not to exceed percent on line 35)

38. Qualified benefit increase chargeable against the general wage and salary standard (line 35 minus
line 37)

39. Total chargeable adjustment (line 34 plus line 38)

40. Exceptions, as shown in item 6, Part I, if any, claimed as offsets to the adjustment shown on line 39
(Express as a percent of the base compensation rate shown on line 27, Part IV, A)

Certification

0.7 %

0.1 %

)4.6
5/0

0 %

I gwe), have reviewed the information contained in this application and certify that this application is provided in good faith, that
the data submitted herewith are factually correct, are in accordance with applicable regulations and the policies of the Economic
Stabilization Act of 1970, as amended, and that (unless jointly certified) a true copy of this application has been served on the
agent, if any, of the employees covered in this unit.

For
Employer

Type name and title

Signature Date

For Labor
Organization
For Collective
Bargaining
Adjustments

Type name and title

Signature Date



Short PB-3 AForm
0,:tober 1.472
Pay Board
Washington, D.C.

OPTIONAL SHORT FORM APPLICATION FOR GENERAL
WAGE, SALARY AND BENEFIT ADJUSTMENTS IN

APPROPRIATE EMPLOYEE UNITS OF LESS THAN 1,000
Not to be used for adjustments in executive or variable compensation plans as defined

by Pay Board Regulations.

OMB 167R/0003
Approval expires:
4/30/73

Items 1 and 2 are not to be completed
by Applicant.

PART I. General Information
3. Number of employees in unit affected by this application (dur-

ing pay period reported at items 16.18)

4. Type and location of employees (e.g., salaried employees in
Rye, N.Y. plant).
Hourly yaid Equipment Adjusters

5. Principal product, activity or service of employer operation.

Special Machine Assembly
6. a. Control Year: From Nov. 14, 1971

To New. 13, 1972
b. Were these dates selected by exercising an option, under

Pay Board regulations, to set your first control year?
(a) Yes (b) No Og
(If yes, describe the basis for the dates in an attachment.)

1. IRS Control Number 2. PB Case Number

9. Have any wage, salary, or benefit adjustments other than
those reported on this form been made during the control
year described at item 6? a. Yes b. No
(If yes, describe the adjustments and their amount in an
attachment.)

7. Type of .adjustment:
a. Deferred increase under contract or pay practice exist-

ing on or before November 13, 1971.

b. S Other wage or benefit adjustment.

10. During the last 12 months, has a PB form covering any of
the employees covered by this application been filed with
the Internal Revenue Service or the Pay Board?
a. Yes b. No M
c. IRS control number from previous case
d. Pay Board case number from previous case
e. Is this submission intended to be a substitute for one

previously filed?
(a) Yes (If yes, give reasons in an attachment.)
(b) MI No

8. In the adjustment being reported; will there be a practice of
or a contractual agreement to automatically adjust wage rates
for changes in the cost of living?
a. Yes 0 b. No M
(If yes, describe the timing and method of adjustment in an
attachment.)

11. Is this form being filed for exception to the General Wage
and Salary Standard?
a. Yes b. M No
(If yes, complete item 12.)

12. Specific exception(s) requested (state exception here, enter
p ircentage claimed on line 30 and describe exception(s),
,,nowing detailed calculations, if applicable, supporting 'the
percentage claimed, in an attachment).

NONE

13.

Employer or
Association
making this
Application

a. Legal and trade name (%f any)

Special Machine Co., Inc.
c. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP Code)

123 First Avenue, Etcetera, MD' 20760
d. Indhiidual in company or association to be contacted for further information

b. Employer identification number (IRS)
123-456789

e. Telephone (area code and number)

301-123-4567J. P. Special
14. If the employer or association desCribed above is a part of or subsidiary to another employing unit that has a name (legal or

trade) different than shown above, complete the following, otherwise, skip to item 15.

Parent I a. Name b. Employer identification' number (IRS)
Company NONE
15. 1 f_the wage, salary, or benefit adjustments described in this application are being made under the provisions of a collective bar-

'`.7. gaining agreement, complete the following; otherwise, akir. to Part ii.

Union

a. Name and affiliation

b. Address (number, street, city or town, State and ZIP ;:ode)

c. Individual in union to be contacted for further information d. Telephone (area code and number)

e. Date contract was signed f. Duration of contract:
From: To:

CERTIFICATION: I (we) have reviewed the information contained in this application and certify that the data submitted herewith are
factually correct, and in accordance with applicable Pay Board Regulations, and that (unless jointly certified) a true copy of this ap-
plication has been served on the agent, if any, of the employees covered in this unit.

FOR
EMPLOYER

Type name and title
Signature Date

FOR LABOR
/., ORGANIZATION FOR

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
ADJUSTMENTS

Type name and title
SignatUre Date



PART II. Computation of Base

16. Tole' payroll expenditures at straighttime rates, or at average straighttime piece rate earnings, during the
most recent pay period available prior to the control year. (Include straighttime pay for overtime, weekend
and holiday work and all paid leave hours, but exclude any premiums or differentials above the straighttime
day shift hourly rates for such time, Also exclude all payments to workers, funds, or other carriers, for non
production bonuses, severance or supplemental unemployment benefits, pay-as-you-go pension plans, life in-
surance. savings and thrift plans, other health, welfare, pension or deferred profit - sharing plans; and all legally
required expenditures (e.g., for social security, unemployment insurance, and workmen's compensation).

If the base payroll period for which data are requested is not a representative one, for seasonality or other
reasons, provide data for a representative period and explain in an attachment why data for the most re-
cent period were not reported $ 8 000.00

17. Total man-hours paid for (including all paid leave) during this payroll period, Include actual, not boosted,
overtime and other hours equivalent to the straight-time payments noted on line 16. (In the absence of fixed
hours for salaried or other employees, make reasonable estimates of hours paid for during the payroll period
and explain the basis for the estimate in an attachment.) 1 600.00

18. Pay period used. From November 7. 1971 To November 13, 1972
19. Average straighttime hourly rate (line 16 divided by line 17) 5
20. Benefit factor
21. Base compensation rate (line 19 multiplied by line 20) $
PART Ill. Control Year Adjustments

22. List the amounts of all straight-time hourly rate adjustments (including skill and inequity adjustments) in cents per man-hours
that are scheduled to be implemented during the control year described at item 6.

Pay adjustments, being made for employees under an employment contract or practice, based on, or that includes a merit
component (including discretionary changes affecting individual employees on a variable timing basis and changes under plans
instituted prior to November 14, 1971, that do not qualify for treatment as an exception under Pay Board Regulations) are to be
reported as follows: (1) Estimate what the average straighttime hourly rat will be during the pay period ending on or immediately
preceding the last day of the control year, (2) Subtract the average straighttime hourly rate in the base period from that esti-
mate. (3) Enter the remainder on line (a). Certain merit adjustments may qualify for treatment as an exception under 123y Board
Regulations. If you claim such treatment so indicate in item 11, Part I and provide details in an attachment.

Make alt other adjustment calculations, assuming that there will be no change in the composition of the unit between I.he base
date and the end of the control year or in the composition or structure of hours in the base and control years and enter the
amount of the adjustment(s) on lines (b)(d) and show corresponding effective dates.

Pay adjustments made under the provisions of merit plans or practices entered into since November 13, 1971, are to be reported
as a general wage and salary adjustment.

If changes are being made in piece rates, enter the increase in hourly earnings, if any, that the average worker will receive during
the average hour (assuming no change in worker output). Where control year adjustments vary among employees, indicate
overall average increase in cents per hour- prorated over all employees in the unit on the basis of man -hours paid for during
the base payroll period.

Merit plan adjustments (not including adjustments under plans adopted after November 13, 1971) (a) $____
General wage and other adjustments: Effective date Ljanuary_i, (b) $ _

. . . ,,, (c) $
(d) $

23. Wage adjustment in control year (sum of all entries at item 22ad) $ 0.25
In completing items 24 and 25 count as included benefits those enumerated at Part Ill item 22 of the regular
(long Term) PB-3 and as quaiified_benefits those enumerated at Part III item 23 of the regular (long form)
P8-3. Cost the benefits as if those that will be in existence at the end of the control year had been in.ple-
rnented at the beginning of the year. If the cost of the benefits is associated with wages or salaries, cost
them on the basis of the wage or salary rates that will. be in existence at the end of the control year.-Base
year hours worked, are all hours paid for during the base year minus paid leave hours.

24. Cost of new or improved included benefits per base year hour. worked $ . 00
25. Cost of new or improved qualified benefits per base year hour worked $ .021

PART IV. Adjustments as a Percent of Base Compensation

26. Wage adjustment (item 23 divided by item 21) 4.7 %
27. Included benefit adjustment (item 24 divided by item 21)
28. Qualified benefit adjustment (item 25) divided by the product of .the average straighttime hourly rate (from

. line 19) multiplied by less qualified benefit standard (see instruction at Part IV item E 37a of
the regular (long form) PB3) of %(If you claim eligibility for more than 0.7% provide documentation
of your claim with appropriate satistics in an attachment) . 0 %

29. Total chargeable adjustment (sum of lines 26, 27, and 25) /42 %
30. Exceptions, as shown in item 12 Part I, if any, clainied as offsets to the adjustment shown on line 29

(Express as a percent of Base Compensation Rate, shown on line 21, Part It)

GPO 865.111



Chapter IV

PHASE III REGULATIONS

4.1 § 130.1 SCOPE

4.11 § 130.1(a)

This part supersedes the provisions of the Pay Board Regulations and Price Commission
Regulations except with respect to the food industry, the health industry, and the construction
industry. However, the provisions of the Price & Pay Regulations serve as a guide in applying
the general standards set forth in this part.

4.12 6 130.1(b)

Any report required to be filed with the Pay Board or the Price Commission under the
provisions of Chapter II or III or any rule, order or regulation of the Cost of Living Council
in effect on January 10, 1973 which was not filed by that date, shall be filed with the Council
in the form and within the time in which it would have been filed with the Pay Board or the
Price Commission.

4.13 § 130.1(c)

Renegotiation provisions in price, rent, wage, or salary contracts which depend for
their operation upon the modification or termination of the Economic Stabilization Program are
declared inoperative as unreasonably inconsistent with the goals of the Program. This part
shall not operate to permit:

1. A retroactive increase in prices, rents, wages or salaries for goods or services
sold or leased or work performed while the prices, rents, wages, or salaries were subject to the
rules of the Price Commission or the Pay Board, or

2. A prozpcctive increase in prices, rents, wages, or salaries under the terms of a
contract subject to a Price Commission or Pay Board decision and order, except to the extent
consistent with such decision and order.

First - This section operates to halt reopeners which were tied to modifications or
terminations of the Economic Stabilization Program.

In.this regard when conducting a compliance check look closely at any reopener lan-
guage and determine whether_it was tied to stabilization and if so whether increases were paid
under it.

Note that where no reopener exists, this section does not operate to stop the parties
of their own accord, from reopening their contract and granting further increases.

At the inception of reading this section one must understand that CLC has interpreted
contract to include "pay practices" as well.

Second - § 130.1(c)(i) clearly indicates that retroactive wage increases for services
performed up to January 11, 1972, are not allowed BUT CLC has interpreted this to mean increase.
above the 5.5% standard or applicable exception. See § 130.15.

i.e: Employer and union with second control year beginning December 1, 1972, finally
complete negotiations in February 1973,-. 5,5% could be paid from December 1, thru January 10 -
then Phase III 'standard applies. Suppose the increase negotiated was 10% - retroactively is
subject to CLC procedures outlined in § 130.15.

Third - 9 130.1(c)(ii) is of paramount importance to the compliance effort in that'it
establishes the binding effect of Pay Board Decisions and Orders. ..This means that during the
.term of the D & 0 it cannot be violated.



4.14 § 130.1(d): DECISIONS AND ORDERS OF THE PAY BOARD

Under the rules in effect during Phase II, decisions and orders were issued by the
Pay Board with respect to executive and variable compensation plans, practices, and programs.
Many decisions and orders did not provide for expiration dates and others required only that
certain payments, awards, or grants be charged as wages and salaries when such payments, awards,
or 'grants were made. Under Phase II rules,-the payments, awards, or grants which were.charged-
as wages and salaries were applied against the standard in the control year in which they were
paid (except in the case of deferred payments). With the progression to the self-administered
controls of Phase II, it now becomes necessary to clarify the status of, sct expiration dates
for, and provide treatment, for payments, awards, or grants made during Phi e III, that were
subject to decisions and orders issued under the rules in Phase II.

Accordingly, a new paragraph (d) has been added to § 130.1 to provide specifically
that decisions and orders issued by the Pay Board shall be effective only for payments, awards,
or grants made with respect to plan, practice or fiscal years (as appropriate), beginning prior
to January 11, 1973. Furthermore, new 0 130.1(d) provides that such payments, awards, or grants
made during Phase III which are required by decision and order of the Pay Board to be charged
as wage and salary increases, should be added to other wage and salary increases, and that the
total of such increases is subject to the general wage and salary standard provided in 0 130'.12.

Although 0 130.12 (general standard) will apply in many situations where payments,
awards, or grants are made during Phase III, that' section may not be applicable if another Pay
Board decision and order limits wage and salary Increases which applies to a control year which
ends after January 10, 1973. In that situation, new 0 130.1(d) requires that if they are to be
charged as wages and salaries the total of wage and salary increases to be paid must be consist-
ent with such other decision and order, in accordance with @ 130.1(c)(ii). This is known as
the "Double D & 0 situation." Also, 0 130.12 will not' apply to pay adjustments affecting em-
ployees in the food, health services and construction industries since these are under manda-
tory controls. For such industries the payments, awards, or salary increases, therefore, remain
subject to the rules and regulations applicable to those industries.

Where a decision and order with respect to executive and variable compensation does
not provide that excess grants are to be charged as wages and salaries (as in cases involving
stock options issued at 100 percent of fair market value), the grants made must be consistent
with the limitations of the decision and order (i.e., subject to an aggregate share limitation).

4.15 § 130.6: THE "SPRING" REGULATION

This section was published May 30, 1973. The purpose of the regulation is to prevent
the so-called "spring effect" on wages and salaries because of the removal of mandatory controls.
The regulation provides that if a wage increase for a job or appropriate employee unit was re-
duced because of the operation of the general standard, or an action of the Pay Board or IRS,
the removal of controls cannot result in the wage rates "springing" to the levels that would be
in effect under the contract or pay practice if there had been no controls. Instead each sub-
sequent increase for the duration of the contract or pay practice must reflect the reduction
that occurred during Phase II.

Example: Unit A's BCR during Phase II was $4.00/hour. Unit A's contract, effective
July 1, 1972 called for an increase of .50/hour or 12.5%. A second increase of .50/hour was
called for on July 1, 1973. Unit A was held by. IRS to a 5.5% increase during Phase II, or
.22/hour. Therefore, on June 30, 1973, Unit A's BCR is $4.22/hour. Unit A may not now restore
the .28/hour, and add to it the .50 called for on July 1. Unit A may, subject to challenge,
implement the .50/hour increase bringing its average to 4.72/hour, (rather than the $5.00/hour
rate that is prescribed in the contract). 0 130.6(b) permits Unit A to apply to COLC for the
remainder, and to pay it if COLC takes no action within 60 days.

The regulation takes into account the fact that many units implemented their full
contract rate immediately upon the announcement of Phase III. Such action is not a violation;
however, the increase must be reported to COLC within 30 days after May 30,_1973.



4.2 SUBPART 13 - GOALS AND GENERAL STANDARD

4.21 ig 130.10 Goals

The goals of the Economic Stabilization Program are to reduce the rate of inflation
further in 1973 and to establish general confidence in reasonable stability of prices beyond
1973. The EconomicStabilization Program is designed to encourage private behavior that is
consistent with those goals.

4.22 § 130.11 Standards

This subpart establishes standards for private behavior which are intended to be ap-
plied voluntarily and on a self-administered basis. The standards do not apply to pay adjust-
ments affecting employees of firms in the food industry, the'health services industry, or the
construction industry.

4.23 § 130.12 General Wage and Salary Standard.

The general wage and salary standard is a 5.5 percent increase per annum. The stand-
ard shall apply to any pay adjustment payable with respect to an appropriate employee unit after
January 10, 1973. Adjustments in excess of the standard may be made only as necessary to re-\
fleet qualified fringe benefits or to prevent gross inequities, serious market disruptions, or
localized shortages of labor. The policies and principles, including the computation methods,
contained in the Pay Board's regulations in effect on January 10,1973, can be used in applying
the standard. No wage or salary increase should be placed into effect which is unreasonably in-
consistent with the standard orthe goals of the Economic Stabilization Program.

Comment: Note that as we later speak we are only concerned here with industries sub-
ject to voluntary compliance.

.Under § 130.12: The standard is 5:5%, but as you may have noted, CLC tends not to
emphasize the 5.5% figure but uses such terms as are found in the last sentence of § 130.12.

1. Many people have been confused by the language in § 130.12 with respect to "qual-
ified benefits". This language is not intended to change the Pay Board qualified benefits
standard for computational purposes (see later § 130.110 qualified. benefits are still in the
base compensation rate despite arguments to the contrary).

2. Many people have attempted to get CLC to make their decision for them as to. what
-is allowable under § 130.12 (i.e., how far can I go over 5.5% or a self executed exception with-
out risking challenge). The intent of the Phase III program is to encourage people to make
these decisions themselves neither CLC nor IRS is to become a crutch. Therefore, advisory
opinions are not issued. People who self execute would be well advised to document of their
own files the reasons for believing they are entitled to an exception.

3. Note Pay Board regulations can be used in applying the standard.

4. Obvious problems arise where an employer had a contract in effect prior to Janu-
ary 11, 1973, calling for say 10 or 15% increases during 1973 The employer may think such in-
crease excessive in view of the stabilization effort. The Union, however, may want to enforce
the contract. Note: The Council does not agree that all pre-Phase III contracts will inevita-
bly be paid under the voluntary compliance rules. Parties are expected to apply 130.12. The
employer says that under old Pay Board regulations (§ 201.35) he could have challenged the in-
crease as a Party at Interest. There are no Party at Interest challenges in the voluntary sec-
tor, though an,employer, of course, can write CLC and notify CLC of the size of the pending in-
crease--no action is promised.

4.24 § 130.14 Executive and Variable Compensation for Industries Under Voluntary Controls

During Phase II, certain payments, awards, or grants under existing executive and'
variable compensation plans, practices, or programs were permitted to be made under Pay Board
rules without being charged as wages and salaries. The same was true for replacement modified
or revised-plan practices or programs. Anew 130.14 states the Phase III policies for all the
above plans, practices or programs.



Appendix B of Part 130 (as appropriate) in determining whether payments, awards, or
grants are charged as wage and salary increases. Under new § 130.14, these "excesses" should
be added to other wage and salary increases paid in the appropriate employee unit and the total
Considered against the general standard of § 130.12.

1. Certain stock option plans. Section 130.14 provides that stock option grants
during Phase III under plans which meet the four requirements of 201.76(b)(1) should not exceed
the applicable aggregate share limitation except to the extent necessary to prevent cross in-
equities, serious market disruptions, or localized shortages of labor.

2. Replacement, modified, and new plans, practices, or programs. Under Phase III
rules, certain plans, practices, or programs were required to be submitted to the Pay Board for
prior approval. This generally was the case when an employer replaced, modified, or revised
a plan,. practice or program or adopted a new one in which the amount of compensation exceeds
that of the old plan, practice or program.

In considering submissions for prior approval, the Pay Board applied certain princi-
ples, policies, and conditions not set fortin Pay Board regulations. A new Appendix B has
been added to part 130 to provide guidance to employers in the above situations.

In the fCod, health, and construction industries the rules and regulations prescribed
during Phase II continue to apply and requests for prior approval, as appropriate, should now
be submitted to the COLC.

(a) Incentive compensations plans or practices. During Phase III an employer may
replace, modify, or revise an incentive compensation plan orpractice in effect on November 13,
1971; as defined in §.201.74 and 201.75 of Pay Board regulations, without prior approval. How-
.ever, any payment made under such plan or practice in excess of the allowable amount or in ex-
cess of the payments which would have been made under the prior plan or practice should be
treated as an increase in wages and salaries and apportioned to the appropriate employee units
of participants.

Where a new incentive compensation plan or practice is adopted payments with respect
to the first plan year of operation (the consecutive 12-month period starting with the effective
date of the plan) should be treated as an increase in wages and salaries, and apportioned to
the AEU of the participants.

(b). Certain rules for certain types of incentive compensation plans. The special
rules in new Appendix B describe the valuation which.should be used for awards under new per-
-formance share plans and phantom stock plans adopted in Phase III to determine the increase in
wages and salaries for participants.

(c) Stock option plans. An employer may replace or modify or revise an existing
stock option plan which meets the requirements of § 201.76(b)(1)(i) (a)-(d) of Pay Board regu-
lations after January 10, 1973, without prior approval. However, the aggregate share limita-
tion which was applicable for the prior existing plan under Pay Board regulations should continue--
to be the. aggregate share limitation for such replacement, modified, or revised plan. If a new
stock option plan -one- which.is not a replacement, modification, or revision of an exist-
ing plan, and one which meets the requirements of § 201.76(b)(1)(i) (a), through (d) of Pay
Board regulations), is adopted after January 10, 1973, the aggregate share limitation for the
fisc'al year in Which such plan operates is 25 percent of the number of shares authorized for
stock option grants under the plan.

:1!

(d) Sales or commission plans or practices and certain production incentive programs.
Sales or commission plans or practices and certain production incentive programs, as defined in
V201.77 of Pay Board regulations, which are applicable to employees not subject to a collective
bargaining agreeMent and which were in effect on November 13, 1971, may operate under their terms
without being treated as an increase in wages and salaries as long as'such plans are not re- ---

placed, modified, or revised.



Payments made under a revised, modified, or replacement sales or commission plan or
practice or production incentive program adopted in Phase III, which result in an increase in
compensation over that, which would have been payable under the prior existing plan when meas-
ured against the level of sales or production volume at the time of determining payments under
such prior plan, should be treated as an increase in wages and salaries for participants. Pay -

ments under a new sales or commission plan or practice or production incentive program is also
treated as an increase in wages and salaries to participants covered by such plan, etc.

Payments treated as an increase in wages and salaries under these guidelines should
be included in the base compensation rate of the appropriate employee unit for purposes of
measuring wage and salary increases for subsequent control years.

3 0 130.15 Retroactive pay adjustments for work performed on or before Jan. 10,
1973. This section was designed primarily with "Phase 21/2" cases in mind - that is, contracts
agreed to after January 10, 1973 which are retroactive to a date prior to January 10. Under
§ 130.15 such payments may be made by employers in the voluntary sector if they do not exceed
the standard, or if they meet the criteria for a self-executing exception and do not exceed the
statutory percentage limitations.

Payment may also be made pursuant Lo other exceptions, including section 201.30, but
such payments must.be reported to COLC, which may order themerepaid if it is not satisfied that
the increase was justified.

Note: This section does not apply to firms in the mandatory sector, nor does it
apply if. there was an exception request filed prior to January 10, or if there is a Pay Board
D & 0,covering the period for which'retroactivity is sought:

4.3 REPORTING AND RECORDKEEPING FOR VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE

Section 130.23 and 130.24 provide, respectively, that pay adjustments which affect
5000 or more employees must be reported to the Council and those affecting under 1000 are 'sub-
ject to recordkeeping. All reporting is to be made to the COLC.

These sections are self explanatory with the following exceptions:

.1. Even though the section does not specifically mention the "appropriate employee
unit" concept, such concept should be used when determining whether a pay adjustment applies to,
or affects 1,000 or more or 5,000 or more employees.

2. Until new forms are devised or further regulations are issued the appropriate
forms to use for reporting and recordkeeping are the PB-3 and PB-3A forms.

)4.4 MANDATORY CONMOLS

The Phase II rules remain mandatory for the Construction and Health Services Indus-
tries and mandatory for the Food Industry until March 29, 1973. (Subparts F, G, and H)

4.41 Construction Industry

In the Construction Industry there are no special new developments except that CISC
and COLC have continued mandatory coverage for certain otherwise nonconstruction operations.
Section 130.72 (b) provides.that in addition to those pay adjustments already determined to
affect employees in construction, the following are also to be considered 'construction opera-,

1- Pay adjustments under the terms of a construction industry collective bargaining
agreement which covers both construction and nonconstruction operations; and

2. Pay adjustments under the terms of a nonconstruction collective bargaining agree.
ment which --

(a) Continues a close historical relationship whiCh has been established to a con-
struction;industry collective bargaining agreement; and covers delivery of materials to a con-
structionsite. and/or onsite application of materials under circumstances in which a dispute
involving such nonconstruction agreement would cause onsite -construction operations to be more



than marginally interrupted.

4.42 6 130.60 Health Services

During Phase II there wasn't any need to define health service providemi with respect
to wages. The Price Commission did, however, establish special rules for health service pro-
viders. Until changed it is COLC position that only employees of Health Services Providers as
defined in Appendix I to Part 300 of Price Commission Regulations are subject to Phase II wage
controls.

Appendix I - Institutional and Noninstitutional Providers of Health Services

Pursuant to 6 300.18 and 300.19, this Appendix lists examples of the institutional
and noninstitutional providers of health services subject to those sections. The lists are not
intended to be exhaustive.

Institutional providers include hospitals, nursing homes and other inpatient health
care facilities. The noninstitutional providers include physicians, dentists and nurses. It

would serve no purpose to restate here the entire list, however, in any case where a question
arises it should be consulted. Although not "exhaustive," it is exhausting.

4.43 11 130.58 The Food Industry

The Food Industry was controlled under Pay Board regulations until March 29; 1973,
when a whole new ball game was instituted with respect to reporting and prenotification. The
Pay Board computation rules, however, still are used. For the purposes of this section of the
course we will only attempt to tell you whether the employees are food or not food.

1. If the employer does not receive 20% of his revenue or 50 million dollars of his
revenue from the SALES of food his employees are not covered (II 130.51). Food is defined in

130.110 as follows:

"Food" means items produced or manUfactured for human ingestion except
alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, or drugs. An item is not food,
within the meaning of this definition until it enters into a process-
ing stage where it is intended for use as or in a product for human in-
gestion.

2. If the employer is exempt from Price controls because of Subpart D his employees
are not covered (combination of 6 130.58(b) and 0 130.51). .Subpart D you will note exempts
most raw agricultural goods.

But the mere fact that some of an employer's prices are exempt under. Subpart D does
not exempt his employees if sales from his nonexempt food products meet the 20% or 50 million
dollar test, i.e., vertical intergration of Green Giant foods where it processes as well as
grows. (one corporation)

3. If the employer is not exempt under (a) or (b) then his employees are potentially.
controlled. To determine whether given employees are controlled one must look at the composi-
tion of the appropriate employee unit. If 50% or more of the employees in the unit are engaged
'in'"food operations" the entire unit's wages are controlled. If 60 or more employees in the
unit are engaged in food operations, then those particular employees are controlled.

(a) 6 130.110 defines food operations as follows:

"Food operations".means the growing, harvesting, manufacturing, pro--
duction, raising, packaging, storage, distribution, transportation,
or sale of food or the rendering of administrative or support functions
for such activities.

(b) Note that there are no small business exemptions any more. Restaurant employees
are controlled.



4.5 PHASE -IN REGULATIONS FOR PRENOTIFICATION

On April 20, 197.3 the prenotification.requirements were modified (38FR 9825).

Under the new regulations the prenotification of all wage and salary increases in
the food industry will generally not be required until August 1, although prior approval for
amounts in excess of the general wage guideline (and self-executing exceptions) will continue
to be required.

Increases under new contracts or pay practices agreed to on or after August 1, 1973
must '.e prenotified to the Cost of Living Council and receive prior approval before they may be
implemented regardless of the size of the increase.

Wage and salary adjustments agreed to between March 29 and August 1, 1973 may be put
into effect prior to August 1 if they do not exceed the wage guideline (and self-executing
exceptions) although such actions must be reported to the Cost of Living Council within 10 days
of the scheduled increase.

Pay adjustments scheduled to be put into effect prior to August 1, 1973 under terms
of agreement:. reached between November 13, 1971 and Marbh 29, 1973 may be implemented without
prenotification if they do not exceed the guidelines and exceptions for the entire contract
year although they must also be reported within ten days.

Increases under agreements which date back prior to November 14, 1971,,as in Phase
II, may be put into effect under their original terms without prenotification prior to August
1, 1973, although they must be reported and will be subject to challenge.

Generally, after August 1, 1973, pay increases, regardless of amount, will require
prior approval form the Cost of Living Council before they may be put into effect.



Chapter V

SOME CHANGES IN RECODIFICATION OF INITIAL PAY REGULATIONS WORTH SPECIAL NOTE.

5.1 NEW JOBS, JOB CLASSIFICATIONS OR POSITIONS

5.11 General

Section. 201.62 provides rules for the determination of pay rates for newly
created jobs in two situations:

1. pay rates for newly' created jobs within an existing appropriate employee
unit; and

2. pay rates in a newly created appropriate employee unit consisting entirely
of new jobs.

This section does not apply to the hiring of new employees to fill existing jobs,
the reclassification of existing jobs within an appropriate employee unit, or the deter-
ination of pay rates in a newly created. appropriate employee unit which contains new and
-existing jobs.

The initial rate for a new job is determined with reference to comparable jobs;
this comparison must include the following factors:.

1. duties, responsibilities and skill requirements;

2. length of service or experience in similar jobs;

3. hours of work; and

4. method of compensation (e.g., commission, piece rate, salary, hourly rate,
and amount of benefits provided, and longevity or automatic progression schedules).

According to the regulation, the jobs or positions used for this comparison must
be selected in the following order:

1. comparable jobs in the same employee unit;

2. comparable jobs in the same firm;

3. comparable jobs in the same local labor market area; or

4. comparable jobs in other firms in the industry.

If comparable jobs exist within the same employee unit, the comparison must be
based on such jobs; in the absence of comparable jobs in the same employee unit (or if it
_is.a new appropriate employee Unit), a comparison must be made with comparable jobs in the
same firm (if any). If comparable jobs do not exist in the same employee unit or same
firm, a comparison must be made with comparable jobs in-the same labor market area (if any),
etc. (NOTE: Just prior to the end of Phase II, the Pay Board decided to permit reference.

..-to -the appropriate comparability source, even if not in the order specified under the
regulation. This modification is considered to be in effect.

5.12 Existing Units

The comparison of jobs with similar duties and responsibilities determines the
"initial rate" for the new job. Employees hired in the new job or position may be paid, at
the initial rate established in this manner without charge to the existing unit's maximum.

'-permissible annual aggregate increase.



However, a pay rate established for a new job which exceeds the "initial rate"
determined by the job comparison is a chargeable control year adjustment to the extent
that the established pay rate exceeds the "initial rate."

Example: Firm J employs members of appropriate employee Unit L. During L's
third control year, J established a new job within L. After completing a job comparison
with similar jobs in Unit L, J determined that the initial rate for the new job is $4.00
per hour for a 40 hour week. However, .J decides to establish the pay rate for the new job
at $14.50 and hires five employees at the $4.50 rate. The $.50 per hour for the five new
employees is a chargeable increase for Unit L.

The initial rate ($4.00 in the above example) is not included in the base
compensation rate of the appropriate employee unit for the control year in which the job
was created.

5.13 New Appropriate Employee Units

The pay rate for a new appropriate employee unit consisting entirely of new jobs.
may not exceed the "initial" rate determined by the job comparison method described above
during the new employee unit's first control year. The first control year of a new
appropriate employee unit is a period of 12 months or less ending on November 13, succeeding
its formation.

Example: A new appropriate employee unit consisting entirely of new jobs was
established-on January 1, 1972. The first control year for the new unit is January 1,972
to November 13, 1972; the second control year is November 14, 1972 to November 13, 1973.

If a pay rate established for a new job in a new appropriate employee unit
(consisting entirely of new jobs) is less than "initial rate" determined by the job
comparison, the pay rate for the new job may be increased to (but not in excess of) the
"initial rate" during the first control year.

Example: The "initial rate" for a new job (B) determined by a job comparison
study is $4.00 per hour. The pay rate for job B is set at $3.75 per hour when the appropriate
employee unit is established. The rate for job B may be increased to $4.00 per hour during
the first control year of the new unit.

The only increases which may be paid in excess of the "initial rate" during the
first control year of a new appropriate employee unit consisting entirely of new jobs are
increases excluded under Section 201.60. However, a new appropriate employee unit will not
meet the requirements of §201.60(b) or (c) since the unit was not covered by a longevity or
automatic progression plan in existence on November 13, 1971.

5.2 SPECIAL COMPUTATIONAL RULES §201.64(a) and (b)

5.21 Cost of Living Allowance

. This computational rule is a modification of the "sum of the percentages"
computation method. Cost of living increases pursuant to a "generally accepted escalator
formula" may be time - weighted. .(See'§201:64(a).

A "generally accepted escalator formula" is determined with reference to prior
contracts or pay practices of the employee unit, or to escalator formulas covering
comparable employee units in the same industry. A widely used escalator formula provides

. for a lO an hour increase in wages for each 0.4 increase in _the consumer price index;',
payments are made annually, semi-annually, or on occasion, every calendar quarter.
Stipulations are often included in escalator formulas for maximum and minimum payments. See
Pay Board.Ruling 1973-1.



Computation -- The special computational rule permits a cost-of-living adjustment
to be time-weighted by the number of months it is in effect during the control year. The

computational method'can be illustrated as follows:

(COLA
X

Number of months in effect
(Increase) .Number of months in control year

The following table illustrates the method to be. used in computing increases
pursuant to this exception:

Calendar year = control year Date/Effect 0/hr. . % Increase Cumulative Total

Base compensation rate $5/hr.

General increase 1-1-72 20O/hr. .04
12

COLA 1-1-72 1O/hr. x12 = 10/hr. .002 .042

9

COLA 4-1-72 20/hr. x12 = 1.5¢ /hr. .003 .045

6

COLA 7-1-72 80/hr. x12 = 4¢/hr. .008 .053

3

COLA 10-1-72 4O/hr. x12 = 1O/hr. .002 .055

In the above illustration, the time-weighting of the cost-of-living increase
yields atotal increase for the control year of 5.5% Without time-weighting, the total
increase would have been $.35 an hour or 7% on a base of $5.00.

The cost-of-living increases computed pursuant to this special rule are included
with other control year adjustments in the average straight-time hourly rate. This special
rule is not an exception to the 5.5% standard. In the above illustration, the general,
increase and the two cost-of-living increases (time-weighted) cumulated to 4.5 percent as of
4-1-72.. If on 6-1-72 a general 1.0% increase were scheduled to go into effect, the
cumulative total of increases during the control year would be 5.5 percent as of that date;
therefore, no further increases may be given without an exception.

5.22 Reduction in Hours

A reduction in the scheduled hours worked per week, day, or other unit of time
without a proportionate decrease in pay is a chargeable adjustment in the base compensation
rate for the control year. (See Section 201.64(b).

5.221 a. General Rule -- The base compensation rate is an hourly rate
determined by dividing the total cost of wage and salaries by the total man-hours paid (for
straight-time payroll expenditures) and total man-hours worked (for included and qualified
benefit costs). Any decrease in the denominator (man-hours worked or paid for) attributable
to a reduction in scheduled hours worked will result in an increase in the hourly base
compensation rate. This adjustment, affects the base compensation rate (direct effect) and
the control year adjustments which are calculated on the basis of hours worked or paid for
during the base year (secondary effect).

The direct effect of a reduction in hours is a percentage increase in the base
compensation rate which is determined as follows:

(scheduled hours worked in base) (proposed schedule of)
period hours worked ) x 100 = %

proposed schedule of hours worked

Example 1: The scheduled hours worked in the base period for Unit V was 40 hours
per week; during the control year, the employer of Unit V plans to reduce the scheduled
number Of hours worked per week from 40 to 35 hours.. The direct effect of reduction in
hours is 14.3% /(-40-35) '1- 35'= .143; .143 x 100 = 14.3%/



The secondary effect of .a reduction in hours is a percentage increase which
reflects the impact of the reduction in hoursoncontrol year adjustments. For example,

the control.year cost of qualified benefits is illustrated as follows:

Total cost of qualified benefits control year
Total man - hours worked in base year

A reduction in hours worked, by decreasing the denominator, will underestimate
the actual hourly adjustment in the qualified benefit rate. The secondary effect of a .

reduction in hours is determined as follows:.

(direct effect of reduction in hours) (%) x total control year = % adjustments (%)

Example 2: Assume the same facts as Example 1. During the control year, Unit V
receives a total control year adjustment (Part IV, line 36 on Form PB-3) of 8%. The
secondary effect of the reduction in hours would be 1.1% /(direct effect) .143 x .08 (control
year adjustment) = .011; .011 x 100 =

The total chargeable increase in the base compensation rate attributable to a
reduction in hours is the sum of the direct and secondary effects. In the above examples,
the total increase would be 15.4% (14.3 x 1.1).

The 15.4% reduction in hours increase is added to other control year adjustments
to determine the total control year increases; in the above examples, the total control
year increase would be 23.4% less the available qualified benefits standard (15.4% + 8%).

5.222 Alternative Method -- The special rule calculates increases in the base
compensationcaused by a decrease in the denominator of the base compensation rate formula
on the assumption that the numerators (total cost of qualified and included benefits and
total straight-time payroll expenditures) are constant.

Where the numerators of the base compensation rate formula are affected by the
reduction in hours, alternative methods of calculation may be used.

The numerators will be affected by any reduction in straight-time pay. If the
reduction in hours is accompanied by a decrease in the average straight-time hourly rate,
the amount of decrease, (expressed as a percentage of the base compensation rate) including
any "negative" secondary effect on included and qualified benefits, may be used to offset
the percentage increase attributable to the reduction in hours computed pursuant to the
general rule.

Example: Unit M reduces the scheduled work hours from 40 to 35 hours per week;
Unit M receives no control year adjustments in the base compensation rate other than the
reduction in hours. The total control.year increase for Unit M is 14.3% (the secondary
effect is zero, .143 x 0 = 0; see Example 1 in 3.421). The average straight-time hourly
rate of Unit M is $5.00 during the base payroll period. The base compensation rate of
Unit M is $6.50 per hour. The average weekly salary of Unit M was $200 during the base
payroll period. Unit M wishes to reduce the weekly salary to $180 (or $4.50 per hour for
40 hours) to offset the cost of the reduction in hours. The percentage offset is $.50 per
hour in the average straight-time hourly rate or 7.7% of the base compensation rate
(.50 = 6.50). In addition to the 7.7%, the decrease in the straight-time rate has a
"negative" roll-up effect on included and qualified benefits. For example, the overtime
premium at $5.00 per hour was $2.50, at $4.50, the overtime premium is $2.25 resulting in
a negative roll-up of $.25 for each hour of overtime worked in the base year. The negative
roll-up amount (expressed as a percentage of the base compensation rate) is added to the
percentage decrease in straight-time pay to yield the total offset to the reduction in
hours increase.

An alternative" method may also be used-where the numerators in the base
compensation rate formula are increased, e.g. where the method for accural of paid leave is
independent of the unit of time used for the reduction in hours.



5.3 LONGEVITY AND AUTOMATIC IN-GRADE PROGRESSION

Longevity and automatic in-grade progression are excluded from the computation of
control year adjustments if the longevity or automatic progression increases were --

1. provided fOr in an employment contract in effect on November 13, 1971; or

2. provided for in a pay practice previously set forth on November 13, 1971.

The exclusion extends to increases in successor contracts or pay practices to the
, extent that the increases do not exceed the amount provided for in the existing contract or
pay practice pre\.dously set forth.

This exclusion has been interpreted to apply to increases paid pursuant to longevity
or automatic progression plans in existence on November 13, 1971, in addition to those
plans contained in existing contracts and pay practices previously set forth. (See Appendix
B, Item (1) 36 FR 21953, for historical basis.)

Longevity and automatic progression increases must be solely related to the employee's
length of service and must operate without significant affirmative exercise of employer
discretion or subjective evaluation of the employee's work performance. The only conditions
.which 'can, attach to the increase are satisfactory performance and length of service. Further,
the amount of the increase must he determined in advance and may not be subject to any
discretionary adjustment. If an employer has any discretion as to the amount of the adjust-
ment once the employee's performance has been judged to be satisfactory, the adjustment is
a merit increase rather than a longevity increase. Even though length of service may
determine when an employee is reviewed, if the amount of the increase is discretionary, then
it is merit pay rather than longevity.

Example 1:' An employer,has a plan for making wage and salary increases which gives
an employee a $100 increase eachyear for satisfactory performance, $125 increase for good
performance, or $150 for excellent Terformance. Such a plan would entail an "affirtatfve
exercise of employer discretion or'subjective evaluation. ". The $100 increases for satis-
factory performance will not be-considered longevity but will be considered merit because
of their inclusion in a plan which distinguishes the size of increase by how well'an employee
has performed.

Example 2: An employer has a plan for paying increases which gives each employee a $20
per week increase for satisfactory performance for each of his first three years of service;
employees during the first three years of service receive no other increases except a
cost-of-living or general increase; after three years of service under the plan employees may
receive from $10 per week to a $!o per week increase resulting from an annual merit review.
The $20 per week increases paid during the first three years of service of an employee will
be considered longevity increases because they are separate and distinct with no affirmative
exercise of discretion or subjective evaluation.

Paragraphs 201.60(b)- and (c) provide that the exclusion may be continued for longevity
and automatic in-grade progression increases in successor contracts and pay practices to the
extent that the "successor" increases do not exceed the amount provided for in the contract
or pay practice in existence on November 13, 1971.

The exclusion relates to the plan in existence on November 13, 1971 and not to the
amount of money paid out in longevity or automatic progression increases during the base
payroll period or base year. The plan in existence on November 13, 1971, may be continued
in a successor contract or pay practice regardless of an increase in the absolute amount
of dollars paid out during the control year.

Example: On November 13, 1971 Employer T paid employees of appropriate employee Unit C
a $100 increase after ten years of service. During the base year,,5 employees reach their
tenth anniversary with T and received the $100 longevity increase fof a total cost to T of
1$500. During the control year, 7 employees will reach their tenth anniversary, costing T
$700 for longevity increases. The additional $200 cost of, longevity increases during the
'control year is excluded from the computation of control year adjustments because payment
was made under the same plan which was in existence on November 13, 1971.



If the plan which was in existence on November 13, 1971, is modified after November 13,
1971, any increases in employer cost are chargeable adjustments for the control year. Some

common modifications of longevity or automatic progression plans are:

1. an increase in the frequency of increases (e.g. change from 5O every 16 weeks
to 5¢ every 10 weeks);

2. an increase in the size of increases (e.g., change from $100 annual increments
to $150 annual increments);

3. a modification of eligibility requirements (e.g., change from 5 years in grade
to 5 years with the firm); or

4. the addition of more longevity steps at the top of range (e.g., change from
annual increments for five years until job rate maximum to annual increments for
five years plus one additional step at 10 years of service).

A longevity or automatici progression plan in- existence on November-13, 1971, is not_ _

considered to be "modified" if the increased amounts paid under the plan are attributable to
the secondary effect of general wage and salary increases.

Example 1: On November 13, 1971, a longevity plan provided for a 2 percent increase in
weekly salary after 10 years of service. The average salary for employees with 10 years of
service was $100 per week. The November 13, 1971, plan cost $2 per week per employee with 10
years of service. On March 1, 1972, salaries were increased across the board 5 percent,
resulting in an average weekly salary of $105 for employees with 10 yeari of service. The,
November 13, 1971, plan now pays out 2 percent of $105 or $2.10. The additional $0.10 per
week increase is not considered a modification of the plan in existence on November 13, 1971,'
the entire $2.10 may be excluded.

The computational rule set forth in Section 201.64(c) calculates the amount of a charge-
able increase for the control year, if any, attributable to the modification of a longevity
or automatic progression plan in existence on November 13, 1971. The chargeable adjustment

_ is the amount of excess, if any, of

1. the projected total amount of increases granted pursuant to the modified plan
during the control year, over

2.. the projected amount that the November 13, 1971, plan would have generated for
the control year had it been in existence.

All projections are made on the basis of the same workforce composition which existed
during the base payroll period except that the distribution of employees by length of service
will be "aged" by. one year. This method does not reflect changes in skill levels or size of
the unit but it does "melt" the "ice cube" for purposes of measuring changes in length of
service.

Any changes in a longevity or automatic progression plan during a control year are
assumed'to be in effect for the entire control year.

Example 2: Employee Unit X contains 10 employees, two with 8 years of service, seven
with 9 years of service and one with 10 years of service. On November 13, 1971, the employees
were covered by a longevity plan which provided for a $500 per year increase after 10 years
of service. On March 1, 1972, the longevity plan was changed to provide for a $750 per year
increase after 10 years of service. The chargeable increase for the first control year would
be $2,000 (i.e., 8 employees x $250 per employee). This amount would be redUced to an hourly
rate and.charged as an increase in average straight-time hourly rate for employee Unit X.

Example 3: Assume the same facts as in Example 2 but instead of increasing the longevity
payment after 10 years of service, the'employees would receive $500 per year after 9 years of
service. The November 13, 1971,.plan would cost $3,500 for the seven employees reaching their
10th anniversary. The. modified plan would cost $3,500 plus $1,000-for the two employees
reaching their ninth anniversary. The chargeable amount would be $1,000 ($4,500 - $3,500)
reduced to an hourly rate for the employee unit during the control year.



If the,amount of longevity or automatic progression increases paid under a modified
plan is less than increases which would have been paid under the plan in existence on
November 13, 1971, the amount saved may not be used to offset any chargeable control year
adjustments unless otherwise provided by the Pay Board in a decision under Section 201.30.

All increases paid pursuant to longevity or automatic progression plans established after
November 13, 1971, are chargeable adjustments for the control year.



CHAPTER VI

EXECUTIVE AND VARIABLE COMPENSATION

/Special Note

The rules set forth in Subpart F of the Pay Board Regulations apply to firms in the
mandatory sector and serve as guidelines for firms in the voluntary sector during Phase III.
Additional Phase III guidelines are contained in Appendix B to Part 130 of the Cost of Living
Council's Regulations. Any references to required Pay Board approval contained in this text
DO NOT apply to firms in the voluntary sector during Phase III. Such firms are governed by
the guidelines contained in Appendix B. References to Pay Board approval with respect to firms
in the mandatory sector should be understood to mean Cost of Living Council Approval during'
Phase III.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

These regulations specifically deal with compensation such as bonuses and stock options
normally received by executives, and with other forms of variable compensation such as sales,
commission and production incentive payments. These regulations also provide special rules:
to govern situations where new plans, practices, or programs are adopted by existing or new
employees. A separate set of rules is required because executive and other forms of variable
compensation are typically highly individualistic in nature, tailor-made for an employer, an
executive group, or even an individual executive. Additionally, the operating period for these
plans is different from the usual weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly payroll period. For example,
bonus plans typically provide for once-a-year payment and stock options are often granted
even less frequently.

6.7 COVERAGE - §201.71

The regulations separate executive and variable compensation from other forms of
compensation. The term "executive" is not defined. However, the determination of whether the
rules regarding executive and variable compensation apply to an item of compensation does not
depend on the individual receiving the compensation but on the type of compensation:received.
Thus, where an employee who is not an executive is granted a stock option under a stock option
plan, executive and variable compensation rules would apply.

Where any provision of Pay Board regulations conflicts with a provision of the executive
and variable compensation regulations, the execitive and - variable compensation regulations
control to the complete exculsion of the other regulations.

These regulations do not affect any provisions of a collective bargaining agreement.

6.3 DEFINITION OF TERMS - §201.72.

In section 201.72 "wages and salaries" is defined to mean the same as under §201.2 except
that items constituting incentive compensation are not wages and salaries, unless otherwise
treated as wages and salaries under the executive and variable compensation regulations. This
means that unless specifically included in wages and salaries, an item is not includible as
wages and salaries and would not count against the allowable wage and salary increase with
respect to an appropriate employee unit for the control year-paid or go into the base for pur-
poses of computing the allowable wage and salary increase for the appropriate unit far the
control year after the control year paid.

The term "executive compensation" is defined to include base salaries, job perquisites,
and incentive compensation.

The term "base salary" means the cash remuneration paid to an employee on a regular
periodic basis. This term includes present payments as well as deferrals, but does not include
any paymentin property other than cash.

The term "job perquisites" is defined to mean "any item paid' to or furnished to or on be-
half of an employee by, an employer for the performance of services." The list of items which
follows the definition is not exclusive. It is only designed to give examples of the types of
items which are Considered as job perquisites.



The term "incentive compensation" is also defined by examples. The list of examples
includes any bonus (whether or not payable in cash). This type of bonus includes the bonus
,paid to the president of a large corporation based exclusively on an increase in sales,
profits, or dividends, as well as a Christmas bonus paid to an employee who is not an
executive.

Also, included are so-called phantom stock awards. A phantom stock award basically is
an award of a fictional share of stock of the employer corporation. The employee under this
type of plan is credited with a certain number of either or both dividend or share units.
A dividend unit entitles the holder to receive the dividend declared with respect to an
actual share of stock. The share unit entitles the holder to receive the appreciation with
respect to an actual share of stock over the period of time between the grant of the unit and
the time the holder electsto receive this appreciation. While no shares of stock are
actually granted to the employee, he holds either or both the rights to any dividends and any
appreciation as if he held the stock.

Performance share awards are included in the definition of incentive compensation. Under
such type of incentive plan, an employee is granted a certain number of contingent performance
share units, each equivalent to an award of a share of stock. However, the award is payable
(either in stock of the employer or cash) at some time in, the future only if certain perfor-
mance goals under the plan are met.. These goals are often in terms of increases in earnings
per share with respect to the common stock of the employer over a period of time. If these
goals are not met there may be no payment or there may only be partial payment.

Employer contributions to stock purchase plans are included. A stock purchase plan is a
plan under which an employee is allowed buy stock in his employer. If the purchase price
is less than fair market value of the stock at the time of the purchase, the discount is
treated as an employer contribution to the plan. Under other types of plans, the employer
makes actual contributions to the plan on behalf of the employee.

Employer contributions to stock bonus plans are also included whether or not the plan is
an income tax qualified plan. A stock bonus plan is a bonus payable in stock, usually in the
stock of the employer, which is deferred Until retirement or termination of the employee.

Employer contributions to profit sharing plans which are not tax qualified are included.
Those contributions to tax qualified profit sharing plans are employer contributions to a quali-
fied benefit plan (see'Section 201.59).

The term "existing contract" is defined to mean a contract with respect to employment
in effect on November 13, 1971, all the elements of which has been reduced to a writing and
which has been signed by bath the employer and the employee. In order to qualify as an
existing contract each of these requirements must be met. If qualified as an existing contract,
the contract does not lose its character as executive or variable compensation, but is
allowed to operate according to its terms within the limitations of §201.35. The plan or
practice embodied in the expired contract is allowed to operate within the framework of the
executive and variable compensation regulations as an incentive cDmpensation plan or practice.

The term "pay practice previously set forth" is defined as an incentive compensation
plan or practice in effect on November 13, 1971, which has been communicated to the affected
employees, where the aggregate amount of the payment or award cannot be increased or withheld
in its entirety by the exercise of any discretion, where the aggregate amount of the payment
r award is determined by a definite method or clear formula and where the definite method or
lear formula is applied only to a wage or salary amount without reference to profits, earn-

ings, or any factor or item other than the actual wage or salary amount. In order to qualify
s a pay practice previously set forth, each of these requirements must be met. If qualified
s a pay practice previously set forth, the pay practice does not lose its character as
xecutive or variable compensation but is allowed to operate according to its terms, within
he limitations of §201.35. Once the pay practice expires within the meaning.of §201.35 it
an no longer operate under that section. However, the practice is then allowed to operate
nder the executive and variable compensation regulations as an incentive compensation plan or
ractice.

The criteria for eligibility as a "pay practice previously set forth" are very stringent.
ccordingly, any plan or practice introducing an outside element, such as, profits, as a factor
earing on the amount of bonus will not qualify. In effect, the only plans or practices for



fixed amounts, of if variable, amounts based on the existing wages or salaries. For example,
plans or practices providing for a bonus of two weeks pay or 10% of salary at year end which.
is payable regardless of nrofits or. any other measure of business performance would meet
this requirement.

Although it is clear that this restriction applies to the determination of the aggregate
bonus pool for an appropriate employee unit, an employer would be erroneous to interpret the
restriction as meaning that this plan fails within the definition because individual bonus
awards are made as a percentage of the employee's base salary, even though the aggregate bonus
pool was determined through the use of a profit-related formula.

Also defined is the term "plan, practice, or program unit." This is the unit of the
employees who are eligible to participate in the plan, practice, or program unit. For example,
an employee could be in three distinct units--one for base salary (his appropriate employee
unit), one for bonuses (his bonus plan or practices unit), and one for stock options (his
stock option plan unit).

The term "plan, practice or program year is defined as the 12-month period of:operation--
of a plan, practice or program. A plan, practice, or program must operate on a 12-month basis.
If this is not the case the most reasonable 12-Month period must be chosen.

6.4 EXECUTIVE SALARIES AND JOB PERQUISITES - §201.73

In general, the rules governing executive salaries are the same as those for other types
of salaries. Amounts paid to an executive as a salary are wages and salaries. Any such amount
would be includible in the average straight-time hourly rate of the executive's appropriate
employee unit. However, executives often defer a portion of their salaries. The regulations
provide special rules to take care of this situation. Amounts earned are considered as wages
and salaries in the year earned. An amount is considered as being "earned" during the con-
trol year in'which services are performed giving rise to the obligation to pay for the

performance of such services whether or not such obligation is contingent upon the performance
of future services or any other condition or restriction (including, but not limited to, an
agreement not to compete). Salary earned in one control year deferred to a later control
year would be wages and salaries in the control year earned and not in the control year paid.

For example, A is employed by M Corporation as an executive. M Corporation has elected

a calendar control year for A's appropriate employee unit. For 1973, A's salary is $100,000,

and payable as follows: $50,000 during 1973 and $10,000 for each of the five succeeding years
provided A is still employed by M. The $100,000 is earned in 1973 and is wages and salaries
with respect to A's appropriate employee unit in 1973, even though $50,000 is contingent upon
A's continuing as an employee with M Corporation. The $10,000 payable in 1974, 1975, 1976,
1977, and 1978 is not wages and salaries with respect to that unit in those years. Likewise,

salary earned in prior years but deferred to the current control year is not wages and salaries
with respect to such year. Further, deferred amounts should be included in the computation
of the base payroll period ASTHR.

Job perquisites paid to or furnished to or on behalf of an employee are wages and
salaries, whether the employer paid for the benefit, either directly or indirectly or furnished
the benefit in kind. For example, a meal allowance paid to an employee is a direct payment
by an emp/oyer to an employee which may be a job perquisite. Where an employer pays an
employee's rent there would be an indirect payment by the employer - a payment to a third
person the owner of the hours for the benefit of the employee - which is a job perquisite.
Where the employee lives in a house owned by his employer there is an in-kind furnishing of a
service by the employer to the employee which is a job perquisite.

Job perquisites are included benefits. Job perquisites are valued at the employer's
actual cost where it represents the only cost of the item; - otherwise they are valued at the
reasonable cost of furnishing the item which must be determined from all the facts and
circumstances involved.



6.41 §201.74 and 201.75

Sections 201.74 and 201.75 deal with incentive compensation plans and practices other
than stock options. Essentially, the treatment of a "plan" or a "practice" is the same--the
difference is in the definition.

6.411 Incentive Compensation Plans

The term "plan" refers to a formal written incentive compensation program where the bonus
pool is determined by a clear method or formula.

A plan in effect on November 13, 1971, may continue to operate under §201.74 if there
has been a payment prior to November 14, 1971, under the plan with respect to any one of the
last three plan years ending prior to November 14, 1971, the administration is in good faith
and the formula for determining the bonus pool is not changed. The requirements with
respect to administration of a plan apply to a plan adopted on or after November 14. 1971,

--which is-approved by the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.78 or reported to the Pay Board
or COLC pursuant to 8201.79. These requirements also apply to a plan meeting the definition of
§201.72(f) as an "existing contract" or §201.72(g) as "pay practice preitiously set forth" and
no longer operating under §201.35.

6.412 Incentive Compensation Practices

The term "practice" means an informal, discretionary custom or habit of paying bonuses.
A practice need not be in writing and need not have been communicated to the employees in the
practice unit.

A plan whiCh does not meet the definition of the term "plan" may qualify as a practice.

A practice in effect on November 13, 1971, may continue to operate under §201.75 if there
has been a payment prior to November 14, 1971, under the practice as a matter of custom or habit
with respect to two of the last three practice years ending prior to November 14, 1971 (or if
the practice has been in effect less than two practice years prior to November 14, 1971, then .

with respect to one practice year ending before that date), the administration of the practice
is in good faith and the formula, if any, for determining the bonus pool is not changed.

As in the case with plans, the requirements with respect to administration of a practice
apply to ,a practice adopted on or after November 14, 1971, which is approved by the Pay Board

or COLC pursuant to §201.78 or reported to the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to 8201.79. Again,

as in the case with plans, these requireMents also apply to a practice meeting the definition
of §201.72(f) as an "existing contract" or §201.72(g) as a "pay practice previously set forth"
andLno_longer_operating_under-§201.35.-

Where a practice contains a formula to determine the bonus pool this formula is required
to continue to apply from year to year. But where a practice does not contain a formula one
is implied by the regulations. This implied formula is the base year amount with respect to
the pract-ice-divided by the profits of the employer, prior to Federal taxes with respect to the
base year. This implied formula is required to continue to apply to determine the bonus pool
from year to year.

An employer which is a sole proprietorship or a partnership-will be treated as if it
were a corporation. Accordingly, profits prior to Federal taxes are determined by subtracting
from gross revenues from the business all expenses of doing business including a reasonable
salary for the sole proprietor or the partners assuming that they were employees of the sole
proprietorship or the partnership.

Where the employer is tax exempt under Federal income tax laws the gross revenues from
the business of the employer are used instead of profits prior to Federal taxes.

In other cases, such as losses during the base year or extraordinary expenses reducing
profits the employer may use bonus payments as a percentage of gross revenues for purposes
of computing the implied formula.



6.413 Certain Nonqualifying Plans and Practices

Any plan or practice in effect on November 13, 1971, which fails to meet the condition
of having made the required payment or payments before November 14, 1971, is considered as a
new plan or practice within the meaning of §201.78(c) and in order to operate under §201.74
or N201.75 is required to be approved by the COLC.

Moreover, any plan or practice meeting the definition of §201.72(f) as an "existing con-
tract" or §201.72(g) as a "pay practice previously set forth" and operating under §201.35 does
not operate under §201.74 or 201.75 until such plan or practice no longer operates under §201.35.

6.414 Computing the Allowable Amount

The regulations establish an allowable amount that may be paid under a plan or practice
without a charge against wages and salaries. This allowable amount is determined on the basis
of the amount granted with respect to a plan or practice year. An amount is considered as
being granted with respect to the plan or practice year it is generated under the plan or a
calendar-plan .year. The amount generated under the plan is with respect to the calendar year.
Also, assume a formula of 5 percent of profits above $100 million. For the 1972 plan year
assume profits of $200 million. This would generate $500,000. This $500,000 is the amount
granted with respect to the 1972 plan year whether or not that amount or any part of that amount

,,was paid during calendar year 1972. (Note: However, excesses are charged as wages and salaries
when paid.)

Most commonly a plan or practice is based on a formula pegged to profits over the plan
or practice year.. The amount of profits over that time will not be known until after the close
of the plan or practice year. So, payment under a plan or practice normally follows the close
of the plan or practice year. Thus, in the case of a plan or practice with a calendar plan or
practice year the payment in March 1973 will be baied on the profits of the 1972 calendar plan
or practice year.

The allowable amount under a plan or practice in effect on November 13, 1971, for the
first plan or practice year for which a payment is made on or after November 14, 1971, is the
base year amount plus the base amount times the wage and salary standard established in
§201.10(a). This formula may be illustrated as follows:

Base year amount = $100,000

Wage and salary standard = 0.055

($100,000 + ($100,000 X 0.555)) = 105,500

The base year amount for this type of plan or practice is the amount of an item of
incentive compensation granted to the employees_in_the_plan_Pr_practice_unity_with_respect_to_____.
any one of the last three plan or practice years ending prior to November 14, 1971, for which
.there has been a payment prior to November 14, 1971.

An amount does not qualify as a base year amount unless the base year ends before.
November 14, 1971, and the payment with respect to the base year is made before November 14,
1971. Thus, a plan or practice year ending on December 15, 1971, would not count as a base
year. Also,. a plan or practice year ending on September, 30, 1971, with &payment with respect
to that plan or practice year being made on December 15, 1971, would not qualify as a base year.

The allowable amountunder a plan or practice approved by the Pay Board or COLC.pursuant
to 9201.78 as a new plan or practice or reported to. the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.79
as a plan or practice of a new organization cannot exceed the base-year amount with respect to
that plan or practice in its, first year of operation.

The base year amount with respect to a plan or practice approved by the Pay Board or COLC
,pursuane teN201.78 as a new plan or practice is the amount of any item of incentive compensa
tion established by the Pay Board or COLC As ,the amount allowed to be granted with respect to
the first consecutive 12 month period under. .which the plan or practice operates. The base year
'amount with respect to a plan or practiee reported to, the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.79
as a plan or practice of a new organization is the amount of any item of incentive compensation



granted under the plan or practice with respect to the first consecutive 12 month period under
which the plan or practice operates provided the amount is not unreasouably inconsistent with
the intent and purpose of the wage and salary stabilization program or the policies of the

Cost of Living Council.

After the first plan or practice year for which there has been, a payment on or after
November_14, 1971, the allowable amount for subsequent plan or practice years under any plan
or practice is the allowable amount with respect to the preceeding plan or practice year plus
that allowable amount multiplied by the wage and salary standard established in §201110(a)
times an adjustment factor for increases or decreases in the size of the plan or practice
unit.

This formula may be illustrated as. follows:

Base year
Allowable amount
(1st plan year after 11/14/71 for which
there is a payment)
Wage and salary standard
Adjustment for increase or decrease in
plan or practice unit (assumed)
($105,500 + ($105,500 X 0.055)) X 1.30

$100,000
$105,500

0.055

1.30
$144,693.25

The adjustment factor is designed to increase or decrease the size of the bonus pool to
take effect of any changes in the size of the ,plan or practice into account. 'This adJustment
is mandatory. The factor is a fraction. The numerator is the sum of base unit salary plus
base unit salary additions minus base unit salary deletions. The denominator is base unit
salary. The formula for this fraction may, be stated as follows:

(base unit salary + base unit salary additions) - base unit
salary deletions
base unit salary

Base unit_ salary is the total of the base salaries of all employees in the plan or
'practice unit on the last day of the plan or practice year for which the adjustment is being
made who were not in the plan or practice unit on the last day of the base year. The annual
salary rate in effect with respect to each such employee on the last day of such plan or practice
year is used. This includes only those cmployees to whom bonuses were not granted with respect
to the base year-but are to be granted with respect to the plan or practice year ft:4 which the
adjustment is being made. Only those employees who are eligible under the terms of the plan or
practice are included. Where eligibility is discretionary,.the past practice of the employer
in selecting participants determines the rules of eligibility. A change in eligibility is a
.modification-or-revision-of-the-plan-or-practice-requiring-Pay-Board-prior-approval-pursuant-
to §201.78. It is also noted that employees added to a plan or practice unit, sotely on
account of a merger or acquisition occurring on or after November 14, 1971, are not to be
included.

Base salary deletions is the total of the base salaries of all individuals who were in
the plan or practice unit on the lastday of the base year and to whom bonuses were granted
with respect to the base year but who are not'in the plan or practice unit on the last day of
the plan or practice year for.which the adjustment is being made. The salary amount is
computed using the annual salary rate in effect with respect to each such individual on the
last day of the base year..

The base year for purposes of the adjustment calculation is the plan or practice year
used to determine the base year amount with respect to the plan or practice.

The adjustment calculation may be illustrated by .the following example.

Example 1:

Assume Employer A has a_plan meeting all the requirements 'of §201.74(a). The plan hasft,.
calendar plan year. The plan Year chosen by A as the base year is the 1968 calendar plan year.
In March 1969, employees M, N, 0, P, and Q were granted cash bonuses with respect to the 1968



Calendar plan year- M's salary was $100,000 per year 'as of the last day ofthe 1968'calendar
plan year. N's salary was $85,000 per year of the last day of the 1968 calendar plan year.
Employees 0, P, and had salaries of $65,000 per year as of the last day of the 1968 calendar
plan year. On 'January 1, 1970, M took a position with another employer. On July.1, 1971, Q
retired. S, T, and U have been employed at A at various times since the close of the 1968
.calendar plan year. Each is eligible to receive a bonus under the plan as their positions are
specifically included under the plan's eligibility rules. Each will be granted a bonus with"
respect to the .1972 calendar plan year.

S's salary is $65,000 as of the last day of the 1972 calendar plan year. T's salary is
$75,000 as of the last day of the 1972 calendar plan year. U's salary is $75,000 as of the
Last day of the 1972 calendar plan year. U, however, was employed by A when A acquired U's
former employer as a result of a merger. The adjustment factor for grants with respect to the
'1972 plan year is determined as follows:

Base unit salary =

$100,000 - M's salary
85,000 - N's salary
65,000 - 0's salary
65,000 - P's salary
65,000 - Q's salary

$380,000

Base unit salary additions =

$ 65,000 - S's salary
75,000 - T's salary

$140,000

Base unit salary deletions =

$100,000 - M's salary
65,000 - Q's salary

$165,000

( ($380,000 + 140,000) - $165,000) = .9342 or .93
$380,000

In the case of a plan or practice meeting the definition of §201.72(f) as an existing
contract or §201.72(g) as a pay practice previously set forth and operating under §201.35 the
allowable amount is the amount granted under the plan or practice during each plan or practice
year the plan or practice operates under §201.35. When this type of plan or practice no
longer operates under §201.35 the allowable amount is determined in the same manner as the
allowable amount with respect to any other plan or practice after the first plan or practice
year for which there has been a payment on or after November 14, 1971. For purposes_of the
adjustment calculation with respect to this type of plan or practice the base year is the last
plan Or practice year the plan or practice operated under §201.35.

6.415 Method of Measuring Grants

Amounts granted with respect to a plan or practice are measured on an item by item
basis with respect to the plan or practice year chosen as the base year. Thus, a single plan
or practice with three items of incentive compensation would determine the allowable amount
with respect to each item from the same base year. Further, items cannot be traded for each
other. So a bonus payable in stock cannot be substituted for an equivalent dollar value of
phantom share units.

A bonus in cash is measured in dollars and cents.

A bonus stock or other property is measured in dollars and cents equal to the fair
market value of the stock or other property at the time of the grant regardless of any con -
ditions or restrictions with respect to the stock.or property.

Phantom share-units are measured in units. There are'two types of units. One is a

dividend unit, the other is a share unit. Each type of unit must be calculated separately.



Employer contributions to a discount stock purchase plan are measured in dollars and
cents equal to the difference between the fair market value of the stock and the amount paid for
the stock by the employee without taking any conditions or restrictions with respect to the
stock into account. A plan or practice which is not qualified for income tax purposes as a
stock purchase plan and which allows the employees to elect not to purchase stock once the
plan or practice begins is a stock option plan and not a stock purchase plan. Any plan or
'practice which is qualified for income tax purposes as a stock purchase plan is considered as
a stock purchase plan whether or not the election discussed above is available to the employees
under the plan.

Performance share units awarded on or after November 14, 1972, under a performance share
plan which has been approved by the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.78 are valued in dollars
and cents at the fair market value of the stock to be awarded under the plan assuming attainment
of 75 percent of the performance goals under the plan.at the fair market-value "of the stock at
the time the performance share unit is granted but spreading this amount over the performance
period of the plan. Performance share units awarded under a performance share plan which does
not require approval by the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.78 are valued at the fair market
value of the stock to be awarded assuming at least a 75 percent.attainment of the performance
goals under the plan at the fair market value of this stock at the time the unit is awarded.

674.16-Spinover-of-Amounts-in'ExceSS-6f-the-A111517051-E-Affiliat

Where the amount of any item of incentive compensation is in excess of the allowable
amount the excess can be charged to the increase in wage and salaries allowable to the
appropriate employee units of the employees in the plan or practice unit. The amount of
excess apportioned to any appropriate employee unit is determined by multiplying the number
of employees in the appropriate employee unit who are in the plan or practice unit by a
fraction. The numerator of the fraction is the amount of the excess. The denominator of the
fraction is the number of employees in the plan or practice unit. This formula may be
illustrated as' follows:

Plan or practice unit = 100
Members of the appropriate employee

unit who are also members of 'the
plan or practice unit = 50

Amount of-excess = $100,000

50 X $100,000
$50,000

;100-

The amount of excess apportioned to an appropriate employee unit is considered as a
wage and salary increase during the control year paid. If the amount or any part of the amount-
of excess is not paid but is deferred, then the amount deferred is considered as having been
paid during the control year it would have been paid had it been paid.. For'example, assume a
plan with a calendar plan year. There are 100 employees in the plan unit. Of the 100
employees in the plan unit 50 are members of the same appropriate employeee unit. This
aprropriate employee unit has a November 14 to November 13 control year. The allowable amount
with respect to the plan year ending December 31,- 1971, is $100,000. On April 15, 1972, _

$200,000 is paid to the employees in the plan unit. There is $100,000 in excess.of the allow-
able amount. The amount. of excess apportioned to the appropriate employee unit is $50,000.
This $50,000 is wages and salaries during the control year beginning on November;.14; 1971, and
ending on November 13, 1972. ASsume instead that the appropriate employee unit had a short
control year beginning on November 14, 1971, and ending on December-3I,971, and a 12-month
control year beginning on January 1, 1972, and ending on December 31, 1972. The $50,000 is.
wages and-salariesduring the control year-beginning January 1, 1972, and ending on December 31,
1972. This is so even though the entire amount of the bonus is granted with respect to the
plan year ending on December 31, 1971, for the purposes of computing the allowable amount with
respect to that plrl year.

The amount of\excess apportioned to an appropriate employee unit as wages and salaries
is considered as lieing a pay adjustment for purposes of the prenotification and reporting
requirements for Part 202 at the same time the amount of eAcess is, considered as wages and
salarieS with respeCt to that unit.



The amount of excess apportioned to an appropriate employee unit is in lieu of otherwise
allowable wage and salary increases. Thus, the amount of the excess apportioned to.an
appropriate employee unit plus the amount of other wage and salary increases cannot exceed the
wage and salary increase allowable with respect to that unit for any control year. Accordingly,
the amount of any excess apportioned to an appropriate employee unit and charged as a wage and
salary increase goes into the base compensation rate for purposes of computing the allowable
wage and salary increase with respect to that unit for the control year after the control year.
the excess is so charged. The amount of the excess is reported as an included benefit in
Item 22(10) of the P.B. 3.

6.5 STOCK OPTIONS - 5201.76

6.51 General

The Pay'Board recognized three basic forms of stock options and provides separate treat-
, .

ment 'for each. In summary, these are:

1. Stock options granted before December 17, 1971;

2. Stock options granted after December 16, 1971, under plans that meet certain require-
ments;

3. Stock options granted after December 16, 1971, either informally or under plans that
don't meet requirements established by the Pay Board.

6.52 St;)cf.-Opions Granted 3efore December 17, 1971 (§201.76(a))

Stock options. granted before December 17, 1971, in writing, under a stock option plan
adopted prior to November 14, 1971, and in effect on November 13, 1971, whether or notit
meets the requirements of §201.76(b), may he exercised in accordance with their terms and (1)
are neither limited to the extent of the number of shares covered nor (2) deemed an increase
in wages and salaries.

Net Stock options Granted Under Plans Meeting Pay Board Requirements (5201.76(b)

. An employer may grant stock options, without the grant or the subsequent exercise of the
."otions being considered an increase in wages and salaries provided the options are in writing
:led the plan under which they are granted meets the_ following requirements:

1. %see: ire effect on November 13, 1971;

?. wa approvd by the employer's stockholders within 12 months of its adoption;

tipnlatos a maximum number of shares to be made available for stock option grants;

4. establishes and maintains the option price of shares that may be issued at not less
1..! 11.: of MNikOt value of a-tares on the date the option is granted;

is .Iminicrred in accordance with the customary manner associated with such plans.

flans metine the above requirements, regardless of whether "qualified" or "non-qualified"
uhduc SiG(ion =122 of the Internal Revenue Code are treated identically under the Pay BoardL
regulations. that is, although grant and exercise are not considered an increase in wages and
salaries, tic regulations impose limitations on the number of shares that may be issued under
ock optinsgranied during an employer's, fiscal year.. This' limitation is primarily contingen

upo7 the employer's past practice. Rules are provided for computing the aggregate share
limitation for fiscal.' years beginning prior to November 14, 1972, andfiscal years beginning
in ac after Novemper 14, 1972 (the cffecti.ve date of therecodified regulations).

1.. The aggregate share limitation applicable to fiscal years beginning prior to
November 1/,, 1072, is computed as follows:

a, .clans operating for 3 or more fiscal years ending prior to November 14,-1971.
The number of shares Subject to options that were granted. during the 3 fiscal years ofthe
employer ending prior to. NoVember 14, 1971, divided by 3.



b. Plans in effect for 3 or more full fiscal years as of November 14, 1971, but no
options were granted during the last 3 fiscal years ending before November 14, 1971 --'25% of
the shares remaining available for option as of November 14, 1971.

c. Plans in effect for at least one full fiscal year but less than 3 full fiscal
years as of November 14, 1971 -- the number of shares subject to options that were granted
during the number of fiscal years, or fraction of fiscal years, that the plan operated through
the fiscal year ending prior to November 14, 1971, divided by the number of such fiscal years.

d.' Plans in effect for less than a full fiscal year as of November 14, 1971 -- the
number of shares subject to options granted prior to November 14, 1971, or 25% of the aggregate
shares authorized for options during the life of the plan, whichever is greater.

e. Plans in effect on November 13 1971 under which no o tions were :ranted durin
the life of the plan -- 25% of the aggregate shares authorized for options during the life of
the plan.

2. The aggregate share limitation applicable to fiscal years beginning on or after
November 14, 1972 -- is the number of shares subject to options _that were granted during the
existence. of the plan up to the last day of the fiscal year just ended divided by the number
of fiscal years the p.lan_was....in_existence..multip.lied_by-a-fraction -the-numerator-of-which-4-s,
.the number of employees who are,expeEted Eo receive stock options in the current fiscal year ,

and the denominator of which is the average number of employee's who exercised options during or
held options at the end of each fiScal year the plan was in existence..

Example: (Assume a calendar fiscal year with the plan adopted on January 1, 1967.)

Fiscal Year

*--r o7 68 69 70 71 72 Annual Average

0 of shareg,for which options were
granted (000's) 20 10 10 30 15 15-- -16.-7

- # of employees holding options at
the end of the year or exercising
during the year 15 20 25 25 30 30 24

Assuming the employer intends to grant options to 30 employees during the current fiscal
year, then the aggregate share limitation for the current fiscal year is 20,875 shares.

(16,700 shares X 30)
24

6.54 NewStock Options Granted Under Plans Not Meeting the Requirements of Section 201.76(b)

Options granted under a plan which does not meet the criteria set out in Section 201.76(h)
are to be treated as wages and-salaries at the time of grant. In addition to a charge as wages
and salaries at the time of grant, these options will also be treated as wages and salaries at
the time of exercise.'

The wage and salary amounts chargeable are to be apportioned back to the appropriate em-
ployee units in the same manner as excess bonuses. (See section on excess bonuses.)

Because there is no precise ascertainable value to a right to purchase stock at its then
fair market value, it was necessary to assign a value in order to be able to-charge a calcul-
able amount as wages and salaries where the stock option rules were not met.' This value was
established at 25% of the fair market value of the stock at, the time of granted based on
reasonable expectations of value to the employee and is called, the option premium. If the.
options were-granted at a price less than the fair market value of the stock, there would be
an additional charge equal to the amount of the discount on the price of the stock.

At the time of subsequent exercise the amount chargeable is the.difference (if any) be-
tween the fair market value of the stock at the time of exercise, over the sum of the original
25% premium plus the fair market value of the stock at time of grant.



Example:

Facts

Fair Market Value
Option Price

Date of Grant

$20

$10

Date of Exercise

$60
$10

Computation Increase in Wages and Salaries

25% Option PreMium
Discount From FMV.

Total Charge

Date of Grant Date of Exercise

$ 5 Current.. FMV Less $60

$10 Option Premium ($ 5)
Less

$15
FMV at Grant ($20)

Total Charge $35

6.6 SALES OR COMMISSION PLANS OR PRACTICES AND PRODUCTION INCENTIVE PROGRAMS: §201.77

A-sal-es or7commiSsIon-pian-ox-practIct--or-production-incentive-program-estabUshed-and-in----
.. .

effect prior_to November 14, 1971, may continue to operate according to its terms. A plan,
practice; -or program is required-to -directly-reftect -the-performance-of-the.
pant in the form of sales or production output. A plan, practice, or program may have a formula
based on. sales or production either in units or dollars. However, a plan, practice, or pro-
gram having a formula based on profits will generally not qualify.

A plan, practice, or program adopted on or after November 14, 1971, and reported to the
'; Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.79 as a plan, practice, or program of a new organization is
also allowed to operate according to.its terms as discussed above.

eplan, practice, or program adopted on or after November 14, 1971, and approved by the
- Pay.Board or COLC pursuant to §201.78 as a new plan, practice, or program is also allowed to

aoperate according to its terms but any payments or awards made under such plan, practice, or
program are generally considered increases in wages and salaries.

Any amount paid under a plan, practice, or program is wages and salaries. However, any
increase in the amount of compensation under a plan, practice or program from one plan, practice,
or program year to the next-plan, practice, or program year which results from, an increase in
sales or production volume either in units sold or prOduced or in dollar value of units sold
or produced where the rate under the plan, practice, or program remains constant is not regarded
as an increase in wages and salaries'for purposes of computing the allowable wage and salary
-increase with respect to the appropriate employee units of the employees in the plan, practice,

'or.program unit.

If the rate under a plan, practice, or program is reduced and the amount of compensation
under the plan, practice, or program is increased from one plan, practice, or program year to
the next plan, practice or program year due to increased volume, the increase in the amount of
compensation is not an increase in wages and salaries for purposes of computing the allowable
wage and salary increase with respect to the appropriate employee units of the employees in the
plan, practice, or program unit.

Where the rate under a plan, practice, or program is increased or-the starting point for
payment under the plan, practice, or program is decreased and that change results in an increase.
in the amount of compensation under a plan, practice, or program from one plan, practice, or
program year to the next plan, practice, or' program year the increase in the amount of compensa-
tion is an increase in wages and salaries for purposes of computing the allowable wage and
salary increase with respect to the appropriate employee units of the employees in the. plan,
practice, or program unit. This increase is determined by using the volume and the increased
rate for the plan, practice,-or.program year the ratenis increased. When the amount of compensa-
tion under_the plan, practice, or program for the plan, practice, or prograMyear the rate is
increased surpasses the amount of cOMpensatIon that would have resulted under the rate in effect
for the previous plan, practice, or program year the amount of-Such excess is considered to be
an increase in wages and salaries with respect to the appropriate employee units of the employees'

---,in the plan, practice, or program unit:



Example 1:

Company X had a sales commission plan which pays each salesman 5% of his gross sales after
he has met his quota of $100,000. The plan year is the calendar year. In 1971 there were
three salesmen whose gross sales and commissions were as follows:

1971 Salesman Gross Sales Commission

A $400,000 $15,000.

B $500,000 $20,000

C $360,000 $13,000

In 1972 a competitor introduced a new product which was expected to reduce the market for
Company X's product. As a result Company X removed its $100,000 quota, and salesmen received
a 5% commission on all sales. Although sales did drop, and commission decreased despite the
dropping of the quota, thereis a changeable increase to wages and salaries, which is the
difference between the amount paid under the new plan, and the amount that would have been paid
on the 1972 volume under the old plan:

,1972 Salesman Cross Sales Commission Paid Commission that Would Have Been

-.: ...
Paid Under Old Plan on -'71 Volume

---1A $300,000 $15,000 $10,000

B $300,000 $15,000 $10,000

C $200,000 $10,000 $ 5,000

TOTAL: $40,000 $25,000

The changeable increase to wages and salaries is $15,000, the difference that results
between the application of. the old aid new plan to the 1972 sales volume.

This-increase in wages and salaries is apportioned to the appropriate employee units of the
employees in the plan, practice, or program unit. The amount apportioned to any appropriate
employee unit is determined by multiplying the number of employees in the plan, ,practice, or
program unit by a fraction. The numerator of the fraction is the amount of the !increase. The
ienominator of the fraction is the number of employees in the plan, practice, or program unit.
This formula may be Illustrated as follows:

Plan, practice or program unit

Members of plan, practice, or program
unit who are also members of appropriate
employee unit

Amount of increase

50 X $20,000
200

200

50

$20,000

$ 5,000

The amount of increase apportioned to an appropriate employee unit is considered as a wage
and salary increase in the control year paid. If the increase or any part of the increase is
not paid but is deferred then the increase deferred is considered as having been paid during
the control year it would have been paid had it been paid.

The amount of increase apportioned to an appropriate employee unit is considered as being
a pay adjustment for purposes of the prenotification and. reporting requirements of Part 202 at
the same time the amount of increase is considered asan increase in wages and salaries to)rthat-
unit.

The amount of increase apportioned to an appropriate employee unit is in lieu of otherwise
allowable wage and salary increases. Thus, the amount of increase apportioned to an appropriate
employee unit plus the amount of other wage and salary increases cannot exceed the wage and
salary increase allowable with respect to that unit for any control year. Accordingly, the
amount of any increase apportioned to an appropriate employee unit and charged as a wage and
salary increase goes into the base compensation rate for purposes of computing the allowable



wage and salary increase with respect to that unit for the control year aafter the control year
the increase is so charged.

Any change in, the method of calculating the earnings under a plan, practice, or program
which results in an increase in wages and salaries larger than the increase allowable with
respect to any appropriate employee unit in the plan, practice, or program unit must be sub'
milted to the COLC pursuant to §201.78.

Any plan, practice, or program which does not have a specified plan, practice, or program
year is considered as having the plan, practice, or program year beginning on November 14 and
ending the following November 13.

6.7 NEW OR REVISED PLANS, PRACTICES, AND PROGRAMS: §201.78

This section only applies to Phase II and the mandatory sector during Phase III. The
voluntary sector during Phase III is governed by the guidelines contained in Appendix B to.
Part 130 of the Cost of Living Council's Regulations.

6.8 REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING PLANS, PRACTICES, OR PROGRAMS

A plan, practice, or program operating under the regulations which has expired on account
of the passage of time may be replaced by a new plan, practice, or program without Pay Board
or COLC prior approval where the aggregate amount of compensation payable under the new plan,
practice, or program is not increased over the old plan, practice, or program.. The determina-
tion of whether the aggregate amount of compensation is increased by a replacement plan,
practice, or program is made by comparing the results under both the old plan, practice, or ?,,

program and the new plan, practice, or program using the information from the last plan,
practice, or program year the old plan, practice, or program operated and the formula contained
in the new plan, practice, or program.

For example, assume that Employer A_has an incentive bonus plan operating under §201.74.
The plan was adopted on January 1, 1968, and was to expire after five years.-The plan.contained-
specific rules of eligibility establishing a class of employees to participate under the plan.-
This class was all level 10 qxecutives who earned at least $25,000 per year. The formula under
the plan was two percent of profits above $10 million. During'1972 profits were $25 million.
The payout under the plan in March 1973 was $300,000. A new plan was adopted on January 1,
1973, to replace the plan which expired on December 31, 1972. This plan contained the same
formula and the same eligibility requirements as the old expired plan. Although profits during
1973 may increase the aggregate amount of compensation payable under the new plan did not
increase. This is because the comparison between the new plan and the old expired plan is
made by using the formula under the new plan and the profits under the old plan for the last
plan year the plan operated. If the new plan had changed the eligibility,requirements to
expand the class of eligibles the new plan is required to be submitted to the Pay Board for
prior approval. This is because the new plan does not replace an existing plan. The new plan
is different from the old plan in that there is a new expanded class of eligibles. If the
new plan had changed the payout under the plan from cash to stock or to phantom stock the new
,plan is required to be submitted to the Pay Board or COLC for prior approval. This is because
the new plan does not replace an existing plan. The new plan is different from the old plan
in that one is payable in stock or phantom units whereas the other was payable in cash.

6.81 Replenishment of Stock Option Plans

Where all of the shares reserved under a stock option plan have been granted under options
the plan is considered as having expired on account of the operation of time. So, where there
are no shares remaining under an existing stock option plan, but the plan has not expired.be-
cause there is time left under the plan the plan may be replaced. This is called replenishment.
A plan may also be replenished where all of the shares reserved under the plan have been granted
under stock options but shares still remain under the plan.

This situation occurs where options lapse and the shares under option go back into the plan.
For example, assume that a plan was adopted'on January 1, 1968, and was to expire after 10
years. There were 100,000 shares of stock reserved for options under-the plan.: Options
granted to employees expire six months after their employment ends. Shares under expired options
go back into the plan. On December 31, 1972, 100,000 shares had been granted under option
but there were 10,000 shares remaining because options had been allowed to expire by .departingi



employees. The plan can be replenished if the existing plan is cancelled prior to replenish-
ment and the fact of replenishment does not increase the allowable number' of sbares'to:be
issued under new stock options under the replenished plan.

Replenishment is available to stock option plans meeting the requirements of Pay Board
qualification and those plans not meeting those requirements so long as the plan operates under
the provisions of 9201.76. Thus, a stock option plan meeting the requirements of subdivisions
(a) through (d) of 9201.76(b)(1)(i) can be replenished. And thus; a stock option plan in
effect on November 13, 1971, or, approved by the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to 9201.78 as a new
stock option plan, or reported to the Pay Board or COLC pursuant to §201.79 as a stock option
plan of a new organization and not meeting the requirements of subdivisions (a) through (d)
of. N201.76(b)(1)(i), for example, a discount stock option plan, can be replenished.

As is the case with replacement of existing plans where a plan is replenished the aggre-
gate amount of compensation payable under the plan cannot be increased, the eligibility
requirements cannot be changed, and the type of compensation cannot be altered.,

6.82 Modification or Revision of Plan, Practices, or Programs

Incentive compensation plans or practices operating under the regulations can. be modified
or revised without Pay Board or COLC approval providing the aggregate amount of compensation

--orae-T-1 h-e-ptan ""o r-pra-c v ted-i-s-ribt -ih-c-re'a-s-e"dTTh-e-te-st-ts-tb-c-crrrip-gre

the results. under both the old plan or practice and the new plan or practice using the informa-
--tion from the last plan or practice year the-old-plan-or-practice operated and the formula

under the new plan or practice. The eligibility requirements, performance goals or targets,
and type of compe%sation under the plan or practice cannot be changed.

The method of calculating earnings under sales or commission plans or practices dx_produc--
tion incentive programs can be changed without Pay Board or COLC prior approval where any
increase in wages and_salaries is charged to the appropriate employee units of the employees
participating in the plan, practice, or program unit as provided.in §201.77. Where the in-
ceaseAn wages and salaries cannot be absorbed by anyone of the appropriate employee units

.or_program..uhit:,the plan, practice,-or program is .required,_
to he submitted to the Pay Board for prior approval.

6.83 Adoption. of New Plans, Practices, or Programs

A new plan, practice, or program which was rot in effect on November 14, 1971, or which
did. not replace 'a plan, practice, or program in effect on that date or approved by the Pay
Board or COLC pursuant to §201.73 as a new plan, 'practice, or program, or reported to the Pay
Board cr COLC pursuant to §201.79 as a plan, practice,or program of a new, organization is
required to 1)( submitted to the Costof Living Council for prior approval. Approval of a new

.plan, practice:, or program is subject to the terms and conditions that may be'imposed by the
COLC. Unless an exception is warranted, the amount payable under a plan, practice, or program
with respect'to the first 12-month period the plan, practice, or program operates is chargeable.
against the allowable wage and salary increase of the appropriate employee .units of the em- .

ployees in the plan, practice, or program unit. Thi's amount is considered as a wage and salary,
increase with respect to each appropriate employee uni-tfo -the control year during which pay-
ments or awards are made under such plan, practice, or program. In determining whether or not
to approve any plan, practice, or program or whether or not to charge the amount payable ufilder
a plan, practice, or program to theallowable wage and salary increase with respect to the
appropriate omployer, units of the employees in the plan, practice, or program unit'the COLC-
will.Look roall the facts and circumstances involved in each case and will utilize the excep-
tion critu.i corit:-deed in § 2)1.30.

Cet:tir, 1:vpirc-d r'!mw,, Practices, or Programs

A plan, practice, fir program in effect on November 13, 1971, meeting the definitions of
p 201.72(f) ns an epstinit. cc:ntract or 4 201.72(g) as a pay practice previously set forth no
lonrrer opeatiug undor § '01.35 is Allowed to operate under the applicable provisions of the

6.9- NEW PGAATZATIONS AND'CHAP.GES TN ORGANIZATIONAL FORM: 4 203.79

Thi:7 H;dy :wptles to 11.:1.0 II and firms in the mandatory sector
:For firms in vc.iont,n.ry t!As section serves as a guideline.

during Phase III.'
/



6.91 New Organizations

An organization not a successor to an existing organization formed on or after November
1!:, 1971, has 90 days'after the day of establishment to report any incentive compensation plans
'or, practices or sales or commission plans or practices, or production incentive programs to the
COLC. An organization is a successor to an existing organization where the, organization
merely goes through a change in form of legal organization. For example, a sole proprietorship
is incorporated. The. corporation is a successor organization. Two sole proprietors forma
partnership. The partnership is a successor organization. A corporation spins off a subsidiary
as a separate corporation; The former subsidiary is a successor organization. Two corporations
are consolidated into a new corporation. The new corporation is a successor organization. A
corporation is merged into. another corporation. The surviving corporation is a successor organ-
ization. Examples of changes resulting in creation of new organizations which are not successors
to existing organizations include an individual who was not previously engaged in a business
entering that business as a sole proprietor, and an individual who was not previously engaged
in a business entering that business with another individual who/also was engaged in that busi-
ness as a partnership, or as a corporation.

An organization is considered as having been established on the later of the day of its .

legal existence or the day of its commencement of business. The commencement of business occurs
__When_employees_are_hired,-offices_are_openedor_products....aremade_or-sold---The-commencement-----
of business does not mean that any revenue-must be generated or that revenues generated must
result in profits.

A report of a new organization is required to describe in detail all incentive compensation
.plans, practices, and programs including the'amount of each item of compensation including sal-
aries and job perquisites. Where available the report Should state compensation levels of ap-
propriate employee units.or the employees'in those appropriate employee units in comparable jobs-
in nearby firms. The report is also required to demonstrate that the establishment of the new

,organization and the plan's, practices, or programs was not for the purpose of circumventing the
intent 'of the wage and salary stabilization program and is not unreasonably 'inconsistent with
the intent and purpose of the wage and salary stabilization program or the_policies of the Pay
Board. A new organization establishing only salary, perquisite's, or qualified benefit plans,
practices, or programs is not required to file a report with the COLC. However, where anycin-'
centive compensation plan or practice or sales or commission plan or practice or production
incentive program is established, information with respect to salary, perquisite, or qualified
benefit plans, practices. or programs -is required to be included in the report. Any plan, prac-
tice, Or program not reported within 90 days after establishment of .the organization is con-
.sidered as a new plan, practice, or program and is required to be submitted to the COLC for prior
approval pursuant to § 201,78.

6.92 Changes in Organizational Form (Other than Mergers and Similar Organizations)

An organization doing business in a particular organizational form which on or after
November 14, 1971, changes that form and before, after, or as part of on account of this change
adopts new incentive compensation plans or practices or sales or commission plans or practices
or production incentive programs which are successors to plans, practices, or programs in effect
before such change has 90 days after such change to report any such plans, practices, or Pro-

grains to the COLC. A plan, practice,.or program is a successor to another plan,.practice,.or_____
program where the plan, practice, or program does not increase the aggregate amount-of compensa
tion that would have otherwise.been granted, whether or not currently under a plan, practice, or
program unit without taking the reorganization into account. A plan, practice, or program'which
is not a successor -plan, practice, or prcgram is a new plan, practice, 'or program and is re
quired to be submitted to the COLC for prior approval pursuant to Er 201.78. A report of an or-
ganization doing bUsiness in a particular organizational form which changes that form is required
to describe in detail all successor plans, practices, and programs including the amount of each
item of actual or anticipated compensation including salaries and-job perquisites. Where avail-
able the report should state compensation levels'of appropriate employee units or the employees
in those appropriate employee units in similar positions in the predecessor organizations prior
:tothe.change. The report is also required to demonstrate that the change in form of business
organization and the establishment of the plans, practices or- programs were not for the purpose
of circumventing the intent of the wage and salary stabilization program or the policies of the
Pay Board.



6.93'Mergers and Similar Reorganizations

An organization which merges with, or otherwise acquires, another organization may oontinue
both its and the acquired organization's incentive compensation plans or practices or sales or
commission plans or prnctices or production incentive programs. The employees of the acquired
organization may be added to the plans, practices, and programs of the acquired corporation.
However, in the case of incentive compensation plans or practices other than stock options,
there can be no increase in the amount of compensation under the plan or practice on account of
employees added to the plan or practice unit solely on account of a merger or similar acqusi-
tions Occurring on or after November 14, 1971. The plans, practices, end programs of both the
acquired and the acquiring organizations are required to be operated separately. For example,
.the stock option plan.: of an acquired corporation may continue to operate using stock of the
acquiring corporal..ion under the terms and conditions imposed under the stock option plan of the
acquired corporation. but using the stock of the acquiring corporation in lieu of the stock of
the acquired corporation adjusting for the fair market values of the. stock of each on the date
of the acquisition. Where an acquiring organization wants to combine its plans, practices, or
Programs with the plans, practices, or programs of an acquired organization both of these plans,
practices, or programs are required to be submitted to the COLC for prior approval pursuant to
@ 201.78. For example, if an acquiring corporation with a stock option plan wanted to end the
plan of an acquired corporation and combine both plans into a single plan covering both the
employees of the acquireiLand_aquiring_corporations,-both-plans-are-required-to7be-submitted-to---
the COLC for prior approval. Where there has been a merger or similar reorganization a plan,
practice, or program which is not a successor plan, practice, or program is a new plan, practice,
Or program requiring Pay Board.prior approval pursuant to §.201.78.

6.94 Carryover or Attributes

A change in organizational form by an employer does not affect such attributes as appropri-
ate- employee units', plan, practice, or program units or years or control years. These attributes
are carried over by an employer undergoing a change in organizational form unless otherwise re.."
quired by the change. For example, on July 1, 1972, a partnership incorporates. The partnership
has An'incentive compensation plan with a calendar plan year.:. The corporation.can_not_Changathe,_
plan- year 'merely because of the change in form.of business organizations. But, if the corpora-
tion adopted a fiscal year beginning on July 1 and ending the following June 30, for all purposes
then the payment under the incentive compensation plan is based on the profits'earned during the
corporation's new fiscal year. The corporation is permitted to adopt a July 1 to June 30 plan
year.

6.10 DETERMINATION OF TYPE OF PLAN

6.101 General

Since the Regulations provide for different treatment for different types of Executive and
Variable Compensation Plans or Practices, the determination of the type of plan being audited
is critical since an incorrect "plan type" determination will result in the application of in-
appropriate Sections of the Regulations and possible findings of violation where none exists.
The determination of plan type for Economic Stabilization purposes should be made by examination
of the plan document(s) or practice document(s), if in writing to determine how the Plan or
Practice operates. Caution should be exercised in relying on the Plan titles, since there are
no standarized Plan titles in use throughout industry. (For example, a Plan titled "Employee
Stock Option Plan" may, in fact, be an "Employee-, Stock Purchase Plan"). For Practices not re-
duced to writing, a verbal description of how the Practice operates should be obtained, together
with any memorandums or letters issued to participants which describe the Practice.

In order to assist in the determination of Plan type, listed below for each Section of
Sub-part F of the Pay Board Regulations are the kinds of Plans or- Practices that are covered by
each Section, together with a brief description of the primary charaCteristics of such Plans or
Practices. \

6.102 Section 201:74 - Incentive Compensation Plans

This Section is applicable to a wide variety of Incentive doinpensation Plans which have
been reduced to writing and include a clear-cut formula or method to determine the total aggre.
gate amount payable under the plan or the-total aggregate employer\contribution that can be :Made
under such plan, Not included are Stock Option Plans or Sales, Production or Commission Plana

1



_under which payments are related to changes in sales volume or production output.

Bonus Plans, whether payable to executives or other employees not covered by union con -
tracts, are the most common Incentive Compensation Plans covered by this Section. Such Plans
usually contain a formula based on changes in profit levels or earnings from which a bonus pool
is generated. Emplo:rees participating are granted individual bonus awards based on such factors
as their base compensation, a distribution formula, performance appraisal or management discre-
tion or combination of such factors.

Current Cash Bonus Plans provide for lump sum cash bonus awards payable shortly after the
close of the company performance measurement period, usually a year. Deferred Cash Bonus Plans
provide for the payment' of some or all of the bonus awards after an "earn-out" period or after
retirement. Current or Deferred Stock Bonus Plans Operate similarly to cash bonus plans, except
that the award is in shares of stock, rather than cash. Qualified Stock Bonus Plans ere also
covered by Section 201.74 and are not considered Qualified Benefit Plans pursuant to Section
201.59 of the Regulations.

Employee'Stock Purchase Plans (whether qualified or not) are also incentive compensation
plans covered by Section 201.74. Under typical plans of this type, employees subscribe to pur-
chase (usually through payroll deduction) a stipulated number of shares of stock at discount
from fair market value over a period of time or to contribute X dollars s-for the purchase of stock
through payroll deductions over a specified period of time and the company contributes an amount
to each employee's account. In some plans, employees may elect to take a refund of their cash
contributions prior to the purchase date and cancel the purchase of the stock. Stock purchase
plans differ from Stock Options in that they involve the financing of the sale of stock through
payroll deductions for relatively small amounts of shares. Occasionally, a company may have a
Stock Purchase, Plan with no employer contribution, and under which stock can be purchased at
100% or higherof Fair Market Value. Such plans do not result in any increase in wages and
salaries and are not subject to Section 201.74.

"Phantom" Stock Plans are also covered by this Section. Under a typical Phantom Stock Plan,
--an employee is'awarded 'a number of.imaginary-"shares" or "share units":- At the'end:of a spect----:-
fled period of time (usually 5 years) the employee is paid a bonus (in cash or in stock) equiva-
lent to the appreciation in market value of shares or "units" of stock awarded above their value
on the date of the award. Some Plans also provide for crediting the employee's account with
"dividend" equivalents - e.g., amounts equal to the dividends paid per share during the holding
period.

Performance Share Plans are a variation of bonus and phantom stock plans. Participants are
awarded a number of shares of .stock contingently at the beginning of an award period. To receive,
the award at the end of an earn-out period (usually 3-4 years), these plans require that a.pre-
determined company performance target or goal.must be met (such goals are often expressed as
increased earnings per share). If the goal is only partially met, the award.is redlced and im-
provements in company performance below a stipulated minimum results in cancellation`' of the
award. "Dividend Equivalents" are also often awarded contingently in some Performance Share
Plans.

There are innumerable variations of the types of incentive compensation plans described --,
above which precludes providing a fully comprehensive list. Fortunately, for Wage Stabilization
purposes, if a variable compensation plan is clearly (1) not a Stock Option Plan; (2) is not a
Sales or Production Incentive Plan; (3) is not covered byse Collective Bargaining Agreement, and,
(4) is not an employment contract, it is an Incentive Compensation Plan subject to Section 201.74
of the Regulations.

6.103'Section 201.75 - Incentive Compensation Practices

Employers (particularly smaller firms) may pay or award bonuses to executives and other non-
union employees, but may not have a formal plan document reduced to writing or if such "plan" has
been reduced to writing, it may not contain a fixed formula or method for determining the aggre-
gate amount payable under such "plan", and therefore,, does not meet the definition of a Plan
.under Section.201.74.. Accordingly, Section 201.75 Was'included in the Regulations to cover such
__Incentive Compensation Practices.



Typical Incentive Compensation Practices generally follow one of the two patterns listed
below:

1. Discretionary Bonus "Plans" - Company Management or the Board of Directors may award
cash or stock bonuses, payable currently or deferred to selected employees, regardless of com-
'9any performance and based solely on Management discretion.

2. Management by Objectives "Plans" - while such plans may specify a formula or certain
targets or goals, the formula or goals are changed periodically - Often annually and therefore
are not fixed.

6.104 Stock Options - Section 201.76

A stock option is essentially a right to purchase stock at a fixed price over a specified
period of time. If the market value increases over the option price, the optionee can exercise
his option by purchasing the stock covered by the option from the company at the lower option
price. Obviously, if the market value decreases below the p"TtiOn price, optionees will not
exercise options, but will allow them to expire.

Stock Option Plans_will_frequently_indicate-by-title.,orin-the-description of the Plan
whether the Plan.is "Qualified" or "Non-Qualified". This reference is to the tax status of the
Plan under IRS Regulations.

An IRS Qualified Option will nearly always meet the requirements of.Section 201:76 (b)
since the tax regulations require such plans to (1) receive approval of the stockholders; (2)
specify they aggregate number of shares set aside for option grants, and (3) issue options at a
price of at least 100% of Fair Market Value on date of grant. .

IRS Non-Qualified Option Plans may meet the requirements of Section 201.76 if the option
price is required to be at least 100% of Fair Market Value on date of grant. However, IRS

Non-Qualified Options issued at a price of less than .a fair market value on .date of grant do
not-meet the requirements of Section 201.76 (b) but are treated as Sa':'::on 201.76 (e) options.

In some cases, an otherwise Qualified IRS option7plaA 411 inclu,2 or be "tandemed" to a
plan calling for the award of stock "appreciation rights" at the expiration of the option.
Such rights permit employees to allow their vtl.;.,nEs to expire, but receive a payment in cash or
stock equivalent to the increase in marYA ve.-,Aie over the option price. (In effect, to receive
the benefits of 'a Stock Option without any lnyestment.on the part of the employee). The
attachment or inclusion of stock appreciation rights to an otherwise 201.76 (b) option converts
it to a 201.76 (e) option.

"Tandem" Stock Option Plans are fairly common in industry. Under a tandem plan, an employ-
ee would receive two options covering the same number of shares one option being a Qualified
Option and the second, a Non-Qualified option.' The employee can elect to exercise all or por-
tions of either option, but such exercise will cancel an equal number of shares covered by the
other option agreement. Where the tandem options are both issued at 100% of Fair Market Value
on the date of grant, the plan will generally meet the requirements of 201.76 (b): However, if
the non - qualified- option'is issued at less than 100% of fair market value, both options are
deemed to be covered by Section 201.76 (e).

6.105 Sales, CommiSsion and Production Incentive Plans - Section 201.77

Plans not inclUded in collective bargaining agreements and which directly reflect the
performance of covered employees in the form of sales or production are subject to Section
201.77 of the regulations.

In general, plans whidh are based on measurement of corporate or divisional profits cannot
qualify as a sales incentive plan, even though salesmen may be covered by such a plan. In some
cases, however, a plan covering salesmen may be based on measuring the profitability of sales.
Such plans usually provide for the transfer of products to the sales department at a standard
or manufacturing costfprice and measure the profits or sales by subtracting from Gross Sales,
the transfer price nlus selling expenses (such as salesmens salaries, expenses, advertising
costs, etc.). In cases where a plan is designed to measure sales profitability as opposed to
company or division profits, such plans can qualify as a Section 201.77 sales plan.



EXHIBIT I TO CHAPTER VI

7.1 PURPOSE

INSTRUCTIONS TO FORM S-82

COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATION WORKSHEET -
EXECUTIVE AND VARIABLE COMPENSATION

This worksheet is intended to serve as an audit tool in investigations where items of
compensation governed by the rules of Subpart F of the Pay Board's Regulations are present.

7.2 WHEN TO USE

This worksheet must be used in all cases involving Executive and Variable Compensation.
It is to be completed by the investigator and is not to be made available to the firm under
investigation.

7.3 VERIFICATION

Verification of all computations shown on the worksheet should be supported in the case
'file.

7.4 SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

PART I Identification

Items 1, 2, 3 - Self explanatory

PART II - General

Item h- Self explanatory':

Item 5 - If yes obtain a copy and include in the case file.

Item 6 - The applicable block or blocks should be checked. If the firm claims
it has a productivity program, check block (c) and complete Part VI.

PART III - Stock Options

If the firm has two or more stock option plans, which qualify for separate
aggregate share limitations complete, this part for each plan separately

Only if one of such plans was in existence on November 14, 1971, for less than
one full fiscal year, will they qualify for such separate treatment.

A new plan adopted on or after November 14, 1971, where another plan existed on
November 14, 1971, whether or not such other plan is terminated is treated as areplacement
plan.

Item 7 - Self explanatory

Item 8 - If no to a, b, c, or d, the plan does not meet the provisions Outlined
in the regulations. Consequently, Part IX which apportions the amounts chargeable to wages
and, salaries must be completed.

Item 9 - Self explanatory

Item 10 - The aggregate share limitation for stock option plans which meet the
requirements of Section 201.76 (b) is computed here.

Item 10 (a), (b) and (c). - Self explanatory

Item 10 (d), (e), (f) and (g) - These items are used to compute the aggregate
share limitation for fiscal years which began prior to November 14, 1972.



Item 10 (h), (i), (k) and (1) - These items' are used to compute the aggregate
share limitation for fiscal years which began on or after November 14, 1972. If more than one
such fiscal year is included in the investigation, the averages in (j) must be computed sep-'
arately for each fiscal year.

Item 11 - Show computation for current fiscal year and two immediately preceding
fiscal years ended after November 14, 1971. Any excess options are not to be charged against
wages and salaries.

Item 12 - Show computation for current fiscal year and two immediately preceding
fiscal years ended after November 14, 1971. The computed value would be considered a charge
to wage and salaries. Separate computations should be made for the grant of options and for
the exercise of options. See Section 201.76 (f) for valuation of such options. (Exclude the
exercise of any options granted prior to December 17, 1971).

PART IV - Incentive Compensation

If the firm has two or more incentive compensation plans, compute the allowable
amount for each plan separately.

be.

Item 13, 14, 15, and 16 Self- explanatory

Item 17 - If a D &.0 was issued it will state what the allowable amount should

Item 18 Show computation with respect to each plan or practice year for which
payment was made after November 14, 1971. If any award is deferred, payment is considered to
have been made on the date of award. Use the formulas outlined below to compute the allowable
amounts.

Allowable Amount for
First Plan or Practice Year - (Base Year Amount) X (105.5)

Allowable Amounts for Each
Succeeding' Plan or Practice
Year = (Allowable Amount for the Previous

Plan or Practice Year) X (105.5) X
(Adjustment Factor)

The formula for arriving at the adjustment factor is as follows:

(Base Unit Salary + Base Unit Salary Additions) - Base Units Salary Deletions
Base Unit Salary

Item 19 and 20- Show each plan or practice year separately.

Item 21 - In determining whether an excess exists the allowable amount is the
lesser of the amounts shown in Item 18 or Item 20.

PART V - Sales or Commission plans or practices and certain Production Incentive programs.

Item 22 - Self explanatory

Item 23 - If the plan has remained the same, i.e. no changes at all, the plan
can operate according to its existing provisions. If no is checked, the balance of this part
does not have to be completed.

Item 24 - Self explanatory

Item 25 - If item 23 is checked yes and the date of the change is prior to the
beginning of the current plan, practice or program year this item is to be completed.

Item 25 (a) - This is to be completed for the year of ,change by using actual
volume or production figures for that year. If an excess is determined, it is considered an
increase in the control year paid. That is, at the point in time the excess begin is when
it is considered an increase in wages and salaries.



Item 25 (b) - This is completed for each plan, practice or program year, in-
cluding the current year, following the year of,.._change._ The investigatory_must_estimate_the--:-

-----sales-volume-Or-prodUctlbn-baYiEt-iT-ther-is open or establish the exact amounts if -the
yearjs closed. The amounts will then be used to determine whether an increase results under
the new plan. Any excess is treated in the same manner as in 25 (a).

Item 26 - If item 23 is checked yes and the date of the change is in the current
plan, practice .or.program year, this part is to be completed.

Item 27 - Self explanatory%

Item 28 - The amount paid or awarded should be shown for each plan, practice or
program year since the establishment of the plan, practice or program.

Such amounts are increases in wages and salaries in the control year paid or
awarded.

Item 29 - Self explanatory. It yes tc "B" attach a copy of the decision and
order.

PART VI - Productivity Programs

This part is to be completed if the firm claims to have such a program under
-Section 201.61.

Items 30, 31, and 32 - Self explanatory

PART VII - Job Perquisites

Items 33 and 34 - Self explanatory

Items 35, 36, and 37 - If yes is checked, include control year or years changes
made in or apportionment occurs.

PART VIII - Officers Wages and Salaries

Item 38 - To be completed for elected officers only.

Column (a) is to show base salary at the time of investigation.
Column (b) is to show base salary for .last payroll period of immedi-
ately preceding control year.

Column (c) is to show percentage change unless increase is the result
of a bonafide promotion: In addition, on separate schedule show
the same information for the immediatley preceding control year.

Item 39.,:,Seif-pxplenatory

Item 40 - State the classification of the employees in the AEU in which the
officers listed in Item 38 participate (e.g, officers only, all executives, all. salaried). In-
clude the title and salary range applicable to the lowest paid employee in this AEU.

Item 41 - The purpose of this question is to determine the appropriations of the
AEU designation.

:Items 42 and 43 - Self explanatory

PART XI - AEU

Item 44 - If investigation covers AEU's in addition to the one described in
Item 40-, check yes and enter number.

Item 45 - Circle the item numbers for amounts to be apportioned to all AEU's
covered by the investigation.



Item 46 - State the nature and amount of items to be apportioned to each AEU
covered by the investigation and identify each. Show separately for each AEU.

Item 47 - P.B. 3's or 3A's must be attached for each AEU for the current control
year and the immediately preceding control year.

Item 48 - Self explanatory

PART X AND XI - Self. explanatory



i

Economic Stabilization Program

Compliance Investigation Worksheet - Executive and Variable Compensation
(Section references are to the Economic StabilizationRegulatiOW,7Thse 1ra-kIrlfmoreSpaCe-1sneeded.-)

Part q.--Identification

1 Name and address of firm 2 SIC code (if available)

3 Principal product, activity or service

Part --General

4 Check the applicable box to show the form of the organization:

a. Corporation Q b. Partnership L:z c. Sole.proprietorship

5 Have any pay rulings or decisions been issued to this employer, or are any pending? Yes cl No
If;"Yes," describe.

6 Check the appropriate boxes below and complete the applicable sections of this worksheet.

a. The firm issued stock options

b. The firm awards incentive compensation as defined in Section 201.72(e) 47 .

c. The firm has a productivity incentive program as defined in Section 201.61 tI
d. The firm pays variable compensation as defined in Section 201.77 L:7

e. The firm provides job perquisites as defined in Section 201.72(d) C.7
Part III.--Stock Options (Complete only if the firm has a stock option plan and has issued stock options since December16,

1971. If the firm has more than one stock option plan, see instructions,)

7 Dose the employer's stock option plan or any of the options granted under the plan since December'16, 1971, meet the

definition of:

a. An existing contract, pursuant to Section 201.72(f)? L:7 Yes L:7 No

b. A pay practice previously set forth, pursuant to Section 201.72(9)7 , . L:7 Yes (.7 No

c. If Yes " to a. or b., explain.

(See Section 201.35, 201.76(c)(4) and 201.78(d) for plans or options meeting the definitions of an eY.isting contract

or a pay practice 'previously set forth,'

8 Does the plan meet the folowing provisions of Section 201. 76(b)(1):

a. Were the stock options granted in writing? 0 Yes Q No
b. Does the plan have stockholders, approval' L-7 Yes a No.

If "Yes," give the date 10
,

c. Is the maximum number of shares stipulated? a Yes 2:7 No

If 'Yes," give the number

d. Is the option price not less than 100% of.'air market value L-7 Yes 2:7 No

If "No," explain.

e. If No " to a., b., c., or d., check item 9 e, and complete item 11 and Part IX.

9 Check the type of plan below and compute allowable options in item 10.

a. Existing stock option plan (Section 201.76(b)). Allowable options are computed per Section 201.76(b)(1)(ii) or

(iii) or Section 201.76(c)(1), (2), (3) or (4)

b. Replacement of existing plan (Section 201.78(a)). Allowable options are computed per Section 201.76(b)(1)(ii)

or (iii) or Section 201.76(c)(1),(2),(3) or (4), as applicable to the existing plan

c; Modification or revision of existing plan (Section 201.78(b)). Allowable options are computed in the same

manner as in item (b), above

d. New plan (Section 201.78(c)) . Determine allowable shares from the Decision, and Order or appendix B. (Sec

Pay Board Ruling 1972-113 if the firm had a previous stock option plan.)

e. The stock option plan does not meet the requiredents of Section 201.76(b)(1)

(If you check e., also complete item 12 and Part IX.)

Z:7
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Part ITT --Stock Options (Continued)

10.1,mount of allowable_shares_under_the_Economic-Stabilizalion,Regulations.-(If-anew.plan.or-an-exception-was-granted,-enter

the amount from the Decision and Order )
110

a. Date plan adopted
110

b. Corporation fiscal year
110

c. Total number of shares available for option under the stock option plan as of December 17, 1971..0,

d. For a fiscal year beginning prior to November 14, 1972; list the aggregate number of shares under' stock options granted

in each of the employer's last, three fiscal years ending before November 14, 1971:

1.' First year ending before November 14, 1971

2. Second year ending before November 14, 1971 l
3. Third year ending beforeNovember 14, 1971

e. How many shares under option were granted in the fiscal year including November 14, 1971, and granted before December

17, 1971? (These options may. be exercised per Section 201.76(a))
110.

f. Have options been granted since December 16, 1971 and prior to fiscal year beginning on or after

November 14, 1972 ? £7 Yes Q No

If "Yes," show number of shares by fiscal yea"

Compute below allowable shares per Section 201.76(b)(1)(ii) or (c) and enter results in Item 11a 3. for each applicable

fiscal year.
B.

h. Have options been granted in a fiscal year beginning on or after November 14, 1972', Q Yes 0- No
If "Yes," show number of shares by fiscal year

i. If "Yes " to item,h., above, complete the following for each fiscal year the plan was in existence to the year of

computation.

FY's Prior to FY of

Beginning

Computation

Ending

Options Granted Number of Employees

Participating in Plan Unit

Totals

j. Compute averages:

options 2E11a2=
years

employees
employees

years

k. Show number of employees reasonably expected to receive options for the computation year
11°

1. Compute below the aggregate share limitation for the computation year. Enter the results in item' 11 a.3. for
each fiscal year.

Annual a,erage option) x )(--P
Em loyees.to receive options

Average number of employees

11 a. Computation of options exceeding the Economic Stabilization Regulations. (Use a separate column for each fiscal year.)

1. Fiscal year(s) of grant

2. Number of shares covered by options granted

3. Number of allowable shares (from item 10 g. or 1 )

4. Zxoess. if any, of line 2. above, less line 3.. . .

b. Were options granted for shares in excess of the number allowable under the Economic Stabilization Reels? 2:7 Yes Z:7 No

Form S-82 Page 2 (Rev. 5-73) Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service



Pa "t III.--Stock Options (Continued)

-12 1f "item 9e: "is"" checked; `determine -the value-of -- the. stock,. options., for. ;,the,._ fiscal, year, or the grant and the fiscal year

of exercise. Show computations below for each fiscal year, and complete Part IX.
. .

Part IV.--Incentive Compensation (Other than stock options or productivity incentive as defined in Section 201.61 or plans or

practices covered by Section 201.77)

(Complete this pert for each separateplan or prattico if the employer awards incentive compensation, as defined in Section

201.72().)

13 a. Is incentive compensation awarded under a

If "Yes, attach copy.

b. Is incentive compensation awarded under a

If "Yea," describe method for determining

the bonus percentage as determined by the

plan as defined in Section 201.747 L-7 Yes CT No

NoYes 1:7practice as defined in Section 201.75? 2:7

aggregate amount of awards pursuant to the practice, or show

formula in Section 201.75(a)(1).

14 Does the plan or practice or any awards made thereunder meet the definitions of:

a. An existing contract? 0 Yes 2:7 No

b. A pay practice previously set forth? 1:7 Yes C7 No
c. If "Yes" to a. or b., explain.

1562Litit is lam or rnctice ea
1 If the plan or practice makes awards other than cash, or provides for deferred payments, explain. (See Sections 201.74(c)

(1) and (3), or 201.75(c)(1) and (j).)

a. Has the employer adopted a new or,replacement incentive compensation plan, or revised or modified its

existing plan, since NoViMber 13, 19717 ... ).77 Yes 2:7 No

b. Was approval of the plan required under Section 201.78? Ci Yes L7 No
c. If "Yes " to b.,has a Decision :end Order been received? L:7 Yea C1 No
d. If "No " to b. or c., determine if any amounts awarded should be apportioned to wages and salaries,

compute the amount in items 18,19, 20, and 21, and complete Part IX.

18 Compute the allowable amount for each plan or practice year for which an award was made after November 13,1971 (pursuant

to Section 201.74(b) if a plan, or to Section.201.75(b) if a practice).

a. Base year amount

1m. Allowable amount for first plan or practice year

c. The adjustment Factor and alloVable amount for each subsequent plan or practice
year:

Form S-82 Page 3 (Rev, 5-73)
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21/3/L=In ergt (Continued)ntinued

19 a. Has the employer made awards under the plan or practice after November 13, 1971? I:7 Yes L:r-

b. If "No " to 1., when does employer expect next awards to be made? 10,
c. If "Yes" to a., what was the aggregate amount and date of the award for each plan or practice year?lp

d. If there is am amount in c., does it include;

1. Items deferred to a later year?

2. Items deferred from an earlier year?
0 Yes L:7 No

Q Yes ,C7 No

3. Noncash items? 4:77Y's 1:7 No
e. If "Yea " to 1., 2., or 3., explain.

20 a. If award mede under s "plan," determine for each plan year the aggregate maximum amount computed in accordance with

the plan formula.

b. If award made under a "practice," determine for each practice year the aggregate maximum amount computed in accordance

with the formula in item 13b

21 If there are amounts in item 19 c., are they more than the/amount computed in either item 18 or 20? . . j7 Yee 4:7 No
If "Yes," ,show amount of excess for each plan or practice year and complete Part IX.

Part V.--Salis or Commission Plans or Practices and Cortnin Production Incentive Programs (Complete for each separate plan,

practice or program)

22 Prior to November 14, 1971, did the,employer have established and in effect a sales or commission plan or

practice or a production incentive. program covering nonunion employees? Cg Yes Ci No
If "Yea," and plan or program are in writing, attach a copy; if a practice or a program not in writing,

describe method for determining amount of compensation.

23 a., If "Yes " to item 22, has the method of calculating earnings changed since November 13, 1971? . . . . D Yes L7.7 No

b. If "Yes " to a., what is.the date of change?

(If "No " to a.,plen may operate per Section 201.77(a)(1),)

,24 What is the plan, practice or program year? 0-

25 a. If a change initially effects a completed plan, practice or program year, based on actual sales

ibileme or production'output for such year:

1. State the aggregate amount of compensation paid or awarded under such changed plan, practice or

program .Fs
2. Stet* the aggregate amount of compensation that would have been paid or awarded had no change in

the method of calculating earnings occurred 01.-8

3. If 1. exceeds show amount of excess and complete Part IX 10.1 S

b. For each plan, practice or program year following the year of initial change, based on actual sales

volume or production output for a completed year,and on projected sales volume or production output

for the current year:

1. State or estimate the aggregate amounts of compensation paid, awarded or payable under such 1111.

plan,changed practice or program

2. State or estimate the aggregate amount of compensation that would have been paid, awarded or 1

payable had no change in the method of calculating earnings occurred

3. If 1. exceeds 2., show the amount of excess for each year lied complete Part IX P.

$

$

$

26 If, a change initially effects a current plan, practice or program year, based on projected sales volume or production output

fer such year:

a. Estimate the aggregate amount of compensation payable under such changed plan, practice or progr

b. Estimate the aggregate amount of compensation that would have been payable had no change in the

method of calculeting earnings occurred

c. If a. exceeds b. show the amount of'excess and complete Part IX

-27 If "No " to item 22,hes such a plan, practice or program been established since November 13, 1971? . Q Yes 4:7 No
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Part V.--Sales .or Commission Plans or Practicet and Certain Production Incentive Programs. (Complete for
each separate- plan, practice cr program.) (Continued)

-.. 28 If " Yes, amount Par

29 a. If "Yes" to items 23 or 27, was approval required A'inder Section 201.78? I:7 Yes E:7 No

b. If "Yes" to a., has'a Decision and Order been-veceived? Q Yes D No

Part VI.-- Productivity Programa

30 Does the employer claim that any or its plans, practices or programs are productivity 2177 Yes 2:7-i4o

incentive programs? If "Yes" complete items 31 and 32.

31 Describe method by which compensation under such program is computed.

32 Does such program qualify as a productivity incentive program pursuant to Section P01.61(d)? LIYos-a No

If "Ho," treat as a Section 201.74, 201.75 or 201.77 plan or practice, as applicablepand complete the ap-

propriate 'pert of this form.

Part VII.--Job Perquisites

33 List all items furnished by the employer you consider to be perquisites es defined in Sectie 201.72(d).

34 List all business expense reimbursement pre:Aces of the employer, including mileage reimbursement, club dues payments, etc

35 Has the employer made any changes in its practices as described in items 33 and 34 (e.g., increaerng

mileage reimbursement, adopting a tuition reimbursement program, issuing gasoline credit cArd's, etc.)'

since November 13, 19717 Q Yes 2:7 No
If "Yes," describe.

36 Does employer intend to include the value'of such changes in pay adjustment computations? Yes Q, No
If "Yes," describe.

37 Should any items furnished as job perquisites be apportioned to wages and salaries? 2:7 Yes
If "Yes," compute below and complete Part S.

.Pat-VIII.--Officers'Wages and Salaries

38 If a corporation, list the corporate officers and infowti.on enot their salaries in the space below. The pe^contage in

column (c) shculd be obtained by dividing the total in column (a) by the total in column (b) and subtracting 100%, If,.

the percentage change is the result Of a honn fide promotion, write "promotionr in column (c).

If additional space is needed, check t!4e following box and 3ttach list . . 7 ......... . . a
Include dollar amounts on such attached it in totals_fce:_enluen- J.a.l.,:tad-.21)..

1 ItiV.
.

UffeM

id}

1050 .

Payroll Period
ih)

PerCOnlage
Change..

ic)

Name

$

4

-Totals

39 Is the current total base salary more than 5.5% greater than the total base payroll period?

If "Yes," determine the Appropriate Employee Unit (AEU) and complete Part lX. (Part IX should also be

'' completed for the AEU if column (c) for any officer substantially exceeds' 5.5%.)

40 Describe the AEU in which corporate officers are currently participating.

a Yes Q No :
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Part VIII. -- Officers' Wages and Salaries (Continued)

41 Nave the corporate officers historically participated in this AEU?
---

L:7 Yes L_7 No

42 What is the control year for this AEU?

43 How many employees were in the AEU for each control year?

Part IX. --Appropriate Employee Units

44 Does this worksheet involve more then one AEU? Q Yea a No

45 Amounts to be apportioned to each AEU ware determined from items (circle applicatle item numbers)

5e,' 12, 17, 21, 25a.3, 25b.3, 26c, 28, 37, 39

46 State the items and amounts identified in item 45 and associate with the AEU. Please describe each AEU. (Use additional

pages if necessary.)

47 Prepare and attach a Form PB-3 or PB-3A for each AEU. Number of Forms PB-3.or PB-3A attached

Part X. Signatures

48 Investigator 1449 Date 50 Total time spent 151 Reviewer 152 Date
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EXHIBIT II TO CHAPTER VI.

BACKOROUND-PAPER-EXECUTIVE_AND_VARIABLE_COMPENSATION CONTROLSL,....

During Phase II, the Pay Board decided that increases in aggregate compensation for units
of white collar, management and executive employees should be limited to the same general wage
and salary standard as was applicable for other units of employees. However, recognizing that
the compensation package for management employees usually included bonuses, stock options and
other forms of variable compensation, it was decided that special iagulations were required to
provide rules governing the operations of such plans. These rules are covered in Subpart F of
the Pay Board regulations.

These regulations separate executive and variable compensation from other forms of com-
pensation. The term "executive" is not defined. However, the determination of whether .the
rules regarding executive and variable compensation apply to an item of compensation does not
depend on the individual receiving the compensation, but.the type of compensation received.
The regulations also do not affect any plans covered by the provisions of a collective
bargaining agreement.

Increases ln salaries and the cost of perquisites awarded to employees or executives Are
.chargeable to the 5.5% general wage and salary standard for the appropriate employee unit or
units to which such employees were assigned by the employer. In addition, salary payments
deferred to later years are Oar6d as wages and salaries in the year earned.

INCENTIVE COMPENSATION PLANS AND PRACTICES (Excluding Stock Options) - Sections 201.74 and
201.7 3

A wide variety of plans are covered, including cash or stock bonus plrns whether payable
currently or where payments are deferred, phantom stock plans, stock purchase plans, and
performance share plans. (These regulations do not cover qualified benefit plans, e.g., IRS
qualified pension or profit sharing plans.)

The control concept underlying the regulations is that payments and awards made under
such plans or practices during Phase II or III that are consistent with payments made.under
such plans or practices prior to Phase II, should not be deemed to be increases in wage and
salaries. Accordingly, the computation provisions are the heart of these regulations on
incentivecompensation plans and praccices. In essence, the regulations provide that for
plans or practices in existence on November 14, 1971, the allowable amount which might be
paid as a bonus for the first plan or practice year under Phase IT is the amount actually
paid in the best of the last three plan years plus 5.5%. Following the recodification
hearings, the Pay Board amended the regulations to provide an additional 5.5% increase in
the allowable amount in the second plan or practice year and required that the allowable
amount be adjusted upward or downward to.reflect increases or decreases in plan participants
from the base year who are now eligible to receive awards under such plan or practice.

The regulations also permit payments in "excess" of the allowable amount to be made,
provided such "excess" payments are charged as increases in wage and salaries. Any excess
payments must be distributed pro rata among the appropriate employee units to which plan
participants have been assigned.

During Phase II, the adoption of new incentive compensation plans and practices required
prior Pay Board approval. In general, the Pay. Board approved the adoption of such plans with
the condition that payments made under a new plan during the first 12 months of operation are
chargeable as increases in wages and salaries for the appropriate employee unit. Modifications
or replacements of plan3 in existence on November 14, 1971, also required Pay Board approval.
In general, such changes were approved, subject to the condition that any increase in aggregate
compensation resulting from the revision or replacement over that which would have been
payable under the prior plan 1,- 'ld taao be a chargeable increase to wages and salaries.

The standard treatement of new, modified or replacement plans adopted in Phase. III has
been published in Appendix B of the Cost of LiVihg Council regUlations.



STOCK OPTIONS - Section 201.76

The Pay Board_decidedthatno restrictions would be placed on the exercise of options
'which had been granted prior to theCOththende-Ment-Cf-Phase'll. It" also -decided

that stock options that met certain Pay Board requirements - namely, that (' the
option plan must be approved by the stock holders, (2) that the plan must specify the maxi-
mum number of shares set aside for option grants, and (3) most importantly, that tho plan
required options to be granted at an exercise price-of no less than 100% of the fair Aarket
value on date of grant - would not. be deemed to be ah increase in salaries since there is no
cost to the company for such options either at the time of issuance or exercise of such
options. However, since the grant of such options are obviously an inducement to employment,
it was decided that a limitation be placed on the number of shares which could be awarded
under stock options during each fiscal year.of the'employer, such number to be consistent
with each employers past practice in granting options prior to stabilization.

The original Pay Board regulations covering existing stock option plans which met the
Pay Board's requirements established'an aggregate share limitation for a fiscal. year beginning
prior to November 14, 1972, to the number of shares covered by options issued per year during
the thrFe fiscal years ending prior to November 14, 1971 - divided by three. Special rules
for computing the annual allowance were provided for plane less thari thtee years old and for
dormant plans.

As a result of a number 'of complaints received during recodification hearings, the Pay
Board issued new regulations on November 14, 1972, changing the computation of the annual
stock option all:-..wance. The aggregate share limitation applicable to fiscal years beginning
on or after November 14, 1972, is now based on the annual average number of.shares subject to
optione'that were granted during the life of the plan and now'further provides that such
allowance must be adjusted upward or downward for changes in the number of plan participants.

During Phase II, adoption'of a new Pay Board qualified stock option plan required prior
Pay Boatd approval. In general, such approval was granted with the condition that the allow-
able number of shares that could be granted under options be held to 25% of the aggregate
shares authorized under the plan. Replacement or.revised plans also required prior, approval
and in.general, the annual. allowance for such plans was held to the Annual allowance which
could have been granted under the prior plan.

The standard treatment of new and modified or replacement plans adopted in Phase III has
been published in Appendix B of the Cost of Living Council regulations.

Stock options granted under plans which did not meet the requirements of the Pay Board
(usually options-which could be purchased at a discount from fair market value on date of

:grant) are deemed to be increases in wages and salaries. The.charge' made is an "option premium"
equal to 25% of the fair market value of a share as of the date of grant plus. the value of the
discount from fair market value on that date. At the time of subsequent exercise Of .Alch
`option, a' further amount chargeable is the difference (if any) between the fair market value
at the time of exercise over the sum of the original 25% premiuM plus the fair.market value at

:the time of grant. Such charges are apportioned to the appropriate employee unit or units for
the plan participants.

SALES COMMISSION AND PRODUCTION INCENTIVE PLANS OR PRACTICES --Section 201.77

These plans, when directly related to the performance of the employees with respect to
sales or production output that were established and in effect before November 1i, 1971, may
continue to operate in accordance with their provisions without reference to the 5.5% wage
and salary standard. If a change is made in the plan or practice method of calculating the
earnings of any employees covered by such plan or practice, the increases in the aggregate
amount of compensation over that payable under the plan or practice before revision is deemed
an increase in wages and salaries in the year earned and is apportioned to the appropriate
employee unit(s).

Turing Phase II, the adoption of new sales production or commission incentive plans
-required prior Pay Board approval. Such appmval was generally granted provided, however,
that payments under such plan be charged as an increase in wages and salaries.

Appendix B of the Cost of Living Council's regulations provides guidelines for the replace-



ment or modification and adoption of now sales commission and production incentive plans
consistent with the standard treatment afforded such plans during Phase II.

NEW ORGANIZATIONS - Section 201.79

kny business or firm established on or after November 13, 1971, was permitted to
establish executive or variable compensation plans or practices if within 90 days after the
establishment of the business, report,was filed with the Pay Board describing such plans.
The report was required to demonstrate that the organization of the business entity and the
plans or the practices adopted were not for the purpose of circumventing the intent of the
wage and salary program and were not unreasonably inconsistent with the intent and purposes
of the program or, the policies of the Pay-Board. Since the regulations did not require Pay
Board approval, decision and orders were not issued in response to new organization reports
except in situations where a report indicated that a proposed action was unreasonably incon-
sistent with the regulations.

Section 201.79 also spelled out the rules applicable to changes in organization form
resulting from mergers, acquisitions, or reorganizations. In general, the Pay Board took the
position that a change in organizational form should not affect the appropriate employee units,
plans or practice units or control years unless otherwise clearly required by the organizational
change. Allowable amounts for established incentive compensation plans or stock option plans
in predecessor organizations were generally allowed to be carried forward into the new
organization.

SUMMARY

The regulations covering Executive and Variable Compensation establish limitations as to
the "allowable" amounts of payments or awards that can be made under executive and variable
compensation plans that are not regarded as increases in wages and salaries. "Excess" payments
(except in the case'of Pay Board approved stock options) could be made if charged, to tile
general wage and salary standard for the appropriate employee unit(s). Employers could
adopt or modify or replace existing plans, but'increases in aggregate compensation resulting
from such' actions are chargeable as wage and salary increases to the appropriate employee
unit(s). The regulations in no way attempted to limit the amount of individual salary
adjustments or incentive compensation awards - but control only the aggregate payments made
pursuant to plans and practices.



Chapter VIII

CASE FILE FORMAT

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In both large survey and individual directed investigations, one of the most necessary
steps to insure orderly case preparation and a quick accurate review is a uniform work
Itoduet.' Uniformity has been lacking in the cases submitted to date. The cope files received

have ranged from barely acceptable to extremely good. Consequently, we ask that the sample
case file be the standard for all future wage cases. A uniform product, such as the one we
propose, will greatly aid the review programs whether they be at. District, Regions, National
'Office or the .Cot of Living Council.

8.11 General

Two completed case files should be submitted for all pay cases. This will enable both
National Office and CLC to review the case file concurrently. A retained copy of both
locations will also facilitate matters when questions arise at either CLC or N.O. Each case
file should be bound in a memo size folder rather than legal size. All inclusions and at-
tachments should be-bound (ACCO fasteners or clips) to prevent losses and/or separations
either in transit or while being reviewed.

8.12 File Preparatio2

All future case files should be set up in accordance with the case file outline you
received. The best way to familiarize you with the case outline will be step by step.

(1) The initial S-71 and all S-66 updating the case, should be attached on the
reverse side of the file cover. S-66 green and yellow copies to be inserted
in one copy of the caselfile. S-66 pink and any other extra copy to be inserted
in the other copy of the case file.

(2) IndeXshould encompass all material in the case file report and indicate its
location. - 1

.

. (

(3) Narrative Report (Memo style) (see report in sample file). ) This will identify the
firm investigated and the resolution of the investigation i.e., Violation - No
Violation. This memo report is in. addition to the short narrative on the final S-66.
The format is standard and has been used in almost all investigations.

The report should provide the reviewer with alconcise wrap up of investigation as
Well as thesinyestigator's recommendation.

(4) S-102. All parts are to be completed. If a section does not apply, indicate on
form) (i.e., N/A) Where attachments are requested by the form, pinpoint their
location, in the appropriate section of the case file.

(5) PB-3' or 3A

(6) WorkpaPers - Should include verification for all informatieh on

(a) Base salaries - list and method of vertification used.

(b) Stock options - should include duties of grant, computations, etc.

(c) Incentive compensation - be sure to include all supporting data.

(d) 'Sales or Commissions Plans or Practices

(e) Job prerequisites

Copy of Plans

. (a) Stocks plans



(b) Incentive Comp. Plans

(c) Sales plans

(d) Productivity plans

(8) Pay Board Q and A' - if any, attach,conieR.

.0) Memorandums *supporting positions if any.

Any other exhibits, proxy statements, annual reports, etc.

All-items should-be-tabed-as-shown in example -and-clearly_crossr.referenced

index.

(10) For investigations other than executive compensation, the above forms should be

used and adopted as necessary for the particular case.



HIGHER PRICES INCORPORATED

NO. 1 MARITIME PLAZA

C.L.C. No. 502

Completed March 9, 1973

By:

H. R. Ruby



Address any reply to: 450 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

DISTRICT DIRECTOR.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

District Director
Internal Revenue Service
San Francisco, California
ATTN: Assistant to the Director

(Stabilization)

Re: Higher Prices Incorporated
No. 1 Maritime Plaza'
San Francisco, California

FINAL - No Violation

Basis for the Investigation

This report is in response to the S-71 requesting an investigation of
the executive compensation program of Higher Prices, Incorporated.
The Stabilization Investigation Transmittal directs an inquiry into the
companies executive compensation plan, including base salary, job per-
quisites and incentive compensation paid to corporate officers. The
ultimate purpose was to gather information to complete the attached
Form S-82, to analyze this information, and to determine if the compen-
sation paid to the corporate officers exceeded the amount allowable under
the Phase II Regulations.

Results of the Investigation

On March 1st Frank Lyon contacted the subject company and requested
the information necessary for the investigation. On March 5, 1973,
Fred Fish and Frank Lyon from the Economic Stabilization Program,
met with Mr. Lloyd Steve of Higher Prices Incorporated, and Mt. 'Brown
of the law firm of,Alpha Beta Kapps. The wage information was provided.
and additional discussion of the stock option plans took place. On March
6th the investiators met with Mr.' Lloyd Steve and Mr. Cliffotd Diamond for
the purpose of gathering the information on the stock option.plan.
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On the basis of the information received, Part II of the S-82 was completed.
Exhibit A itemizes the individual officers' salaries. This list was copied
from the personnel records of the company which recorded the salary history
of the corporate officers.

Parts II and IV were also completed on the basis of the stock option informa-
tion obtained from the company's records. The Schedule F worksheets itemize
the specific grants. In addition, Schedule G contains the reports by the
compensation and stock ption committee which designates who the receipients
of the options were.

It is important to note that the grants in 1971 were approved in a Decision
and Order. (See Schedule B) The total number allowable was also designated
as the base year amount for the subsequent two month period. The company
did not grant in excess of the allowable amount of options in either 1971
or 1972.

The appropriate employee until which includes the corporate officers, is
composed of all salaried employees. There are two thousand employees in this
until and the control years run from November to November. In the first
control year. this until received a 5.3 percent increase in the average hourly
wage and a .2 percent increase in qualified benefits. In the second control
year the until received a 5.3 percent increase to the hourly rate and a 2.5
percent increase to qualified benefits.

Higher Prices, Incorporated is on a calendar year. Their stock option plan
is silent as to time periods. The plan was adopted on August 13, 1971, and
the Board of Directors approved a grant of 160,000. The Pay Board allowed
this as the maximum .amount during a twelve month period from August, 1971
to August, 1972. In this way the pecision and Order implies a plan year
to August to August.

Conclusions

The analysis of the salary schedule and the option information provided by
Higher Prices, Incorporated indicates that this company has not violated
the general wage and salary standard in compensating its corporate officers.



Economic Stabilization Program
Complizznce investisation Worksheet - Executive and Variable Compensation

(Section references are to the Stabilization Regulations. Attach additional sheets if more space is needed.)
.t I Identification

1. Name and address of firm
#4141412 p,2ick, Incorporated
# 1 Maritime Plaza
San Francisco, California

2. sic code (if available)
9 , 10

3. Principal product, activity or service
wood and paper products

Part 11 General

4. Check the appropriate boxes below and complete the applicable sections of this worksheet.
(a) The firm issued stock options Ln
(b) The firm awards incentive compensation as defined in Section 201.72(e) Fel
(C) The firm has a productivity incentive program as defined in Section 201.61 -0
(d) The firm pays variable compensation as defined in Section 201.77
(e) The firm provides lob perquisites as defined in Section 201.72(d) 50

5. What is the form of the organization? (a) Corporation ps] (b) Partnership (c) Sole proprietorship t
6. If a corpcIration, list the corporate officers and salary information in the space below. The percentage in column (0 should be

obtained by dividing the total in column (a) by the total in column (b) and subtracting 100%.
If additional space is needed, check the following box and attach list
Include dollar amounts on such attached list in totals for columns (a) and (b).

Name Title Current

lal

Base
Payroll Period

ibl

Percentage
Change

icl
See attached schedule S $ fi

at Exhibit A

%
Bis $1,272,072. $1,293,336. 1.67%
Is the current base salary more than 5.5% greater than the base payroll pe iod?
If "Yes," determine the Appropriate Employee Unit (AEU) and complete Part VII. (Part VII should also
be completed for the AEU if the current base salary of any officer substantially exceeds a 5.5% increase.)

Yes a No

8. Have any pay rulings or decisions been issued to this employer or are any pending?
it-"Yes," describe. .

Case # 8464'.- ... A Decision and Order dated July 21, 1972 gives permission
to grant 160,000 units during the base period and stated that this shall
become the base year amount for a subsequent twelve month period. See

pOes NI No

exhibit B

Part III Stock Options (Complete only if the firm has a stock option plan and has issued stock options since
December 16, 1971)

9. Does the employer's stock-option plan cc any of the options granted under the plan since December 16, 1971,
of:
(a) An existing contract, pursuant to Section 201.7207
(b) A pay practise previously set forth, pursuant to Section 201.72(9)?
(c) If "Yes" to (a) or (b). explain.

(Plans or options meeting the definitions of an existing contract or a pay practice previously set forth generally
to operate under Section 201.35.)

meet the definitions

Yes No
Yes 4.] No

will be allowed;

10. Does the plan meet the following provisions of Section 201.76(b)(1):
(a) Were the stock options granted in writing?
(b).Does the plan have stockholders' approval?

If "Yes',' give the date >

.. _

Part VII.

E Yes 0 No
(J Yes Ohio

6E3 Yes No

MI Yes NI No

(c) Is tho maximum number of shares stipulated?
If "Yes' give the number >

d) Is the option price not less than 100% of FMV?
If -No; explain.

(e) If "No" to (a), (b), (cl or (d), check item 11(e) and complete item 13 and

Form S-82 12-73) Department of the Treasury . Interna! Revenue Servic
.., .. .



11. Check the type of plan below and compute allowable options in item 12.
(a) Existing stock option plan (Section 201.76(b)). Allowable options are computed per Section 201.701)(1)(ii) or (iii) or

Section 201.76(c)(1),(2),(3) or 14 See, ot..ntement. r.t. exhibit... . . .. . ...
(I)) Replacement of existing plan (Section 201.780)). Allowable options are computed per Section 201.76(b)(1)(ii) or (iii)

or.Sectiol 201.16(c1111.121.13) or (4). as applicable to the existing plan
E.1(c) Modification or revision of existing plan (Section 201.78(b)). Allowable options are computed in the same manner as

in item (b), above
(d) New plan (Section 201.78(c)) requires approval. Determine allowable shares from the Decision and Order. (See Pay

Board Ruling 1972413 if the firm had a previous stock option plan.)
(s) Other. Check here if the plan is not covered by (a).(b),(c) or (d), above.and complete item 13 and Part VII.

12. (a) Amount of allowable shares under the Stabilization Regulations. (Show computation on (b) below; if a new plan or an exception
was granted, enter the amount from the Decision and Order.)
ft ) Date plan adooted . 8-13-71
(2) Corporation fiscal year calendar
431 Total number of shares available for option under the stock option plan as of December 17, 197/:,t' 415,000
(41 List the aggregate number of shares under stock options granted in each of the employer's last three fiscal years ending

before November 14, 1971.
55,150 See exhibits F and G(a) First year ending before 11 /14/71

(b) Second year ending before 11/14/71 t> 13, SOU
(c) Third year ending before 11/14/71> 20,250

(5) Wow many shares under option were granted in the fiscal year including November 14, 1971, and granted before
December 17, 1971? (These options may be exercised per Section 201.76(21) t> 0

(6) Have options been granted since December 16, 1971? El Yes No
If "Yes y for how many shares? t> 53,500

(b) Compute belciw allowable shares per Section 201.76(b) or (c) and enter in item 13(a)(3) for each applicable fiscal year.

Per Decision and Order dated July 21, 1972 Exhibit B

160,000 shares were allowed in the first of the plan.

13. (a) Computation of options exceeding the Stabilization Regulations. (Use a separate column for each fiscal year.)
(1) Fiscal year(s) of grant
(2) Number of shares covered by options granted
(3) Number of allowable shares (from 12(b), is enter "none" if

item 11(e) is checked)

(4) Excess, if any (line (2). above, fess line (311
(b) Were options granted for shares in excess of the number allowable under the Stabilization Regulations? Yes No

14. If "Yes" to item 13(b). refer to item It and check the applicable box below.
(a) Plan is described in item 11 (a).(b).(c) or (id). (Excess number of shares are a violation of the Stabilization Regulations

If there is nc litigation potential, the firm should be advised that it is in violation and instructed to cancel the options
granted for such excess)

(b) Item 11(e) is cr:cked. Determine the value of the stock options (See Section 201.76(01. Show computation and
complete Part VII.

19 71 1(172
.1, 141 SO

.1 Sig .: Oil

Does Not Apply

Pars IV Incentive Compensation (Other than stock options or productivity incentive as defined in Section 201.61 or
plans or practices covered by Section 201.77)

(Complete this part for each separate plan or practice if. employer awards incentive compensation, as defined in Section 201.72(e).)

16. (a) is incentive compensation awarded under a plan as defined in Section 201.74?. E] Yes No
If "Yes;' attach copy.

(b) Is incentive compensation awarded under a practice as defined in Section 201.76? Yes 07.1 No
If "Yes;' describe method for determining aggregate amount of awards pursuant to the practice, or enter
the bonus percentage as determined by the formula in Section 201.75101(1).

Form S82 (2.731



16. Does the plan or practice or any awards made thereunder meet the definitions of:
(a) An existing contract?
(b) A pay practice previously set forth?
(c) It "Yes" to (a) or (b). explain.

Yes

Yes

1;3 No
a No

17. What is the plan or practice year? 12-31-72
18. If the plan or practice makes awards in other than cash, or provides for deferred payments,explain. (See Sections 201.74(0(1) and

131., or 201.75(0(1) and (31.1

Phantom ;Cock Awards

19. Show the computation of the allowable amount, pursuant to Section 201.74(b) if a plan, or to Section 201.75(b) if a practice.

See Decision and Order ....168,000 units Exhibit B

20. (a) Has the employer made awards under the plan or practice after November 13. 1971?
(b) If "No" to (a), when does employer expect next awards to be made?
(c) If "Yes" to (a), what was the aggregate amount of the award? 5 .500.
(d) If there is an amount in (c), does it include the following:

11) Items deferred to a later year? Yes 12 No
(2) Items deferred from an earlier year? Yes 2 No
(3) Noncash items? El Yes No

(e) If "Yes" to (1), (2) or (3). explain.

E1 Yes No

Phantom Stock Awards

21. If there is an amount in item 20(c), is it more than the allowable amount computed in item 19?
If "Yes," complete Part VII. yes ®No
(a) If a"plan." determine the aggregate maximum amount computed in accordance with the plan formula. itTlon applicable
(b) If a "practice,"determine the aggregate maximum amount computed in accordance with the formula in item 15(b).

23. (a) Has the employer adopted a new or replacement incentive compensation plan or revised or modified its .......g pelasn since;
November 13, 1971? No

No(b) Was approval required under Section 201.78? ID Yes
(c) If "Yes" to (b), has a Decision and Order been received? ID Yes
(d) If "No" to (b) or (c). determine if any amounts paid should be apportioned to wages and salaries, compute

the amount below, and complete Part VII.

No

Part VSales or Commission Plans or Practices and Certain Production Incentive Programs (Complete for each separate
plan, practice or program) Does not apply
24. Prier to November 14. 1971, did the employer have established and in effect 'a'unles or commission plan or practice or a production

incentive program covering nonunion employees? Yes No
If plan or written program, attach copy. If practice or program, not written, describe method for determining amount of compensa-
tion.

25. If "Yes" to item 24, has the method of calculating earnings changed since November 14, 1971? Yes.
If "No," plan may operate per Section 201.77(a)11).

If "Yes" to item 25, based on project sales volume or production output:
(a) Estimate the aggregate amount of compensation payable under such changed plan, practice or program t)
(b) State the aggregate amount of compensation that would have been payable had no change in the method of calculating earnings

occurred tosP
(c) If (a) exceeds (b). check following box and complete Part VII

27. If "No" to item 24, has such a plan, practice or program been established since November 14, 1971?
If "Yes," complete Part VII. Yes No

Form S-82 (2-73)



28. (a) If ''Y es" to items 25 or 27. was approval required under Section 201.78? Yeess No
(b) If "Yes" to (a), above, has a Decision and Order been received? No

(c) If "No" to (a) or (b), above, determine any amount to be apportioned to wages and salaries and complete Part VII,

29. Does the employer claim that its plan, practice or program is a productivity incentive program? Yes No
If "Yes;' complete items 30 and 31.

30. Describe method by which compensation under such program is computed.

31. Does such program qualify as a productivity incentive program pursuant to Section 201.61 (d)7 Yes No

If "No; treat as a Section 201.74, 201,75 or 201.77 plan or practice, e, applicable, and complete the appropriate part of this form.

Part VI Job Perquisites

32. List all items furnished by the employer you consider to be perquisites as defined in Section 201.72 (d.
During 1971 and in the early part of 1972, the company paid for a financial

consulting service to several corporate officers, at a total cost of S15,000.

This proftram was discontinued in 1972.
33. List all business expense reimbursement practices of the employer, including mileage reimbursement, club dues payments, etc:

See exhibit D.

34. 1-ies the employer made any changes in itspractices as described in items 32 and 33 (e.g., increasing mileage reimbursement,
adopting a tuition reimbursement program, issuing gasoline credit cards, etc.) since November 13. 1971? Yes No
If "Yes," describe.

lc Does employer intend to include the value of such changes in pay adjustment computations? tg] Yes No
If "Yes; describe.

A portion of the figure in 32 was included in the P.B. 3..
36. Should any items furnished as job perquisites be apportioned to wages and salaries? Ye s>0 No

If "Yes," compute below and complete Part VII.

Part VII Appropriate Employee Unit (AEU) (Use additional pages if more than one AEU is involved)

37. Amounts to be apportioned to this AEU were determined from items (circle applicable item numbers):
7. 9, 11(e), 14(b), 21, 23(d), 26(c), 27 or 36.

38. Identify the item(s) to be apportioned to the AEU and the amount.

See Exhibit E...

39. Describe the AEU against which amounts deemed increases in wages and salaries attributable to either stock options or
incentive compensation plans or-practices will be charged.

All salaried employees of this company are included in a single unit.
40. If employer is incorporated, do corporate officers participate in this AEU?

If "No;' explain.
DJ( Yes N°

41. Is the AEU the same as the: la) Incentive plan or practice unit? Yes E5 No
(bl Stock option plan unit? Yes No

Prepare and attach a Form PB-3 for each AEU. Nurnoer of Forms PB-3 attached> two

,f comments, attach additional sheet and check here 1-
LJ

Part VIII Signatures

44. Investigator,--
._

Form S-82 (2-73)

45. Date .

e j . ;
)

47. Date

efm4/ 71''( //7/
_,.

. '7 "/.-7
/et,/
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